Introducing a programmable 1 \( \mu \)Hz to 21 MHz* synthesizer, function generator and sweep oscillator in one $3000** instrument.

For unprecedented performance per dollar, use HP's 3325A Synthesizer/Function Generator in applications such as testing communication and servo systems or simulating geophysical and biomedical transducers.

**Frequency synthesizer.** The easy-to-use front panel lets you select sinewave, frequency (11-digit resolution) and up to 10V peak-to-peak amplitude into 50\( \Omega \). Direct readout of units on the 3325A is given in peak-to-peak, rms or dBm. And for low-distortion audio and VLF/ULF testing, the 3325A can be used as a low-cost frequency standard as well.

**Function generator.** Squarewaves to 11 MHz with 20 nsec rise time let you evaluate timing and gating circuits with precision. Or, use the triangle and ramp waveforms to 11 kHz with 0.05\% linearity for accurate VCO testing and amplifier performance analysis.

**Sweep oscillator.** Sweep linearly over 13 decades or logarithmically over 7 decades without phase discontinuity and simplify swept frequency measurements on networks. Sweep-time selection ranges from 0.01 to 99.9 seconds.

**Automatic testing.** Combine the 3325A with a computing controller via the HP-IB*** for easy programming and versatility in production testing. Isolated interface and floating input/output simplifies system design.

And there's more. Ten storage registers for quick recall, external amplitude and phase modulation, \(-719.9^\circ\) phase offset, auxiliary 21 to 61 MHz output, self test and synchronization capability with other instruments. Plus two field installable options: An oven-controlled 10 MHz oscillator for stability of 0.05ppm/week ($550***) and a 40V peak-to-peak output to 1 MHz ($200**).

Get all the details on this new wideband frequency synthesizer, programmable function generator or phase-continuous frequency sweeper from your local HP field engineer.

- Sinewave specification only.
- ** Domestic: U.S.A. price only.

**HEWLETT hp PACKARD**

1507 Page Mill Road, Palo Alto, California 94304

For assistance call: Washington (201) 948-6370, Chicago (312) 215-9900, Atlanta (404) 955-1500, Los Angeles (213) 677-1282

Circle Number 900 on Reader Service Card
SURPRISE!

HP's New Display is a Big Show Off.

Big, because they're a full 20mm (0.8") high with bright, clear viewing as far as 10 metres. They show off well too, with excellent readability in bright ambient conditions because of a gray body color and untinted segments. This is HP's new family of HDSP-3400 Series of seven-segment red displays.

IC compatible, they're ideal for electronic instrumentation, point-of-sale terminals, TV's, weighing scales and digital clocks, and other applications where you need a big, easy-to-read display. And power requirements are low since they utilize a single GaAsP chip per segment.

Units are priced at $1.80* in quantities of 1000. For immediate delivery, call any franchised HP distributor. In the U.S. contact Hall-Mark, Hamilton/Avnet, Pioneer-Standard, Schweber, Wilshire or the Wyle Distribution Group (Liberty/Elmar). In Canada, call Hamilton/Avnet or Zentronics, Ltd. *U.S. Domestic Price Only.

HEWLETT PACKARD

1507 Page Mill Road, Palo Alto, California 94304
For assistance call: Washington (301) 948-6370, Chicago (312) 255-9800, Atlanta (404) 830-1500, Los Angeles (213) 677-1282
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A 32K byte dual floppy microcomputer system for only $2900* complete.

Standard Features:
- Dual 8" floppyys store 500,000 characters on line
- 32K bytes of static RAM
- RS-232 C at 75 to 19,200 baud
- 16 line parallel I/O
- Rack or tabletop mounting
- UL-recognized power supplies
- BUS oriented computer architecture
- Four slots used — four slots open for expansion

The C3-OEM is an ultra-high performance microcomputer system. Its powerful 6502A microprocessor (now triple sourced) outbrenches all 6800- and 8080-based computers in BASIC and machine code using the BASIC and assembler provided standard with this system.

In fact, the C3-OEM executes standard BASIC language programs at speed comparable to small 16 bit minicomputers.

Ohio Scientific has a vast library of low cost software for the high performance 6502A including an on-line debugger, a disassembler, several specialized disk operating systems and applications programs such as our word processor package and a data base management system. However, the C3-OEM is not just limited to 6502 based software. This remarkable machine also has a 6800 and a Z-80 microprocessor.

The system includes a software switch so that machine operation can be switched from one processor to another under software control!

So, one can start with existing 6800, 8080 or Z-80 programs while developing new software for the ultra-high performance 6502A.

The C3-OEM isn't cheap. It's a quality product with mechanical features like UL-recognized power supplies, a three-stage baked-on enamel finish and totally modular construction.

It is the product of Ohio Scientific's thousands of microcomputer systems experience. In fact, all the electronics of the C3-OEM have been in production for nearly a year and have field proven reliability. And, best of all, this machine is available now in quantity for immediate delivery!

A full spectrum of add-ons are now available including more memory, up to 16 serial lines, 96 parallel I/O ports, a video display, a parallel line printer interface and a 74 million byte Winchester disk drive.

*25-49 unit price
1-4 $3590.
5-9 $3300.
10-24 $3100.

Phone (216) 562-3101
or write for more information and the C3-OEM representative in your area.

OHIO SCIENTIFIC
1333 S. Chillicothe Rd.
Aurora, OH 44202

Circle 2 on reader service card.
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Cover: Network cuts development system costs, 89
By sharing one disk and one printer among eight designers, a multistation microprocessor development system slashes the per-station cost of these expensive items. Moreover, each designer can be working with a different microprocessor.

Cover is by Robert Strimban.

Follow the rising yen, 78
With the Japanese government under pressure to hike imports in order to whittle away at $29 billion of foreign reserves, there's an opportunity growing for enterprising foreign manufacturers, including those in the electronics industries. This Probing the News is the inaugural of an occasional commentary on special areas of interest from Electronics' worldwide staff of reporters.

Bit-slice microcontrollers compared, 96
What could better follow last issue's rundown of bit-slice processor elements than a survey of the equally necessary microcontrollers? These comparisons will help designers pick their way through the maze of options available to them.

I/O throughput jumps with dual-port memory, 107
A random-access memory on a new input/output controller is also accessible from the system bus because of its dual port. Thus the controller looks like just another memory board to the host microprocessor, which can dump or receive data in much larger chunks than with I/O boards that have no dual-port RAM.

In the next issue...

The annual Wescon preview... speech synthesis on a chip... a new 8-bit one-chip microcomputer.
While it's not unusual for Electronics' readers to contact authors of our articles to discuss the fine points, it is rare for such a contact to turn into a business. But that's what happened to Paul Page and Bruce Gladstone, now the heads of Futuredata and the coauthors of the cover article (p. 89) on a multistation microprocessor development system.

Gladstone wrote an article for Electronics on microprocessor applications that appeared back in 1973 when he was consulting for Varitel Inc. in Sherman Oaks, Calif. At the time Page was a computer systems designer working on a research project at the University of California at Los Angeles. Page read Gladstone's article and called him to talk about microprocessors.

This conversation eventually led to several joint consulting jobs. In 1975, when Varitel went belly up, the two formed a company to design a microprocessor development system. And in 1977 that operation became Futuredata; the result of a phone call to an author.

Another pair of authors in this issue are Tom Adams and Scott Smith. Part 2 of their evaluation of bit-slice microprocessor families (p. 96) takes a look at the microcontrollers that sequence instructions. By the way, Adams never worked for Raytheon, as we erroneously said in the last issue. Actually, he had been at the Applied Research Laboratories of the University of Texas from 1966 until recently. "But I was using bit-slices in a Navy submarine project to interface sonar equipment with Raytheon computers," he says.
Krohn-Hite's new Model 2000 function generator supplies sine, square and triangle waveforms from .003 Hz to 30 MHz. This powerful generator delivers 30 volts p-p, and over 1/2 watt of output power. It features a calibrated attenuator, external frequency control 1000:1, symmetry control, calibrated CV output and much more for only $895.00.

For fast action call The Wavemakers at (617)-580-1660 or any local office listed below.

THE NEW FUNCTION GENERATOR THAT OFFERS MORE!

SALES OFFICES: ALA., Huntsville (205) 534-9771; ARIZ., Scottsdale (602) 994-5461; CAL., San Jose (408) 292-3220, Inglewood (213) 674-6850; COL., Denver (303) 773-1218; CONN., Canton Center (203) 525-7647; FLA., Orlando (305) 894-4401; GA., Atlanta (404) 455-1206; HAWAII, Honolulu (808) 941-1574; ILL., Arlington Hts. (312) 394-3380; IN., Fort Wayne (219) 485-3846; KS., Lenexa (913) 888-0215; LA., Lafayette (318) 984-3516; MD., Towson (301) 321-1411; MASS., Wakefield (617) 245-5940; MICH., Southfield (313) 569-4497; MINN., St. Paul (612) 645-5816; MO., St. Louis (314) 733-5400; N.M., Albuquerque (505) 255-2330; N.Y., Cherry Hill (609) 482-0259; N.Y., Elmont (516) 488-2100, Rochester (716) 328-2230, Syracuse (315) 437-6666, Vestal (607) 785-9547; N.C., Burlington (919) 227-3639; OHIO, Chesletland (216) 729-2222, Dayton (513) 434-8993; OKLA., Tulsa (918) 299-2635; OR., Portland (503) 297-2248; TEX., Dallas (214) 661-0400, Houston (713) 688-1431; UTAH, Sandy (801) 942-2081; VA., Falls Church (703) 573-8787, WA., Bellevue (206) 454-3418; CANADA, Montreal, Quebec (514) 341-7630, Ottawa, Ontario (613) 235-5121, Toronto, Ontario (416) 445-9900, Vancouver, British Columbia (604) 253-5655, Halifax, Nova Scotia (902) 454-6221, St. John's, Newfoundland (709) 726-2422.
More help for the handicapped

To the Editor: Having read the interesting articles “Communicator aids polio victims” [May 1, p. 42] and “Communicators help the handicapped” [June 8, p. 94], I feel that you and your readers should know that a very useful communication system has been developed at the Electronics Laboratory of the Technical University of Denmark and has been manufactured for about two years by ELMIA/S, Copenhagen.

This communicator, called the Vidialog system, enables all types of motor-handicapped persons to write and draw on common TV screens by use of an interface, which can be adapted to each individual handicap. Vidialog is particularly suited for communication with patients who, regardless of etiology, have become severely motor-handicapped or even paralyzed, either for life or temporarily, and for teaching and communicating with spastic children.

Via the interface unit, the motor-handicapped person can select characters from a character display, which is shown on the upper part of the TV screen. Writing errors can easily be corrected, and the written text may be edited.

Virtually every imaginable type of interface may be connected to the Vidialog system. Even almost totally paralyzed patients will be able to use a touch-operated control, a suck/blow contact, or an eye-wink detector. Spastic persons with violent and involuntary movements may use an area selector consisting of a plate with five sectors, which are to be touched with a stick or a special glove. Patients suffering from muscular dystrophy may use an isometric joystick, an easily moveable stick.

A particular alphabet display on the TV screen corresponds to each interface unit. In each display, the letters are organized in such a way that those most frequently used are nearest to the starting position, optimizing the writing speed. The correct alphabet is automatically displayed on the screen when the interface unit is connected to the control unit.

Via a keyboard, a teacher or instructor can write on the TV screen or make corrections. All functions, including the recording of alphabet displays or words, are carried out from the keyboard.

It is also possible to make simple figures and drawings on the TV screen and to make drawings on a transparency placed on the screen, which has proved useful in teaching and communicating even in the case of retarded spastic children.

In your June 8 article, Mr. Derek Rowell says his Unicom “is the first unit for the handicapped that will allow messages to be edited.” As mentioned above, the Vidialog system already has this feature.

Björn Jarkler
Electronics Laboratory
Technical University of Denmark
Lyngby, Denmark

Reflections

To the Editor: Users of Mr. McDonald's microwave setup [“Mismatched waveguide calibrates VSWR scope display,” June 22, p. 146] may experience difficulty in measuring values of less than 1.5 or so for the voltage standing-wave ratio. Because in many commercial systems the maximum VSWR must be well below this number, such a configuration will have limited usefulness, the reason being that the input VSWR of commercial attenuators will be much too high to permit accurate calibration of the test setup at the low VSWR values. The VSWR values for the best attenuators I could find by glancing through catalogs, was 1.2-to-1 to 1.5-to-1, and some were higher.

I suggest that the attenuator be placed before the directional coupler so that the VSWR of the attenuator will not make the calibration inaccurate. The attenuator will then read return loss directly.

L. Quick
Chester, N. J.

Correction

Before you rush to order Nippon Electric Co.’s new 64-k read-only memory, be advised that the quantity price is $50 each, not the $1.50 listed on page 65 of the Aug. 3 issue.
The 4½-plus DMMs... extra accuracy, extra features, extra value!

THESE NEW KEITHLEY DMMs HAVE 30000-COUNT ACCURACY, AUTO/MANUAL RANGING, 4-TERMINAL OHMS, IEEE 488 BUS INTERFACE AND MORE.

For maximum performance at a low price, you can’t beat the new Keithley 172A. At $499, it's your best buy in a top-of-the-line 4½-digit DMM. The 173A adds extended autoranging ac and dc current measurement — for only $645.

OUTSTANDING ACCURACY!
DCV accuracy is specified as 0.009% for 24 hours, 0.015% for one year over normal lab temperatures.

UNIQUE 30000-COUNT DISPLAY.
Five-digit accuracy is available for those 24 and 28-volt measurements — a decade better than other 4½-digit multimeters.

AUTO/MANUAL RANGING.
Match the range-changing mode to your measurement. Autoranging is useful for widely-varying signals, manual ranging is ideal for repetitive measurements.

FIVE-FUNCTION CAPABILITY.
The 172A and 173A measure dc voltages from 10 µV to 1200V. Both DMMs will measure 10 µV/digit to 1000V from 20 Hz to 100 kHz. The capability to measure resistances from 10 mΩ to 300 MΩ eliminates the expense of an additional meter for high-megohm measurements.

The 172A measures ac and dc currents from 10 µA to 2A. To measure beyond this range, the 173A offers 10nA/digit to 3A full scale.

THE CONVENIENCE OF HI-LO OHMS.
Use LO for in-circuit resistance measurements without turning on semiconductor junctions. In the HI mode, enough voltage is applied to semiconductors to turn them on for a quick test.

THERE’S MORE
... lighted function indicators, 2 or 4-terminal input, optional IEEE 488 interface and a complete line of accessories add flexibility and convenience. It all adds up to two of the best values in top-of-the-line DMMs.

Find out how these new Keithley DMMs can aid your measurement.

CALL TOLL FREE:
800-321-0560
In Ohio call (216) 248-0400

Keithley Instruments, Inc., 28775 Aurora Road, Cleveland, Ohio 44139, U.S.A. (216) 248-0400
Heiglhostrasse 5, D-8000 München 70, West Germany (089) 7144065.

KEITHLEY... The best value in DMMs.
News update

- General Telephone & Electronics Corp. of Stamford, Conn., is stepping up research into flat-panel displays, "an area that could lead to the next generation of television sets," predicts a spokesman for the corporation.

To work with its engineers on the necessary development, GTE has signed a three-year contract with Luciton Inc. of Chicago. Luciton is the research organization recently established by three former Zenith Radio Corp. scientists [{Electricronics}, July 6, p. 50].

According to George Konkol, president of GTE's Consumer Electronics group, the objective is to develop a technology for producing the kind of flat, thin displays that will be suitable for large-screen color television and other commercial applications.

He adds that Luciton will be working closely with GTE Laboratories in Waltham, Mass., and with GTE Sylvania television and picture tube engineers in Batavia and Sene- cal Falls, N. Y.

Luciton president Joseph Markin hopes to have a 3-inch-thick panel with a 5-inch diagonal available for demonstration shortly. Planned for the early 1980s is displays that will measure more than 25 inches diagonally and will have prices upwards of $5,000.

- RCA Corp. is becoming more aggressive about selling its personal computers. Its Electro-Optics and Devices division in Lancaster, Pa., which recently took over the marketing of the company's home computers, has lowered the price of the Video Interface Processor [{Electricronics}, March 31, 1977, p. 94]. As a result, a fully assembled black-and-white VIP now costs $249 instead of $299.95.

In addition, the division is planning to bring out a related product about once a month. Supplements will include a fully alphanumeric keyboard, a low-cost printer, and a color version of VIP with better sound.

Bruce LeBoss
From Texas Instruments...

Industry's broadest line of BIFET op amps.

Let's face it. The new standard in op amps is BIFET. In performance and cost-effectiveness, they obsolete conventional bipolar such as µA741's and others.

Texas Instruments makes the industry's broadest line of BIFET op amps. Whether you require low-price, low-offset, low-noise or low-power, you get what you need from one of TI's three families.

**Low-price**
If costs are critical, you can't do better than the TL081 family, with prices ranging down to 29 cents each in 100's.

You get high-impedance JFET inputs and low-distortion bipolar outputs. Unity gain bandwidth is 3 MHz. Slew rate is 13 V/µs. Yet price is comparable to the lower performance µA741's.

**Low-offset**
If you are involved in precision instrumentation, you'll want the TL087 to replace expensive discrete or hybrid amplifiers. Offset is only 0.5 mV, yet price is only $3.93 in 100 piece quantities.

**Low-noise**
The TL071 series adds lower noise (18 nV/√Hz) and lower input offset voltage (10 mV) to the other excellent characteristics of the TL081 series.

**Low-power**
For power critical applications, the TL061 series op amps require only 0.25 mA max supply current...less than one tenth that of the µA741.

The TL066 features an exclusive power programming capability. It can operate on mere microwatts at supply voltages as low as ±1.5V.

**Duals and quads**
All three series include duals and quads as well as singles. Regardless of your requirements, you'll find a TI BIFET op amp to fit your needs.

For more information, see your authorized TI distributor or write Texas Instruments Incorporated, P.O. Box 225012, M/S 308, Dallas, Texas 75265.
Nobody makes 1Kx4, asynchronous, fully static RAM's with lower power than Advanced Micro Devices. Nobody.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>THEIRS</th>
<th>OURS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ACTIVE POWER DISSIPATION</strong></td>
<td>2114</td>
<td>Am914</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2114</td>
<td>Am9114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2114</td>
<td>Am9124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Deselected Power Dissipation</strong></td>
<td>500mW</td>
<td>200mW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>350mW</td>
<td>200mW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>350mW</td>
<td>100mW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Output Drive Current</strong></td>
<td>2.1mA</td>
<td>3.2mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.1mA</td>
<td>4.0mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.2mA</td>
<td>4.0mA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**THERE'S "LOW."**

AND THEN THERE'S **"LOW LOW."**
TAKE THE AM9114.

It's a plug-in replacement for the industry standard 2114.
But even though it offers a higher output drive and 30% lower power requirements, we sell it for the same price as theirs. So much for "low." Hang on for "low low."

LOOK AT THE AM9124.

It, too, is a plug-in replacement for the 2114. But it has a Chip Select Power Down feature which means that the power requirement drops an additional 60% when the part's not selected. And it makes that saving without any special timing or wiring.

If you want an even bigger "low," ask for the Am91L14 or the Am91L24.
The entire family has access times as fast as 200ns commercial and 300ns military. They're 100% hot tested for the best incoming quality. And, of course, you get MIL-STD-883 for free.

When you're looking for the best 2114's you can buy, look for the 9114 and 9124. But ask for them by their first name: Advanced Micro Devices.
BiMOS gets you through
the op amp jungle.

By mixing Bipolar and MOS, RCA has created a family of op amps that really cuts through the confusion of finding the right one for the job. In this one family you'll find wideband, high-speed, micropower, general purpose and FET input features. Input current and impedance are comparable to much higher-priced Bifet types, which BiMOS can often replace.

**Easy manufacture equals low price.**

That's because BiMOS is as easy to manufacture as general purpose types. We're getting high yields with high uniformity. In high volume.

You can also profit from reduced power, testing, and inventory costs. Because instead of a jungle of types, BiMOS versatility lets you standardize on just a few. Such as:

**CA3100**

Wideband op amp (38 MHz) for small signal applications. High open-loop gain, slew rate and output current, plus fast settling time.

**CA3130**

Universal op amp available with compensation (3160) or without (3130). Very low priced, yet with features for general purpose, MOS/FET input (1,500,000 MΩ), wideband (4 MHz), micropower, and CMOS output with high output current (±22mA) uses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Input Common-Mode Voltage Range</th>
<th>( V_{om}^{\text{m}} )</th>
<th>( I_i )</th>
<th>Slew Rate</th>
<th>Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CA3100</td>
<td>( V^-3V ) to ( V^-3V )</td>
<td>( V^-6V ) to ( V^-3V )</td>
<td>3μA</td>
<td>25V/μsec</td>
<td>High Speed Op Amp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA3130</td>
<td>( 0V ) to ( V^-10V )</td>
<td>10mV to ( V^-10V )</td>
<td>50pA</td>
<td>10V/μsec</td>
<td>Op Amp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA3140</td>
<td>( 0V ) to ( V^-3V )</td>
<td>1V to ( V^-3V )</td>
<td>50pA</td>
<td>9V/μsec</td>
<td>Op Amp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA3160</td>
<td>( 0V ) to ( V^-10V )</td>
<td>10mV to ( V^-10V )</td>
<td>50pA</td>
<td>10V/μsec</td>
<td>CA3130 with internal compensation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA3240</td>
<td>( 0V ) to ( V^-3V )</td>
<td>1V to ( V^-3V )</td>
<td>50pA</td>
<td>9V/μsec</td>
<td>CA3140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA3290</td>
<td>( 0V ) to ( V^-3.8V )</td>
<td>20mV</td>
<td>50pA</td>
<td>100V/μsec</td>
<td>Dual Comparator</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CA3140**

**CA3240**

Most useful op amp since the 741 (CA3140), also available in dual version (3240) for users of 747, Bifet TL082, and often hard-to-get 1458. 4-36 V supply voltage. Both do most jobs better than older industry standards. Also better than many premium op amps—at far less cost.

**CA3290**

Single-supply dual comparator with better-than-Bipolar accuracy (50 pA input vs. 25,000+), lower-than-Bifet prices. Beats Bifet on sensing low level signals close to ground potential. Can be coupled directly to high-impedance sensors.

Get our free BiMOS booklet (2M1207), your guide through the op amp jungle. Contact your local RCA Solid State distributor. Or contact RCA Solid State headquarters in Somerville, NJ; 1130 Brussels, Belgium; Sunbury-on-Thames, Middlesex, England; Quickborn 2085, W. Germany; Ste-Anne-de-Bellevue, Quebec, Canada; Sao Paulo, Brazil; Tokyo, Japan.

RCA Linear IC experience is working for you.

---
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People

SOS microprocessors due soon, says RCA's Ahrons

It used to be that the extra price charged for silicon-on-sapphire circuits had a lot of people deciding not to buy them. But that price premium is going by the wayside, and the accelerated interest in SOS that should result is part of the reason Richard W. Ahrons is back where he put in much of his professional life—at RCA Corp. Indeed, he is at the Solid State division in Somerville, N. J.

RCA has developed its sapphire-ribbon-growing capability to such an extent that SOS devices will be as low in cost as those produced on bulk silicon, according to Ahrons, who has just taken on the newly created post of manager of microprocessor and memory product marketing and support engineering. At RCA this means complementary-metal-oxide-semiconductor technology; in microprocessors, it means its 1800 family, as well as upcoming 8048 and 8085 designs it obtained in a licensing agreement with Intel Corp. [Electronics, April 13, p. 41].

"The price would be the same independent of whether the part's on sapphire or on silicon," says Ahrons, holder of a Ph.D. with a double major in communications and computers.

Hence, for RCA there's no point in making the devices on bulk silicon, he continues. Using the sapphire substrate offers higher-frequency C-MOS circuits with higher noise immunity and wider temperature range than is possible on a silicon substrate.

The SOS microprocessors, the first to be marketed, will start to be available by the end of the year in sample quantities, Ahrons says. A single-chip 1804 with an expandable memory will come first, with an 8085 due in the first quarter of 1979.

"I see a great future for the C-MOS microprocessor and its low-power capabilities, and especially so when it's built on a sapphire substrate," predicts Ahrons, who rejoins RCA after spending three years at Motorola Semiconductor in Austin, Texas, primarily as manager of C-MOS market planning and applications. Earlier, he spent 10 years at RCA's Sarnoff Research Center and 5 years at the Solid State division, leaving in 1969 after becoming manager of advanced applications and devices.

RCA is in the forefront of C-MOS microprocessor development, "and our plans are to stay that way," he says. "It's the reason I came East."

Repackaging is as important as technology: Jud Gilbert

Innovation doesn't necessarily come from novel changes in circuitry, according to Jud Gilbert, Prentice Corp.'s new vice president of engineering. Coming up with a fresh approach to functionality and packaging can be as innovative as designing in the latest technology, the 38-year-old executive believes.

Gilbert hopes to exploit this philosophy to make small and medium-sized time-division multiplexers and port-contention devices more beneficial to the user. "Small TDMS are getting smarter, just like the big 150-channel types, because they are being designed with microprocessors. But instead of making the small [4- or 8-channel] TDMS in modular fashion, they are more like black boxes," explains Gilbert, who previously managed product lines at Racal-Milgo Inc. and General Data-Comm Industries Inc. The upshot is
The other synthesized signal generator just became obsolete.

Patented single-control tuning and simplified channel selection make this 520MHz synthesized signal generator a lot easier to use. Its low price makes it a lot easier to buy.

The Racal-Dana 9081 is a superior concept in signal generators: synthesized performance with analog tuning. It's the easiest synthesized signal generator in the world to use, giving you maximum precision and accuracy with hands-off control. At under $4500, there's nothing else on the market that even comes close.

The 9081 has full amplitude, frequency and phase modulation capabilities, with automatic leveling over a frequency range from 5MHz to 520MHz.

Radio communications testing was never easier. You can change frequency in channel-related steps by using either the main tuning control or the patented channel step switch.

There are many advantages to the 9081 in tuning, accuracy, stability, flexibility, portability and sheer excellence. Get the whole new story on synthesized signal generators. Call or write for more details.

variable capacitors

...made by Johanson. Quality without compromise is our target in the design and manufacture of capacitors in sizes, mounting configurations and capacitance values to meet every application. Perhaps that's why—for more than three decades—superior variable capacitors have been synonymous with the name Johanson, where standards of excellence always come first.

The standard of excellence!

Johanson

MANUFACTURING CORPORATION
Rockaway Valley Road
Boonton, N.J. 07005
(201) 334-2676, TWX 710-967-8367

Adapted. Small units may benefit from big system design, Gilbert says.

that they are hard to service and prone to obsolescence, he says.

Modular adaption. Instead, Gilbert would like to adapt the modular architecture of medium and large multiplexing systems to the smaller ones. "This would not require circuitry changes, only a change in packaging," he asserts.

For port-contention devices, which manage the access of a number of lines to a smaller number of ports, Gilbert envisions being able to replace the switching algorithms. His choice for a replacement is one similar to that used by the telephone company.

Until now, the Palo Alto, Calif., firm has scratched out a small niche in the telecommunications market with low-speed modems, inexpensive short-haul (up to 5 miles) modems, and frequency-division multiplexers. Moving into TDMS and PCDs takes an infusion of expertise.

"That is one of the reasons I was appointed," Gilbert says. "Prentice viewed my background in high-speed modems, TDMS, and terminals as a good complement to its engineering group's expertise in the other areas." Can this small company, with $4 million a year in sales, develop both these new products?

"If we do the job right, there's no reason why we can't," Gilbert maintains. "The hardware is nearly identical; the bulk of the development will be firmware and software."
The dawn of high performance, low cost counter timers.

Now you can have more capability and more flexibility for less money.

Racal-Dana 9900 Counter Timers offer you the most advanced technology in low cost universal counter timers. LSI construction permits precision measurement capability to 50MHz for as little as $675, to 200MHz for $795 and an optionally portable unit for under $1000 complete.

Time interval averaging with 100psec. resolution, AC and DC channels, and bounce protection are standard on all units.

Proven reliability enables us to offer a full 2-year warranty.

Don't settle for yesterday's performance. A brand new day has begun. Call or write today.


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Frequency (MHz)</th>
<th>T.I.A.</th>
<th>Period, Ratio &amp; Trigger Level</th>
<th>Base Price (U.S. List)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9901</td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$ 675.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9903†</td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$ 850.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9905</td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$ 795.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

†Battery Option
HEWLETT-PACKARD
INTRODUCES
A NEW GENERATION.

THE PRICE OF EXCELLENCE
NOW STARTS AT $60*.

THE NEW SERIES E.
Introducing Series E. Five precision calculating instruments for science, engineering and business. You'll find them outstanding values.

NEW FEATURES.
MORE CONVENIENCE.
Easier to read. They feature a new, larger LED display for improved readability. And so that you'll never confuse 100000 with 1000000, commas are inserted between thousands.

Checks you. Checks itself. Built-in diagnostic systems tell you: 1) when you've performed an incorrect operation; 2) why it was incorrect; 3) and if the calculator isn't working properly.

Accuracy. We engineered a new level of accuracy into Series E. So you need not be concerned that your answers are correct or complete.

FOR SCIENCE
AND ENGINEERING.
The HP-31E—Scientific. $60* Consider it the new standard scientific calculator. Trigonometric, exponential and math functions. Metric conversions. Fixed and scientific display modes with a full 10-digit display, 4 separate user memories.
The HP-32E—Advanced Scientific with Statistics. $80* Everything the HP-31E is—and more. More math and metric capabilities. 15 user memories. Hypobolic functions. Plus comprehensive statistics, Engineering, scientific and fixed display modes. Decimal degree conversions.
The HP-33E—Programmable Scientific. $100* A scientific, math and statistical calculator with the added clout of programmability. 49 program lines of fully-merged key codes. Editing keys, control keys and a full range of conditional keys. 8 user memories.

FOR BUSINESS
AND FINANCE.
The HP-38E—Advanced Financial with Programmability. $120* Our first financial programmable calculator. Has all the power of the HP-37E plus a lot more. Routine or sophisticated problem solving at the touch of just one key—no previous programming experience necessary. IRR and NPV for up to 1980 cash flows in 20 groups. 2000-year calendar. 5 financial and 20 user memories plus up to 99 program lines.

Introductory Booklets; Owners' Handbooks; Applications Books for mathematics, statistics, real estate, leasing, investments and more. These books give you fast, easy solutions to everyday problems.

In quality. Hewlett-Packard quality, dependability and reliability are engineered into every Series E calculator.

EXCELLENCE AT AN
AFFORDABLE PRICE.
For details, send the attached coupon. And for a closer look at Series E calculators, visit your nearest Hewlett-Packard dealer. For the address, CALL TOLL-FREE 800-648-4711 except in Hawaii or Alaska. In Nevada call 800-992-5710. See for yourself that the price of excellence is now quite affordable.

HEWLETT PACKARD

FOR BUSINESS
AND FINANCE.

FOR SCIENCE
AND ENGINEERING.

For the HP-31E:

For the HP-33E:

For the HP-37E:

For the HP-38E:

Displays photographed separately to simulate typical appearance.
M&T protects some of the great American Institutions.

Our Love Affair with the Shiny New Car.
Protected by plating with M&T chemicals.

As new car sales tell us, car buyers love chromium plated bumpers and reject dull substitutes.

But to comply with new gas mileage requirements, car manufacturers are looking for lighter materials. Switching to aluminum, for example, could save a hefty 30 to 40 pounds. The problem is, how can aluminum bumpers be plated to remain shiny and resist corrosion?

M&T, supplier of plating chemicals for over 50 years, developed the solution for plating on aluminum 15 years ahead of its time—the ALSTAN* process. Recognized throughout the auto industry as the only proven system for preplating aluminum, ALSTAN 80 could help save shiny brightwork and bumpers and help to reduce gas consumption.

So if you're involved in metals or plastics that require plating, M&T can deliver a world of innovative solutions for your copper, nickel, tin, zinc or chromium requirements.

Including a brighter future for the American car.

*ALSTAN, EPOCAST and FASCAT are trademarks of M&T Chemicals Inc.
Paying Uncle Sam his due.

Protected by our LED encapsulants.
Not even M&T can make April 15 a beloved institution. But the numbers on your calculator light up a lot brighter, thanks to our EPOCAST® epoxy resins for encapsulating light emitting diodes (LEDs). As the world's largest supplier of opto-electronic encapsulants, M&T has helped enhance readability on everything from digital clocks to the new display panels on computers and microwave ovens. With new epoxies and dyes we've developed to improve readability, as well as the bottom line on manufacturing costs.

So, whether you're involved in producing chips, semiconductors or printed circuit boards, M&T offers a complete line of electrical and electronic packaging compounds.

The Six Pack.
Protected by our can coatings, compounds, and inks.

Nobody knows the can protection business better than M&T—major coatings supplier to some of the largest can producers and users in the world.

M&T markets a full line of sealing compounds that prevent leakage at the ends of cans for both food and non-food applications. To protect the can as well as its contents, we supply inside coatings. And to decorate and identify your favorite brand, we sell the exterior coatings and ink to complete the job.

Our newest jet ink even helps beer and beverage manufacturers code their products by literally "spraying" a code on cans.

So whether your packaging plans are rigid or flexible, M&T has the complete product line for you.

The Weekend Sailor.
Protected by our esterification catalysts.

The less time you spend maintaining a boat, the more time you can spend enjoying it. That's why polyester boat hulls are so popular.

And our line of esterification catalysts is popular with the people who make polyesters because we make it possible to produce them quickly—and economically.

Because our FASCAT® esterification catalysts make purer esters, polyester manufacturers enjoy better economy in producing stronger resins.

And to people who make lubricants, pharmaceuticals, and cosmetics, FASCAT catalysts offer improved conversion costs, purer esters, and less corrosion problems.

So if you're writing off your current reactor prematurely because of acid catalyst corrosion, you can protect your investment—and improve your profitability—with catalysts from M&T.

For more information on how M&T can help you protect the institutions that are closest to you, write to our Director of Corporate Communications, M&T Chemicals Inc., Rahway, N.J. 07065, or call (201) 499-0200. And use our great competitive edge to your profit.
Our switches add the

Ask for switches by our
ITT Schadow Keyboard Switches not only feel better under your fingers, they perform better, too. Good tactile feel, solid, low contact bounce and consistent electrical output make the difference.

Take our Digitast™ modular electronic switch input components. They offer SPST as well as SPDT, and are available in 6 different caps styles (one of which is re-legendable) – all available with or without LEDs. They’re better for dual in-line (DIPS) and tableau presentation because of the unique bussing contact which eliminates costly, troublesome plated sandwiched switches.

And if you’re a fussbudget, you’ll go for our economical REK components which again offer both SPST and SPDT contact arrangements in extremely compact designs. They are available with or without buttons. You can put them on your own printed circuit boards – modular low-profile design makes them ideal for any location.

Need environmental protection? Our low-cost 3-point contact, high integrity disc switch is the only one in its price range that is totally sealed against the harmful effects of moisture and humidity. Perfect for automotive equipment, security devices, business machines, data input devices, medical equipment, appliances, microwave ovens, blenders and air conditioners.

Call for a free sample. Put your finger on it and see for yourself how good it feels to switch to our keyboard switches. It’s a touch of something extra at no extra cost.

For a sample or a catalog, ask for us by our first name. ITT Schadow, 8081 Wallace Road, Eden Prairie, Minnesota 55344. (612) 944-1820.

In Canada: ITT Canada Components, 4001 Chesswood Drive, Downsview, Ontario, Canada M3J 2R8. (416) 630-7971.

ITT Schadow
Doing more business in Japan

Hakuraihin is a sweet-sounding word to the Japanese. It literally means a product that has arrived by boat, and its existence underscores a long-held fondness in Japan for foreign-made products. Now the rapidly rising value of the Japanese yen seems to be encouraging “pacific overtures,” as Admiral Perry phrased it, in the way of increased American sales to Japan.

There is even some confidence these days that the U. S. will be able to negotiate more favorable tariff rates for certain electronics products imported by Japan — integrated circuits, computers, and peripheral equipment — as a further stimulus to trade. The question is: will the electronics companies make the most of the situation?

A few well-known companies have taken the risks and accepted the headaches of doing business in Japan and are now in a position to increase their market shares. These established firms have learned that the Japanese market is a difficult one in which to get started. It is not a market for short-term or one-shot deals. To make a go of things in Japan requires good planning and determination, which is why many American companies will pass up the opportunity presented. The commitment required may be too great in view of the rather flat market today in Japan, with its tough domestic competition.

Nevertheless, the opportunity exists for all-out marketing tied to solid engineering support, two of the U. S. electronics industries’ strengths. It has been a long time since Admiral Perry’s famous black ships opened up Japan to increased trade. Maybe the time has come for the electronic black boxes from America to do the same.

Toward a high-level language

The Department of Defense’s effort, the DOD-1 program, to develop a standard high-level language is entering its final phase. Two firms, Intermetrics in Cambridge, Mass., and CII-Honeywell Bull, a French affiliate of Honeywell Inc. in Minneapolis, have been encouraged to complete the languages they have been working on and to deliver compilers by next spring.

Neither company is obviously the leader. Both proposals have advantages and disadvantages, although Intermetrics might have an edge because the company has delivered other compilers to DOD. The main need is for the project to proceed without delay because the language could have a major impact on the software of the 1980s.

It will be the first time that DOD will have a highly readable language. “In the past, the languages have been too machine-dependent and oriented toward writability,” an industry spokesman points out, adding “it will cut down on the cost of program development and maintenance.” This point makes sense because a look at software expenditures shows maintenance is on top. So the language is targeted at easing the software cost problem.

DOD-1 may not be the answer to all the Pentagon’s software problems, but it’s a good, practical start. The language has an excellent chance for success. Its worth will be appreciated inside and outside DOD.
Since we made them first, we know how to make them last.

Back when we invented the basic snap-action switch, it was the only product we made. But it wasn’t all we had to sell. Even that first switch was tough and reliable. So we started out with a reputation for quality we’ve been selling ever since.

Today’s MICRO SWITCH basic is put together with the finest materials available, then put through intense survival tests in the lab. The result is the kind of switch that can stand up to punishment on the job.

It’s also versatile. Our standard basic comes in limitless variations with up to 25 amps electrical capacity. The V3, SM and SX offer a wide selection of sizes, dozens of different actuators and terminals and a variety of operating forces.

And solid state switches like XL are mechanically operated and offer solid state Hall-effect technology.

MICRO SWITCH backs you up with field engineers who deliver application assistance, plus a network of authorized distributors for local availability. For details, call 815/235-6600.

When it comes to basic switches, you profit from our experience.

A. Type SM— invented 1950.
B. Type BZ— invented 1932.
C. Type V3— invented 1945.
D. Type SX— invented 1958.

MICRO SWITCH
FREEPORT ILLINOIS 61032
A DIVISION OF HONEYWELL

Circle 25 for Data
We became the world's largest manufacturer of SCR power supplies by offering higher quality at lower prices.

In a word: economy. In another word: value.

One- and three-phase rack-mounted power supplies from 500 to 10,000 watts. Call TOLL FREE 800-631-4298 for complete information and prices, or write for our catalog.

Meetings


Fiber Optics and Communications Exposition, Information Gatekeepers Inc. (Brookline, Mass.), Hyatt Regency O'Hare Hotel, Chicago, Sept. 6–8.


Wescon/78 Show and Convention, Electronic Conventions Inc. (El Segundo, Calif.), Los Angeles Convention Center, Los Angeles, Sept. 12–14.

ECOC—Fourth European Conference on Optical Communications, IEEE Italian Section (for information, contact Istituto Internazionale Comunicazioni, Genoa), Genoa, Italy, Sept. 12–15.

Conference on Information and Systems Theory Used in Digital Communications, IEEE German Section (for information contact VDE-Zentralstelle Tagungen, Frankfurt), Technical University, West Berlin, West Germany, Sept. 18–20.

ESSEIRC 78—Fourth European Solid State Circuits Conference, IEEE Benelux Section (for information contact ESSEIRC 78, Delft University of Technology, Delft), Tropen Instituut, Amsterdam, the Netherlands, Sept. 18–21.

Sixth Computer-Aided Design and Computer-Aided Manufacturing Conference and Exhibition (CAD/CAM VI), Society of Manufacturing Engineers (Detroit), Hyatt House, Los Angeles, Sept. 19–21.
Industry's most advanced memory circuits, 16K dynamic and 4K static RAMs, are now available in low-cost plastic packaging. Higher performance and lower system cost—Mostek's learning curve experience made it possible.

And now, industry's fastest 16K RAM is available in plastic. It's Mostek's 4116-2 with an access time of 150ns and a cycle time of 320ns.

Mostek's Edge-Activated 4104 4K static RAM also comes in plastic. It features 150mW active power, 28mW standby and operates on a single +5 volt power supply. And for battery-backup operation, count on the MK 4104-30 series.

The MK 36000, 64K ROM, will soon be available in plastic packaging. It features 24-pin compatibility with Mostek's complete family of 8K and 16K ROMs, as well as existing EPROMs. For high reliability applications, Mostek offers hermetic, gold-plated, dual-in-line ceramic, and flat packs. And Mostek's innovative leadless chip carrier allows greater circuit density per square inch of PC board.

For more information on Mostek's low cost packaging contact Mostek, 1215 West Crosby Road, Carrollton, Texas 75006; telephone 214/242-0444. In Europe, contact Mostek Brussels, telephone (49)(0711)701045.

Mostek
Graphics. Without
graphics software.

You just lost your last excuse for sticking with alphanumerics. Because with HP's new 2647A Intelligent Graphics Terminal, you get graphics without digging into your CPU's software.

A picture's worth a thousand numbers.

On an alphanumerics terminal, your data's just a screen full of numbers. But with the 2647A you can plot tabular data as a bar graph, or a pie chart, or a linear or logarithmic line graph. Quickly, with just a few keystrokes.

What's more, with the 2647A you can zoom in and out. Pan right, left, up, down. Selectively erase. Shade important areas to make them stand out. Use a rubber-band line to make a quick sketch.

Without any help from your programming department.

It's more than smart.

The 2647A's the smart way to get graphics from tabular data without software.

But what if your CPU's output isn't tabular? Or if you'd like to plot derived data, say a three-month moving average from monthly sales figures? Or if you need more than a bar graph, pie chart or line graph?

The 2647A's not just smart, it's intelligent.

You can program it to reformat data from your CPU, or to compute more data, in easy-to-write BASIC. And you can program it in AGL, our high-level graphics language extension of BASIC. Its powerful commands, such as FRAME, AXES, LABEL, LOCATE and PLOT, put sophisticated graphics at your fingertips.

Either way, your program runs on the 2647A without any help from your CPU.

Hard copy's easy.

How do you get graphics into your briefcase? The 2647A makes graphics as portable as alphanumerics. It interfaces easily with our 9872A Four-Color Plotter (which can even make overhead transparencies), and with our 7245A Thermal Plotter-Printer. All you need is an interface card, a cable and the peripheral itself.

And to keep costs down, more than one 2647A can share the same hard copy peripheral.

You still get alphanumerics.

You don't have to give up alphanumerics to get graphics. Because the 2647A's also a programmable alphanumerics terminal for interactive use on-line or by itself.

With independent alphanumerics and graphics memories. Eight soft keys you can define to do several steps with a single keystroke. A bright, easy-to-use, high resolution display. And built-in dual cartridge tape drives for 220K bytes of mass storage.

Best of all, the 2647A with full memory and data communications interface costs only $8300*

Which makes it easy to get the picture.

HEWLETT PACKARD

*U.S. domestic list price

Electronics / August 17, 1978
Alice: “Where’s the best place to begin?”
Hatter: “At the beginning.”

Charles Dodgson, better known by his pen name, Lewis Carroll, was born 100 years too soon. He would have loved the electronics industry.

A well-known mathematician and logician whose writings on symbolic logic contributed to the development of Boolean logic, he was fond of expressing logical thought in illogical situations. For example, consider this exchange at the famous Tea Party in Alice in Wonderland:

“Take some more tea,” the March Hare said to Alice.
“I’ve had nothing yet,” Alice replied, “so I can’t take more.”
“You mean you can’t take less,” said the Hatter, “it’s very easy to take more than nothing.”

PMI would have offered Carroll a job as a design engineer, since the Mad Hatter’s logic expresses our approach to linear circuits:

“The more there is of ours, the less there is of theirs.”
Translated, that means the superior quality of our linears results in a lower reject rate, so the user needs less of our product to get more for his money.

Carroll also liked to take very illogical thoughts and express them in a way that made them seem logical, as in Through the Looking Glass when the White Rabbit reads a poem:

“They told me you had been to her
And mentioned me to him:
She gave me a good character
But said I could not swim.”
That thought is very well written but makes no sense at all. With that kind of talent, Carroll could have commanded top dollar as an advertising copywriter for any of the Big Semi companies, where they always manage to come up with a lot of reasons for buying linear IC's besides the most important reason; precision performance.

If Lewis Carroll were writing his nonsense stories today, his "Wonderland" might well be the nonsensical world of linear integrated circuits. Alice might be a purchasing agent lost in a maze of confusing product claims from the Mad Hatter (sales manager for one of the Big IC houses) and the March Hare (the industry's largest linear distributor).

You'll meet them all in the next few months—as well as Tweedle Dum and Tweedle Dee, the Mock Turtle, and even the frumious Bandersnatch—as PMI leads you through some New Adventures in Linear Wonderland. It's a topsy turvy place where "miraculous" products appear mysteriously in print and disappear just as mysteriously when you try to find them, like the Cheshire Cat. A place where buyers are talked into believing that what they get is what they like, instead of the other way around, as even the Mad Hatter knows it should be. And, above all, a place where races are run with price instead of performance so that the winner is often the runner who never begins, as the Dodo explained to Alice.

Along the way, you'll also meet PMI's linear products. The op amps, comparators, multiplexers, voltage references, D/A converters, and sample-and-hold amplifiers whose precision performance boosted our sales 65% in 1977 while the linear market grew by only 28%. ("O frabjous day! Caloo! Callay!")

You'll find out how we achieve precision performance by using manufacturing steps some other companies don't feel is worth it, such as the use of silicon nitride passivation and zener zap trimming, giving us a sharp competitive performance edge. ("Off with their heads!", as the Queen would say.)

Does all that precision cost more? Yes and no is the logical answer to that, remembering that in Linear Wonderland more is often less. A few pennies more invested in quality components results in a better quality system with less problems for the OEM.

That's why PMI is committed to quality, which leads us to the real key to our success: we only enter races we know we can win. That's the reason we never enter a second source race unless we've found a way to get substantial improvement in performance. It's also why we don't get into jelly bean counting races and only run against the Big Semi companies when we know our LOWEST grade is equal in performance to their HIGHEST grade. We already know what Alice had to learn: "It's easier to win when no one else begins."

So come through the looking glass into Linear Wonderland with PMI. To get you started, we've published a new short form catalog of PMI's Linear Wonderland products. This will give you an overview of all the exciting precision linear circuits you'll be reading about soon. Just fill in the coupon and ask for your "PMI Guide to Linear Wonderland."

Carroll's Wonderland was a place where you had to run as hard as you could just to stay in one place.

"If you want to get somewhere else, you must run at least twice as fast as that," the Queen told Alice.

PMI is dedicated to running fast enough to get ahead and stay ahead in Linear Wonderland.

---

**PMI**

Precision Monolithics Incorporated

1500 Space Park Drive

Santa Clara, CA 95050

(408) 246-9222 TWX 910-338-0528 Cable MONO

---

Please send me my copy of PMI's Guide To Linear Wonderland product catalog.

Mail to:

Precision Monolithics, Inc., 1500 Space Park Drive

Santa Clara, CA 95050

My name ____________________________

Title ________________________________

Company ____________________________

D:pt. ________________________________

Address ______________________________

City __________________ State _______ Zip ______

Phone (__________ ) __________________

---

RE: 0431
Tektronix thinks your logic analyzer should be as versatile as you are.

So ours let you sample with speed. With resolution. With confidence.

Sample with confidence: up to 100 MHz at 15 ns resolution

Versatility — it’s the key to effective, efficient digital design. You’ve got to be versatile enough to make a variety of measurements every day. And so you need an equally versatile logic analyzer. Speed is one important measure of logic analyzer versatility, because, especially in asynchronous measurements (say, chip to chip transactions), faster is better. Better because high speed means high resolution. And you’ve got to see information accurately in order to measure it accurately.

Use Tektronix Logic Analyzers for asynchronous measurements at 20, 50, even 100 MHz — with 15 ns resolution. You can also sample synchronously up to 50 MHz (not all logic analyzers provide synchronous and asynchronous operation). Tektronix speed and resolution mean confidence. In the measurements you make... and in the job you do.

High speed data acquisition: it helps make our Logic Analyzers versatile. So you can do today’s job and tomorrow’s. So you can change applications without changing your logic analyzer.

Contact Tektronix Inc., P.O. Box 500, Beaverton, OR 97077. In Europe, Tektronix Ltd., P.O. Box 36, St. Peter Port, Guernsey, Channel Islands.

Tektronix

COMMITTED TO EXCELLENCE
Encouraged by the success of its one-chip, 8-bit analog-to-digital converter in the broadcast television market, TRW’s LSI Products division is bringing out a version at a lower price with less resolution for nonbroadcast video applications. The 6-bit resolution TDC 1014J consumes only 3/4 W, yet does video-speed conversion without need for an external sample-and-hold circuit. It’s sold in a 24-pin ceramic dual in-line package and features a 30-MHz sample rate. The device requires only a single command to digitize an analog waveform between 0 and -1 V. On chip are 63 strobed comparators, encoding logic, and a 6-bit data latch with TTL outputs. The price for 100 or more is $186 per unit, compared with $550 to $600 for the 8-bit converter. With sales of over 1,000 units in its first two months, the 8-bit device is the hottest item for the Redondo Beach, Calif., division.

The SBP9900 microprocessor, Texas Instruments Inc.’s 16-bit processor built with integrated-injection logic has become the SBP9900A to denote an increase in speed from 2 to 3 MHz. Refinements in the input/output section, including the use of some multilevel logic, are chiefly responsible for the improvement, according to the Houston Digital Circuits division. Meanwhile, the MOS 9900 family has a new addition: The TMS9985, which is an 8-bit version aimed at the high-performance 8-bit market dominated by Intel’s 8085. Available for sampling next month, the 9985 looks internally much like a 9900 but has 256 bytes of random-access memory on board plus an 8-bit-wide data path. It’s housed in a 40-pin plastic package.

To increase the capability of its entry-level equipment, Datapoint Corp. is doubling the cathode-ray-tube display to 1,920 characters, increasing the memory to 64 kilobytes, and coupling the processor with two double-density floppy drives for a total of 1 megabyte of diskette storage. The new processor, due out next month, will be called the 1800 and can stand alone or be used as part of the San Antonio, Texas, firm’s ARC network architecture. A key use for the larger screen size on this unit and the recently introduced 3800 and 6000 gear is in word-processing applications. Datapoint is currently field-testing an improved version of its Scribe word-processing software. The new version is expected to be introduced before the end of the year, along with an in-house-built daisy-wheel printer.

It’s got the size and price of a dynamic random-access memory, but it looks and behaves like a static one. That’s the 4816, the new 2,048-by-8-bit RAM that Mostek Corp., Carrollton, Texas, will be providing samples of soon. Though built with single-element dynamic cells, the 29,000-mil² die contains on-chip refresh counter circuits. Thus it refreshes itself in the power-down state but needs external refreshing when accessed. Small for a 16-K RAM, the n-channel device is more like a 4-K static in size. It has a 100-ns access time typically and is designed for 5-V operation. Sample quantities are due in November, according to the firm.
Confident that industry shipments of video-cassette-recorder units will pick up substantially in the second half of 1978, RCA Corp. is expanding its line of SelectaVision products with the addition of two new players and two home video color cameras. A VCT400 player, carrying an optional retail price of $1,275, can be preprogrammed to record up to four television programs on different channels during a seven-day period. It is made to RCA specifications by Matsushita Industrial Co. of Japan, as is a new $1,075 VCT201 player having an electronic timer that allows the user to preset not only the time and channel for unattended recording, but also the time at which recording should end.

General Telephone & Electronics Corp.'s tests of fiber-optic communications systems will shift into high gear later this year with the company's fourth field installation in 15 months. The latest link, to be placed in the regular Vancouver, British Columbia, telephone network, will carry up to 672 separate conversations on two fibers—one for each transmission direction. The 4.4-mile no-amplifier route through existing underground ducts will be tested for a year at least and will provide GT&E with more data on reliability and economy to add to that previously obtained in California, Hawaii, and Belgium.

Researchers at Optel Corp. in Princeton, N. J., are developing a photoelectrochemical solar cell that not only converts solar energy to electricity when the sun is shining but, uniquely, stores energy at the same time. Unlike most solar cells that use expensive single-crystal materials or photocrystalline substrates, the Optel cell uses three photo-anodes made with relatively inexpensive cadmium-selenide thin films. One anode stores electrical energy during solar irradiation and can be connected to a common electrode to provide electricity during periods of darkness. Backed by some $250,000 over a three-year period from Grumman Aerospace Corp. of Bethpage, N. Y., Optel thus far has achieved solar conversion efficiencies of 3% to 5%, says Satyen K. Deb, director of research and development.

Adding to the prestige of a patent portfolio that already includes licenses granted to IBM Corp., Texas Instruments Inc., and ITT, Standard Microsystems Corp., of Hauppauge, N. Y., has entered into an agreement with Western Electric Co. of New York. The accord provides for the worldwide nonexclusive cross-licensing of each firm's present semiconductor technology patents and any they apply for during the next five years. But this agreement is different: the pact also calls for Western Electric to pay financial considerations to Standard Microsystems, a move that is believed to be a first for the AT&T subsidiary. Most major semiconductor makers, on the other hand, are paying royalties to Western Electric. Included in the exchange is SMC's Coplamos patent covering structures in high-speed, high-density n-channel MOS devices, as well as Western Electric's patents relating to diffusion and oxidation in semiconductors and to the basic MOS and silicon-gate MOS transistor structures.
THE THRIFTY LP2 PRINTER.
THE OPTIONS COME STANDARD.

Data General's new 180 cps, logic-seeking bidirectional printer. It's more competitive so it makes you more competitive. Packed with a lot of standard features that cost you extra on other printers. Like forms control, vertical and horizontal tabbing, variable character sizes, a 7 x 9 matrix, plotting under software control and international fonts. Now, no matter what goes into your computer system, it can come out economically on a Data General Dasher LP2. Call for additional information. Or send for our brochure.

Data General
We make computers that make sense.
In four parallel 8-bit chips. Our 8060 microprocessor allows common memories and common I/O to be shared by multiple processors strung together like Christmas lights via a common bus. In a word...

**Multiprocessing.**

This unique feature allows one 8-bit microprocessor application to be split into more easily manageable parts. So the whole job is easier. Software development is easier. And cheaper.

What makes all this possible is built-in control circuitry and cycle interleaving.

The result is a machine more powerful than any single CPU system. (And even if there *were* a single CPU system this powerful, it would cost an arm and a leg compared to the 8060.)

You get flexibility through modularity. Features can be added to your system by just adding on an additional CPU rather than rewriting the whole program.

And serial I/O facilities allow several self-contained 8060 systems (with memory) to be bussed together.

But multiprocessing is just one of the appealing features of the 8060 (a member of the SC/MP family.)
High level language.
The 8060 uses NIBL BASIC language. In one 8K x 8 ROM. This chip interprets English-like commands. Instead of a complex program, you can write simple Dick-and-Jane instructions such as AxB=C, which also reduces software costs.

Since NIBL is an interpreter, there's no expensive development system needed. All you need is the 8060 and the NIBL ROM.

A complete system in two chips.
To turn the 8060 into a system just add one chip.

This results in a system more powerful than a one-chip system, but at a price competitive with a one-chip system. The chip is INS8356, which combines a 2K x 8 ROM, 128 x 8 RAM, and I/O.

This basic 5-volt system is bus expandable, and compatible with standard memories and our arsenal of 8080A peripherals.

The 8060. Multiprocessing. High level language. And a minimum system that works like gangbusters.

National Semiconductor
2900 Semiconductor Drive
Santa Clara, CA 95051

Gentlemen:
Please fill me in on your 8060 microprocessor.

Name ____________________________  Title ____________________________
Company ____________________________
Address ____________________________
City __________________State _______ Zip _______

National Semiconductor
Introducing the SMALLEST BROADBAND MIXERS available!

40 kHz - 3 GHz

$11.95

ACT NOW TO IMPROVE YOUR SYSTEM DESIGNS... Increase your packaging density, and lower your costs... specify Mini-Circuits new microminiature TFM series. These tiny units, 0.5" x 0.21" x 0.25" the smallest off-the-shelf Double Balanced Mixers available today, cover the 40 kHz - 3 GHz range and offer isolation greater than 45 dB and conversion loss of 6 dB. Each unit carries with it a 1 year guarantee by MCL. Upgrade your new system designs with the TFM, rapidly becoming the new industry standard for high performance at low cost.

40 kHz 0.1 MHz 1 MHz 10 MHz 100 MHz 1 GHz 3 GHz

Simple mounting options offer optimum circuit layout. Use the TFM series to solve your tight space problems. Take advantage of the mounting versatility — plug it upright on a PC board or mount it sideways as a flatpack.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency Range, MHz</th>
<th>Conversion Loss, dB</th>
<th>Lower Band Edge To Isolation, MHz</th>
<th>Isolation, dB</th>
<th>Upper Band Edge To Isolation, MHz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-1000 MHz</td>
<td>1-1000 MHz</td>
<td>1-1000 MHz</td>
<td>1-1000 MHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.04-400 MHz</td>
<td>0.04-400 MHz</td>
<td>0.04-400 MHz</td>
<td>0.04-400 MHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-1250 MHz</td>
<td>5-1250 MHz</td>
<td>5-1250 MHz</td>
<td>5-1250 MHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-2000 MHz</td>
<td>1-2000 MHz</td>
<td>1-2000 MHz</td>
<td>1-2000 MHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800-1250 MHz</td>
<td>800-1250 MHz</td>
<td>800-1250 MHz</td>
<td>800-1250 MHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-3000 MHz</td>
<td>10-3000 MHz</td>
<td>10-3000 MHz</td>
<td>10-3000 MHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$59.95

Model TFM-12 800-1250 MHz $39.95
Model TFM-15 10-3000 MHz $59.95

Model TFM-2 1-1000 MHz $11.95
Model TFM-3 0.04-400 MHz $19.95
Model TFM-4 5-1250 MHz $19.95
Model TFM-11 1-2000 MHz $39.95

Signal: 1 dB compression level + 4 dBm, Input: 0.5 to 50 mW, Total input power 50 mW, Total input current 50 mA. Operating and storage temperature: -55°C to +125°C. Pin temperature 510°F (10 sec).

6.9 dBm compression level + 4 dBm. Power: 0.5 to 50 mW, Total input power 50 mW. Total input current 50 mA. Operating and storage temperature: -55°C to +125°C. Pin temperature 510°F (10 sec).

*LO power: +10 dBm, 1 dB compression +5 dBm

2625 East 14th Street Brooklyn, New York 11235 (212) 769-0200
Domestic and International Telex 125460
International Telex 620156

International Representatives:
AFRICA: Africa (Pty) Ltd P.O. Box 8123, Johannesburg 2000, S. Africa
AUSTRALIA: General Electronic Services, 99 Alexander Street, New South Wales, Australia 2365
ENGLAND: Dale Electronics, Gatlinbury House, Welwyn Road, Frimley Green, Camberley, Surrey
EASTERN CANADA: B.D. Humphreys, 2224 Maynard Avenue, Utica, N.Y. 13501
FRANCE: S.C.I.E. - D.I.M.E.S., 31 Rue George Sand, 91120 Palaiseau, France
GERMANY, AUSTRIA, SWITZERLAND, DENMARK: Industrial Electronics GmbH & Co., Frankfurt/M, Hamburgstrasse 14, West Germany
INDIA: Gaekwad Enterprises, Kama Mahal, M/L Danishkumar Mavl, Bombay 400026, India
ISRAEL: Vectronics, Ltd., 69 Gordon Street, Tel-Aviv, Israel
NETHERLANDS, BELGIUM, LUXEMBOURG: Corine, Veldweg 12, Harlem Holland
NORWAY: Datamarakt AS, Ostensgrenden 62, Oslo 6, Norway
SINGAPORE & MALAYSIA: Electronics Trading Co. PTE. LTD, 87 Bukit Timah Road, Singapore 9 Malay Peninsula
SWEDEN: Integrated Electronics AB, Box 43, S-18251, Djursholm, Sweden
U.S. DISTRIBUTORS: NORTHERN CALIFORNIA: PENNICKSTOCK CO., Foothill Office Center, 105 Fremont Avenue, Los Altos, CA 94022 (415) 948-6533
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA, ARIZONA: Crown Electronics, 11440 Collins Street, N. Hollywood, CA 91601 (213) 877-3559
NEW YORK: MICROWAVE DISTRIBUTORS COMPANY 41 Ferry Drive, Commack, N.Y. 11725 516-247-4774

Mini-Circuits MINI-CIRCUITS LABORATORY
A Division of Scientific Components Corp.
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Circle 38 on reader service card
Bubble memory chips now able to pack in quarter million bits

TI announces it will have samples of chip for $500 in fourth quarter; Rockwell, Fujitsu ready chips as well

The bubble memory business is escalating, and in the forefront, at least right now, is Texas Instruments Inc. It says it will have samples of a quarter-million-bit memory for $500, to go along with its older 92-kilobit chip, in the fourth quarter of the year. Waiting in the wings is Rockwell International Corp., whose similar-size memory is slated to be introduced at next month's Wescon.

Japan's Fujitsu Ltd. expects to announce a 256-kb memory, as well as smaller 64-kb-plus memories, sometime this autumn. However, it will not produce the larger unit in quantity right away. Hitachi Ltd., on the other hand, expects to be in volume production with 64-kb units by November. Waiting to see how things go is Nippon Electric Co., which has considered announcing a 64-kb product this autumn but may opt for the bigger memory instead, depending on how the market looks.

In England, Plessey Microsystems Ltd. says it will have bubble memories in the fall (see p. 63).

Despite the jump in memory capacity, even higher capacity chips are needed before bubbles will replace or augment their oft-mentioned target—rotating disk memory. Bubbles are faster than disks and, with no moving parts, should be more reliable. Right now, they are also more expensive. But, if the bubble makers prove to be reliable sources of the new parts, a whole range of new kinds of products could be in the offfing.

"Strictly replacing anything is not how [the bubble memories] will sell," says Michael Valek, manager of the bubble memory department at TI in Dallas. "Its true potential will come in the creation of new equipment where nothing else will do as well. The bulk of applications just have not been thought up yet."

Example. Valek cites as an example of such innovation the portable typewriter-sized terminal with printout, the Silent 765, that TI introduced at the beginning of the year. This terminal uses the company's bubble memories with 92 kilobits of storage. (TI also announced that it was cutting the price of its 92-kb units in half—to $100 each in 100-piece orders—and that it was producing about 5,000 a month.)

But for users of the large rotating memory stores, bubble memories are still off in the future. Bell Laboratories, which received the first patent on bubbles back in the 1960s and has been building four-chip quarter-megabit packages that store digitized speech, needs much more capacity per chip.

"We're experimenting now with 8-micrometer circuit periods," says Joe Geusic, head of magnetics at Bell, "and we're looking beyond that to 4 µm." That means Bell is eying 4-megabit devices. (Circuit period is a measure of the size of the basic bubble-propagating structure. For the TI device, for example, the period is now 16 µm.)

Computer companies, too, are concerned with the bubbles. IBM Corp., for one, is working on two new approaches that will not be ready until the mid-1980s. IBM is aiming at 1- and eventually 4-Mb chips. They are sidestepping a direct reduction in geometry using techniques called contiguous disks and bubble lattices. "Both offer the ability to manipulate smaller bubbles with today's photolithographic capabilities," explains Clifford Cullum, manager of memory and storage research at IBM.

Contiguous disks rely on ion implantation instead of deposited permalloy shapes to guide the bubble. Higher densities are achieved essentially with an overlapping cell design. Bubble lattices are a whole new ball game. Closely packing the bubbles in hexagonal arrays will yield a tenfold increase in density, according to Cullum.

As for innovations, TI's Valek is hopeful that designers will get started now, particularly in the 200,000-to-300,000-bit area that
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Here's the architecture

In building a quarter-million-bit bubble memory device, Texas Instruments has departed radically from the approach it used in the 92,000-bit major-minor-loop device introduced a year ago. Instead, it uses a block-replicate architecture that greatly reduces memory cycle time over the major-minor-loop approach. Also, the shape of the permalloy structures that chart the 3-micrometer-diameter bubble’s course over the garnet substrate has been altered so that it requires less stringent mask tolerances. Minimum feature geometry is 1.8 μm; for the 92-kb chip, 2.25 μm. The big new chip dissipates 0.9 watt. Its controller will be compatible with TMS9900 series and TMS8080 microprocessors and will operate from a single 5-volt supply over 0° to 50°C.

The block-replicating approach to architecture used in TI’s new TIB0303 has several other advantages over the major-minor-loop approach, which relies on the serial transfer of bits from smaller loops to a large one that has the mechanism for bubble detection, creation, and annihilation. The device stores data in 252 loops, each with a 1,137-bit capacity, or a total of 266,524 bits.

Rather than having a major loop, however, the TIB0303 has two master lines for detection (detector tracks) and separate write tracks for bubble generation. By porting the minor loops at both ends (see figure), an entire track can be duplicated into the detector track without removing data from the minor loop. This cuts down cycle time from 12.8 milliseconds in the 92-kb device to 12.5 microseconds and gives the TIB0303 an average access time of 7.3 ms when operated at 100 kilohertz.

What’s more, the data rate in the block-replicated device is the same as the drive-coil current frequency—not half, as it is in a major-minor-loop approach. The reason is that the TIB0303 splits data into odd and even bits, which are merged in the detector tracks for reading. The merging operation eliminates the need for double bubble spacing and thus allows replication of bubbles—as one is read, the other returns to the minor loop.

Finally, the block-replicating structure permits a dedicated loop for redundant loop masking. Since the design of the TIB0303, like that of other bubble devices, allows for full storage capacity, the bad loops—in this case, as many as 28 failed minor loops—must be masked out; the quarter-megabit chip uses a dedicated loop to carry out the masking function, and the resulting storage will be a minimum of 254,688 bits.

The bubble memory uses an asymmetrical chevron shape for the deposited permalloy patterns. The new shape not only has bubble propagation characteristics superior to those of earlier T-bar and chevron designs, says TI, but also has less critical interpattern spacings and is thus more easily produced with standard photolithographic techniques.

To the $500 price of the bubble memory itself, built on a 365-by-340-mil chip, is added the cost of peripheral and controller circuits. TI will supply a discrete implementation of the interface circuits on a printed-circuit board, along with the memory. With it will come a schematic for the controller; it will be implemented on a board about two months later. Circuits implemented on individual integrated circuit chips will come during the first half of 1979. TI deems to discuss the price of these chips at present.

Communications

Uhf users object to FCC spectrum plan

Everyone agrees that aeronautical and maritime mobile communications need more space in the ultrahigh-frequency spectrum than the crowded 4.6 megahertz they now occupy. But industry users and the Federal Communications Commission’s Uhf task force in its new report are far apart on how much more will be needed to meet projected de-
mands by the century's end.

Users want ten times more bandwidth for a total of 50 MHz—30 for aeronautical services and 20 for maritime. The FCC task force says a total of 12.2 MHz will be more than enough to do the job—if industry takes advantage of new and emerging technologies to make more efficient use of the spectrum.

The recommendation is creating "a furor within the industry," says the FCC's Raymond Wilmotte, the task force coordinator. After some 18 months of study, the task force also proposes implementing its plan with three levels of service, labeled A, B, and C. Level A systems would be modifications of hardware now in use, and level B would use available things like vhf single sideband to conserve spectrum and computers to automate functions like channel selection, call disconnect and reconnect, and transmitter identification. Level C systems, using things like digital signals to conserve spectrum, would evolve from emerging new technology, the task force says, and would operate in yet another spectrum segment.

Time and costs. One challenger to the recommendations is Aeronautical Radio Inc., popularly known as Arinc, the Annapolis, Md., company that operates the communications net used by the nation's airlines.

Such services now occupy 3.2 MHz in the 118-to-136-MHz band. The FCC's Wilmotte says expanding this to a total of 5.8 MHz with 1 MHz more for existing services and another 1.6 MHz for radically new communications systems would be adequate to the year 2000 "because of the considerable expertise and excellent record of Arinc in planning and implementing systems."

Arinc's Hillyard Smith, external affairs director, disagrees. "Dr. Wilmotte doesn't tell us where all this new technology is going to come from," he notes. Moreover, multiple frequencies such as Wilmotte proposes would require developing either multimode or duplicate airborne radios. Not only does Arinc believe this too costly, but, Smith says, "there is no room. Even the racks on a [Boeing] 747 are full." Moreover, he contends, the time required to implement such an effort and gain international approval would eat up more years than the plan allows.

The task-force's example of a level B system using single sideband instead of frequency modulation to conserve bandwidth comes under fire from Nate Steele, an Arinc engineering executive. Noting that existing air-mobile communications employ some a-m bands, Steele says, "I can see how you could interleave SSB among fm channels, but trying to interleave a-m-equivalent channels in existing bands doesn't seem technically feasible."

Seaside. For the civil maritime mobile service, the task force proposes expanding the existing 1.4-MHz allocation in the 150- to 174-MHz band by another 5 MHz to meet end-of-the-century requirements. To match the 10% annual growth rate of recreational-boating uhf radio licenses, as well as the slower-growing commercial service on inland and coastal waterways, the task force proposes allocating more channels at both vhf and uhf.

The seven-member FCC has yet to budget time for consideration of the aeronautical and maritime mobile issues, Wilmotte says. Resolving the problems posed by the task-force's recommendations is likely to be even more difficult because the unit has been disbanded by the new chief of the Office of Plans and Policy to which it originally reported. That management move reassigned Wilmotte to the Safety and Special Services Bureau, which oversees mobile communications, and gave the Broadcast Bureau responsibility for the uhf broadcast recommendations of the task force.

Solid state

Macrolealls ease

ECL design chore

Single-chip arrays of emitter-coupled-logic gates have plenty going for them: blazing speed, monolithic reliability, and flexibility—provided the system designer is competent to configure the uncommitted gates into the functions he needs. Many cannot because the idiosyncracies of ECL make connecting individual gates into the desired logic patterns extremely tricky. Also, even in arrays that work, a high percentage of gates often goes to waste.

So Motorola Inc. is proposing something rather different—what it calls a macrocell array to free users of the tedious business of dealing with the gates individually. In this array, the gates are arranged into standard logic functions so that the designer need only be concerned with connecting functions in the right configuration. As many as 48 logic functions may be selected from a library of 54.

Like a pc board. "Prospective users tell us it reminds them of designing a printed-circuit board," claims Ronald Lipinski, marketing manager of ECL products at the Integrated Circuit division's bipolar operation in Phoenix. "They put gate-array functions as cells on the chip in the same way components are put on a pc board."

Although competing firms are committing to gate arrays [Electronics, March 30, p. 39], Motorola is going the macrocell direction because, based on experience with ECL...
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Designing cell. Mask used in macrocell array is shown displayed on cathode-ray tube. Each rectangle is a functional cell.

that dates back to the 1960s, it is convinced that designers need short cuts. "We provide the tools for routing the functions on a master-slice chip," Lipinski says. 

Terminating the macrocells a major Motorola product, the marketing official sees it paying off in cost savings and faster design turnaround for users. "For $40,000 we supply everything to get 10 prototype working parts in only 12 weeks." In 1,000-piece production lots, finished circuits should cost about $35 each, as against $100 to $150 and 12 months for comparable custom large-scale integrated devices in other processes, according to Lipinski. 

The macrocell comes on a 200-by-200-mil chip that holds about 720 gates, organized into 48 15-gate cells, 32 input buffer cells, and 24 output cells. Besides the 54 logic functions, any of which the customer may select for any of the 48 cells, Motorola offers a choice of 13 input and 17 output patterns. "We know the logic size is right and there are plenty of routing channels," Lipinski says. 

Typical functions. Some typical chip functions designed into the macrocells are 8-bit arithmetic/logic units capable of adding in 12 to 13 nanoseconds, adder-accumulators, and 8-by-8-bit 2-ns multipliers that are fully expandable to 16-by-16 and 32-by-32 elements on one chip. Lipinski claims that the Motorola approach achieves a much higher component utilization, on the order of 90% to 95% of the array, than when gates are hooked together.

At present, the company has finished its chip design and is in the midst of characterizing the logic parts for its library of functions. Some time in the first quarter of 1979, the program will start. At that time, those who want even faster response can use an interactive graphics terminal as an input to the macrocell program. By connecting it with Motorola's master computer, a designer could tap the function library in real time, lay out the routing pattern on the screen, and transmit the finished circuit specification.

Consumer

Microprocessors help to mix and slice

They won't usually admit it, but appliance makers do resort to "innovations" that have more promotional appeal than substance to set themselves apart from competitors. This may be the motive behind Hamilton Beach's decision to put microprocessors in both a food processor and a blender, introduced last month at the National Housewares Exposition in Chicago.

"Space-age dependability" and "world's first computerized small appliance" are samples of phrases being used to advertise the products. But there is little a microprocessor can be called on to do in appliances that just mix and slice. Both machines have a metric-to-English calculator for converting recipe amounts such as liters to cups or teaspoons to milliliters. But all functions are still controlled one at a time by pushing buttons, as in conventional appliances.

Added features. According to Hamilton Beach, a Waterbury, Conn., division of Scovill Manufacturing Co., the microprocessor control, built around a TMS1000 4-bit chip from Texas Instruments Inc., adds to the reliability and safety of the appliances. This enhancement comes because of a new keyboard—from TI's Klixon line—being used in place of ordinary push buttons. Foods may sometimes drip down into the push buttons and short out circuits, even giving the user a shock, claims Hamilton Beach.

Not so with the new models. Because there is hardly any mechanical travel with the Klixon board, it can be sealed with a thin protective elastomeric sheet. By applying the memory in the microprocessor, it now takes three key pushes in the right sequence to start the blender, for example, making it more child-proof than machines that use one button to start.

The TMS1000 chip has 2 kilobits of semiconductor memory, divided equally between random-access and read-only. A triac power control links the chip to the motor. A three-digit light-emitting-diode display presents the metric-to-English conversion figures as well as each speed command and the time it is supposed to run.

The units will also turn themselves off if they operate longer than about two minutes. Hamilton Beach aims to standardize the electronic package, perhaps adding it to other small appliances, "if these sell well," says Clifford M. Helton, product manager for new programs.

He says the firm plans to produce

World's first. Food processor controlled by 4-bit microprocessor has flat keyboard, sealed to protect it against dirt.
Out of this world efficiency at down to earth prices.

Here's a switch for you: A positive adjustable 5 A switching regulator that actually does more but costs less. It's possible because of a unique Fairchild design that creates more efficient use of power and cuts down energy loss. And while we were designing in efficiency, we didn't forget economy. Only $7.25 in quantities of 100.

Good things come in small packages.

Our new SH1605 is compact. It comes in a standard 8-PIN TO-3 package to easily fit your designs. But don't let its size fool you. Inside the SH1605 there's an entire subsystem. A temperature-compensated voltage reference. A duty-cycle controllable oscillator. An error amplifier. A high current/high voltage output switch. And a power diode. So not only is the SH1605 small, it doesn't require many external parts, either.

A new high point for high.

The SH1605 is the way to go when your power supply needs high voltage drop across the regulator and high current into the load at the same time. Its output is adjustable from 3.0 to 30 V. With 5 A output current and up to 150 W of output power.

If you're thinking of switching to our new regulator, just contact your Fairchild sales office, distributor or representative today. Or use the direct line at the bottom of this ad to reach our Hybrid Division, Fairchild Camera and Instrument Corporation, 464 Ellis Street, Mountain View, CA 94042. Tel: (415) 962-3771. TWX: 910-379-6435.

Call us on it.
(415) 962-3771
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50,000 blenders a month and 20,000 processors, which may vary depending on demand. Both units are priced high in their marketplaces—the blender at $69.95 and the processor at $159.95.

Computers

IBM reorganization suggests new units

Last week's split of IBM Corp.'s large-computer manufacturing branch into two parts signals more than just a reorganization. It is a sign that two future mainframe systems are nearing introduction, say industry analysts who follow the giant computer firm.

The reorganization of the System Products division creates the Data Systems division, which the company says will have "development and manufacturing responsibility for large complex systems with primary emphasis on high-performance products," and the System Products division, which will handle intermediate-performance products.

What does the reorganization mean? Chairman Frank T. Cary says only that it "will provide additional management focus on marketplace requirements in an environment of changing technology, increasing competition, and rapid growth."

Agreement. A hearty second to that reasoning comes from John McManus, a securities analyst with New York--based Shearson Hayden Stone Inc. "IBM realized how unresponsive it's been" in countering the recent spate of software-compatible mainframes, he says.

McManus and other industry analysts divine future product plans in the change. Coming up, they say, is what is being called the E series, which reportedly would offer improved performance over the System/370 models 115 through 148, yet at the same or reduced prices. Next will be the high-performance H series, expected to supplant the 370/158 up to the 3033 processors, says Robert T. Fertig, vice president of Advanced Computer Techniques Corp., New York.

"It's clear that IBM is getting ready to launch the E and H series and created two divisions to handle the later phases of development and manufacturing," says Fertig, who just finished overseeing a study on "IBM Systems in the 1980s." He expects the E series to be unveiled in the first quarter of 1979, with the H series to follow about 18 months later.

Reversal. The latest reorganization is a reversal of the 1960s consolidation that created the Systems Products division to manufacture the architecturally similar System/360 and 370 lines, notes Gideon Gartner, vice president and partner in Oppenheimer & Co., also in New York. "It signals the fact that they'll be going in two different directions now," he remarks.

IBM is naming John E. Bertram, vice president for development and manufacturing of the former System Products division, as president of the Data Systems division. Jack D. Kuehler, former assistant group executive of the Data Processing Product group, is now president of the System Products division.

Microcomputers

Digital Equipment Corp. offers kit that allows microprogramming of LSI-11

Users of the ubiquitous LSI-11 will soon have a new feat to boast of: with an optional program board that Digital Equipment Corp. is offering for its microcomputer, they will be able to design their own instruction sets. Of course, creating the special instructions, or microprograms, requires a great deal of software expertise. Used to the fullest, however, it allows a microcomputer to execute complex routines and mathematical operations at speeds that challenge mainframe computers' standard software.

"Over the last eight years, microprogramming has been offered to mainframe and minicomputer users," says Michael I. Titelbaum, engineering manager in DEC's Small Systems Engineering division in Maynard, Mass. "Now it can be done at the microcomputer level."

The upgrading does not come cheaply. Included in the kit—priced at $2,195—are two boards: a writable-control-store module and a new LSI-11 central-processing-unit board. The combination ensures that the sockets on both of the boards match up, not always possible if the control store were merely added to an LSI-11. A computer with the microprogramming capability and

Microprogrammable. New board, bottom, that brings microprogramming to DEC's LSI-11 microcomputer connects by cable to chip set on the microcomputer's main board, top.
Take your PIC

...of GI's single chip microcomputers at surprisingly low prices.

We've sharpened the cost-effectiveness of our single chip microcomputers. Now you have a choice. Our new PIC 1655 with 20 I/O lines, or the PIC 1650 with 32 I/O lines. Fewer I/O lines mean lower chip cost without sacrificing performance or features. That's right, the PIC 1655 has the same features that make the PIC 1650 so popular: the same basic architecture and instruction set, so it's just as easy to program. The same programmable 512 x 12-bit ROM. The same 32 x 8-bit RAM registers. And an on-chip oscillator to handle timing. You get a lot of features, but you pay a lot less.

When you need a versatile, low cost, stand-alone single chip controller, it pays to take your PIC. GI's PIC 1650 with 32 I/O lines in a 40-lead DIP or, to save more space and even more money (less than $3.00 each in quantities of 100,000), the PIC 1655 with 20 I/O lines in a 28-lead DIP.

Whatever your PIC, you can count on GI's engineers to give you full software, hardware and applications support. They have cross/assembler simulator programs and the ROM-less PIC 1664 for plug-in circuit emulation using either PROM or RAM. So whatever your 8-bit single chip microcomputer needs, GI has the PICs to fit them perfectly. To take your PIC and to get a free copy of our new 1978 Product Guide, call or write General Instrument Microelectronics, 600 West John Street, Hicksville, New York 11802, Telephone: (516) 733-3107.

We help you compete.

GENERAL INSTRUMENT CORPORATION
MICROELECTRONICS
16-K memory costs about $1,800 more than an LSI-11 with the same amount of memory, or $3,490.

But the cost can be worth it, according to DEC, because microprogramming capability in a microcomputer narrows the gap between it and minicomputers, giving it a better chance than ever of shipping away at minicomputer markets.

For example, with microprogramming, number-crunching chores can be done on a general-purpose microcomputer, not just on a higher-performance—and higher-priced—minicomputer. This capability can also be extremely useful for users having unique data types. “They might have 27-bit words, or it might be that they don’t use ASCII characters,” Tingley says. Still others may need a repetitive function, like a fast Fourier transform, to be performed quickly for an image- or speech-processing application.

Optional board. The optional board for the LSI-11 contains 1,024 24-bit words of random-access memory, which stores the user’s microcode while giving him read-only or read/write access. The board has a 40-pin socket that is mated by an interconnecting cable to a similar socket on the LSI-11 main board.

The socket on the host board is next to the four 40-pin chips in the LSI-11 chip set, which comprises a data chip, a sequencing chip, and two 512-word-by-22-bit read-only memories. The ROMs store the microcode for the PDP-11 instruction set; in effect, the option adds more ROM for more instructions.

As it happens, it was not just fortuitous that engineers at Digital Equipment found they were able to outfit their LSI-11s with the optional writable control store, says Tingley, who maintains that the option was planned from the outset of the LSI-11 design. “Most of our competitors just don’t have an architecture that is extendable,” he says. “The option was designed into the LSI-11 chips—it’s not an afterthought.”

The microcoding is easily implemented by anyone who knows the PDP-11 architecture. “The basic

---

**News briefs**

**FCC orders reduction in uhf noise in TV sets**

The Federal Communications Commission has ordered a two-step reduction in the maximum uhf noise generated within a TV receiver. The noise figure is now 18 decibels. In the 6-to-1 ruling, the FCC ordered it cut to 14 db in the first phase and to 12 db in phase two—with a warning that a later reassessment based on new information might drop the second stage to 10 db.

The reduction to 14 db becomes effective with all new models submitted for certification after Oct. 1, 1979, and for all sets built two years after that date. The FCC believes the lower figure is achievable without raising costs or inhibiting the use of electronic (push-button) tuners. The second-phase cutback to 12 db would affect all new models submitted for certification after Oct. 1, 1982, and those manufactured two years later.

Set makers have 30 days to respond to the August 4 order. However, the Electronic Industries Association’s consumer products engineering chief, E. M. Tingley, says it may submit a petition for reconsideration to the FCC. The accuracy of noise level measurements is already being challenged, he notes.

Although no FCC member opposed the first-stage reduction (Docket 21010), commissioner Robert E. Lee dissented, “because I think the 12-db standard represents more wishful thinking” by those advocating parity with vhf standards.

The FCC order warned that its investigation into uhf reception was far from ended, calling its action the beginning of one of the “most important actions this commission has embarked upon—a fundamental reassessment of television reception.”

**Office automation to almost triple in five years**

The market for automated office equipment, including personal computers for office use, word-processing systems, and private automatic branch exchanges, will soar from $3.7 billion in 1977 to $9.1 billion by 1982, according to Creative Strategies International. Not surprisingly, the market research firm says that IBM Corp. is best poised to dominate the market because it has the short-run capability of combining software for data and word processing with stand-alone minicomputer-based systems and, except for Xerox, is the only one that has developed strategies for the total “office of the future.”

Moreover, of the more than 100 companies active in the field, only Burroughs, Eastman Kodak, Exxon, IBM, 3M, and Xerox are committed in a broad range of automated office products, the San Jose, Calif., research firm says. The big question mark is AT&T, which could become a factor depending on automation features it puts into its proposed digital data network [Electronics, July 20, p. 41]. CSI says. Its market breakdown from 1977 to 1982 sees personal computers jumping from $13 million to $360 million, sold and leased word-processing systems growing from $907 million to $3 billion, and PABXs rising from $160 million to $490 million.

**IBM, Xerox end all litigation, exchange licenses**

International Business Machines Corp. and Xerox Corp. have agreed to exchange paid-up worldwide licenses under all present patents and those applied for during the next five years. The pact covers all products of both firms, including IBM’s computer lines, and ends 12 separate suits between the two companies. In addition, IBM will make a $25 million payment to Xerox as part of the accord.

**Northern Telecom acquires 87% of Data 100**

Through a tender offer made by its wholly owned subsidiary Northern Telecom Computers Inc., the Canadian telecommunications equipment giant Northern Telecom Ltd. has acquired about 87% of data terminals maker Data 100 Corp. of Minneapolis. The Montreal-based firm previously held a 31% interest in Data 100, which posted 1977 revenues of about $138 million.
Meet our new, low power 8K EPROM—the 2708L. It consumes 50% less power than our industry standard 2708, without any sacrifice in speed. Maximum power is 425 mW. Maximum access time only 450ns. And there's a +10% tolerance on all supplies.

Specifications on the 2708L are on page 4-38 of our 1978 Component Data Catalog. And Intel distributors have parts in stock for immediate delivery. If you'd like a data sheet write Intel Corp., 3065 Bowers Ave., Santa Clara, California 95051.
architecture is very simple, using 16-bit words. The instructions look very much like PDP-11 macrocode," he says, referring to the instruction set used in DEC’s popular minicomputer.

Titelbaum adds a word of caution, however, to those who want to get into microprogramming. "It’s a sophisticated process that we think is best tackled by the PDP-11 or LSI-11 user who’s familiar with the architecture. Although we provide microprogramming support, some users will be advised against the option."

Photovoltaics

Roof shingle has solar cells built in

A roof overhead, plus the electric bill paid. Sounds like part of the American dream, a part that General Electric Co., at least, is trying to make come true by combining specially developed roofing shingles with photovoltaic solar cells.

GE has put together 52 solar-cell shingles and shipped them for testing to California’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory, according to Neal F. Shepard, Jr., manager of the electronics company’s effort at its Space division in Valley Forge, Pa. The shingles were developed under a yearlong, $200,000 contract with JPL as part of the Department of Energy’s low-cost silicon solar-array project.

Shepard says a hexagonally shaped array of 19 silicon cells supplied by Solarex Corp. bonded to each of the 52 shingles generated a maximum average power of 98 watts per square meter.

However, GE does not plan to remain idle while JPL conducts its tests. The firm is considering several opportunities for designing a roofing system for large public buildings that would use the combination shingle, a spokesman says. Although it
5 DAY DELIVERY
Microcomputer Analog I/O Systems with extensive software diagnostics

FOR:
- INTEL SBC-80 Series (8080A)
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cannot give a cost for the shingle right now, because so few have been produced, the company perceives a possible 1985 market, provided the price can hit the dollar-a-watt target that is the aim of the Department of Energy program. Regardless of their price, about 1,900 of the shingles, used on an all-electric home in the southwestern U.S., could supply the house with 90% of its electricity free if credit were given for excess power fed back to the local utility, according to GE.

Moreover, the homeowner would have a watertight roof for his home for at least 15 years. A conventional rigid solar-cell module subject to buffeting by winds and requiring additional roof supports would not be needed.

Cells. Bonded to each rectangular shingle, made of synthetic rubber, is a hexagon of strong, heat-tempered clear glass containing 19 solar-cell disks, each with a diameter of 53 millimeters. The disks are at least 0.5 mm apart, achieved with assembly tooling. An embossed glass cover plate is bonded to the top. The upper half of the silicon hexagon’s underside is then bonded to the top of the shingle.

The hexagonal shape permits the modules to be butted against each other when the shingles are laid in the conventional overlapping manner with roofing nails. Solder-plated copper buses within each shingle overlap and interconnect the modules. A machine screw and flat washer develop a high-pressure contact, Shepard says. An insulating sleeve around the screw prevents electrical contact so the exposed screw head and washer remain electrically neutral.

Although GE has shipped its solar-cell shingles to JPL for testing, Shepard says the company wants the contract extended for a few more months to analyze and study the product further. One variation might be to ensure that sunlight incident on the embossed glass cover is trapped in the cell by repeated internal reflections. The light could then be absorbed by the active solar-cell surface, rather than wasted.

HP improves SOS

When Hewlett-Packard Inc. designed a 16-bit microprocessor around its own complementary-MOS-on-sapphire technology [Electronics, May 26, 1977, p. 99], it achieved a high-speed 12-volt device whose performance rivaled bipolar designs. Now, at next month’s Wescon, HP engineers will describe a partial redesign of the same chip that adds a 5-volt power supply so that the device can work with the large number of transistor-transistor-logic parts available.

Though slightly larger and slower than the first-generation device, the new part has a maximum operating speed of 5 megahertz and a maximum power dissipation of between 500 and 600 milliwatts and is made with 4.5-micrometer instead of 6-µm design rules. A key feature is a TTL–C-MOS converter circuit to translate the incoming 5-V signals to the internal 12-V levels that is essentially a current-source-loaded, common-gain amplifier followed by a buffer inverter. The new 16-bitter is destined for HP patient monitoring systems and data terminals.

Displays

LCDs aim at supermarkets, banks

Fast becoming the most popular look for digital wristwatches, liquid-crystal displays are taking aim at bigger things—signs that flash the day’s money-saving specials at the local supermarket or carry special messages in banks and restaurants.

The company pushing these new applications is Transparent Conductors Inc., a seven-year-old firm in Goleta, Calif., specializing in large-area LCD signs for such uses as advertisement, scoreboards, and elevator readouts. It has developed a 20-inch-wide display holding a single line of 16 1.7-in.-high LCD characters. The alphanumerical characters
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What do you do for printed circuits and hybrid microelectronics when your traditional suppliers can't meet your needs?

Sometimes your traditional suppliers are too loaded with big orders to tool up right away for your custom electronics needs. Sometimes their prices for small or medium-sized quantities make your own production costs too high. Sometimes you have to wait a long while until they're free to handle your special design. **Elta is the solution**

We tailor size, shape, and electrical characteristics to buyer requirements. We are sensitive to the needs of our clients, and react quickly to their problems. We are flexible in approach, highly competitive in price, prompt in delivery. **Try Elta. We're there when you need us.**

We make:
**Single and multilayer printed circuit boards,**
**hybrid microelectronics modules and microwave components,**
**Transformers, chokes and filters.**
All produced to customer or military specifications.
All incorporating Elta's renowned high standards — the highest standards — of Quality Assurance.

ELTA Electronics Industries Ltd.
A Subsidiary of
Israel Aircraft Industries Ltd.
A foundation to build on

Ashdod, Israel: Tel: 055-31155
Telex: ELTA IL 031807
Cable: ELASHOOD
Brussels: 50, Ave des Arts Tel: 5131455,
New York: Israel Aircraft Industries
International Inc., 50 West 23rd Street, N.Y. 10010,
Tel: (212) 620-4400.
QUICK: Name a GigaHertz Counter.

It's a name worth knowing especially when you're making measurements to 1 GigaHertz. Why? Because this new plug-in counter features 20 mV rms sensitivity and pinpoints audio frequencies with 10 milliHertz resolution in 1 second. That's swift.

But if you haven't guessed its name yet, here are some clues.

It has a 9-digit LED readout that shows frequencies and totalizes events from 0 to 999,999,999. That's pretty far out. It indicates kHz or MHz automatically, and even positions the decimal point.

Still stumped? Okay. Let's say you're measuring a frequency that's too low or an input signal that's too weak. This particular little counter turns on its "out-of-range" light, stops counting, and blanks its display. Erroneous counts get wiped away.

It also takes the guesswork out of checking oscillator and phase-locked loop frequencies. And, in just one second, it measures low frequency tones in the 10 Hz to 25 kHz range with a resolution of 0.01 Hz.

This new digital counter is part of a growing family of compatible plug-in instruments—oscilloscopes, digital multimeters, function generators, audio oscillators, Rf sweepers and others. The name of the family is "TM 500"—a collection of nearly 40 configurable instruments from Tektronix which slip neatly (one, three, four, five, up to six-at-a-time) into a variety of mainframes, available in bench, roll cart, rackmount, and traveler models.

You're so close now that the name of this GHz counter is practically on the tip of your tongue. Tektronix DC 508. The one to count on for up to one GigaHertz.

Tom 500 Designed for Configurability

Tektronix® COMMITTED TO EXCELLENCE

Call your Tektronix Field Engineer and ask for a data sheet and communication application note on the DC 508. He can give you prices, a demonstration, and more complete information about other TM 500 instruments, too. Or, write to Tektronix, Inc., P.O. Box 500, Beaverton, OR 97077. In Europe: Tektronix Limited, P.O. Box 36, St. Peter Port, Guernsey, Channel Islands.

Better take a closer look.
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Message maker. Sixteen-character alphanumeric LCD unit from Transparent Conductors stores up to 64 lines of text.

Can be changed every 2 seconds, directed from a 1-kilobit random-access memory that stores 64 lines of text. The 10-pound "message box" is 4 in. high and 6 in. deep. The letters, backlit by a 15-watt lamp, can be read up to 50 feet away over a 160° viewing angle, according to Bernard Feldman, the company's president.

Easy to program. The biggest problem the firm had, he says, was making it easy for the decidedly nontechnical people who would use the display to program it. The solution is a typewriter-like keyboard in a programming unit the size of a small suitcase.

The company also uses 11-segment characters instead of the usual LCD-character design of 14 segments. The reason, simply, is that fewer segments mean more characters in the same space. "We can get 16 characters on the 18½-in.-wide by 3-in.-high display glass, which is a gain of 3 characters over the 14-segment ones," he says. The use of fewer segments also simplifies the drive electronics. All components are off the shelf, including complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor drive circuits from RCA Corp.

Sample quantities of Transparent Conductors' model 216 display, which was completed this spring, sell for $990; the programmer, with a connecting cable that plugs into the display, is $240 more. A cassette programmer, with which programming could be handled at a central location, is $335.

About 25 to 30 samples have been sold to potential users, including banks, the U.S. Postal Service, telephone companies, and McDonald's fast-food chain, Feldman says. Each unit, which requires 1.5 w besides
No more square tails in round holes.

Introducing the wave solder PC connector.

What an electronic design engineer will make-do with in a pinch is astonishing. For example — converting wire wrap* PC connectors to wave solder.

How it's done: you saw off the square .025" tail and push it through a .057" round hole in the PC board. You get only 4 contact points for solder. And there's room for only one tracing between holes. But, so what...it works.

At last — The obvious answer

Our own design engineers, not afraid of doing the obvious and simple thing, have done just that. They've taken a series of our PC wire wrap connectors — and given them .026" round tails. Everything else stays the same: the insulator, semi-bellows contacts, pin and row spacing.

So what?

So — the .026" round pin slips into a .042" round hole in your PC board for an excellent solder connection. So — you can now get multiple tracings between rows.

We have two tail lengths: a .200" short one and a .250" longer one to take the AS400 Soliderpak** System. These are available in connectors with contacts on .100", .125" and .156" centers, and in layouts from 6 to 50 positions.

Use our coupon and we'll send you all the details.

There's more. There are some things we haven't told you — including materials and other details you need to know. Ask us for the literature.

NAME

TITLE

COMPANY

ADDRESS

CITY STATE ZIP

TELEPHONE EXT.

Viking CONNECTORS

Viking Industries, Inc./21001 Nordhoff Street, Chatsworth/CA 91311 U.S.A.

(213) 341-4330/TWX: 910-494-2094

* A registered trademark of the Garaner-Denier Company. ** A registered trademark of the Raychem Corporation.
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Direct Digital Synthesis for Glitchless Switching, Constant Resolution, Smooth Sweeping, Spectral Purity, and True Phase Continuity.

For automatic test systems, and a host of other manual and computer-programmed frequency-generating applications in the 0-3 MHz range, our Model 5100 Direct Digital Synthesizer (U.S. Patent No. 3,735,269) provides optimum performance at remarkably low cost. Optimum? Read on...

Direct Digital Synthesis does not use either heterodyning or phase locking. Therefore, it provides much lower phase noise (~70 dB spurious, ~55 dB harmonic), extremely high and constant resolution (0.001 Hz, over the entire range), and stability entirely determined by its reference (internal or external) ... sync it to an atomic standard, if you wish, for ultimate stability.

The greatest advantages of Direct Digital Synthesis are revealed when you start switching frequencies. There's just no switching transient ... amplitude and phase are continually maintained between frequencies. And the switching speed of the Model 5100 is orders of magnitude faster than is theoretically possible in an indirect synthesizer (1.5 microsecond programming delay, 625 nanosecond update rate).

Frequency sweeping, under remote digital programming control, is smoother than ever before — and the frequency/time curve can be either linear, or exponentially "shaped" for best response display.

Finally, Direct Digital Synthesis allows you to control the phase of the output signal, asynchronously, for any period. Only Direct Digital Synthesis, for example, will generate sinusoidal bursts with each burst starting at exactly zero phase.

The Model 5100 provides both manual (10-dial) and remote digital programming (binary or BCD) by computer, programmer, or contact closures. The blank-front-panel Model 5110 is digitally programmable only — for OEM systems, at OEM prices.

HOW AND WHY DIRECT DIGITAL SYNTHESIS is your best bet for almost every application is explained in this free engineering data file. Request it today — use the inquiry number below, call, or write.
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15 W for the lamp, has a battery backup to preserve its memory in case of a power failure.

Patents

Japan grants TI a calculator patent

The Japanese Patent Office has issued a patent to Texas Instruments Inc. that covers the bulk of miniature electronic calculators. According to TI, "The patent is for personal-sized battery-operated calculators which have their main electronic circuitry on a single integrated-circuit chip." The Japanese patent is based on U.S. Patent #3,819,921, granted to the Dallas firm in June, 1974. Inventors of the TI calculator are Jack S. Kilby, Jerry Merryman, and Jim Van Tassel. The unit's integrated-circuit chip could perform addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division.

Negotiations soon. "We will start negotiations [for licensing and royalties] with major calculator manufacturers in Japan quite shortly," says TI group vice president Morris Chang in Dallas. TI will have the right to claim royalties retroactively to Aug. 24, 1974, the date the calculator invention was published by the Japanese Patent Office. The number of single-chip calculators produced in Japan since then number more than 75 million. Major Japanese calculator manufacturers like Sharp, Casio, and Canon have so far declined comment.

As with the "very significant royalties" derived over the last 10 years from the Japanese for TI's semiconductor patents, any revenues paid to TI will depend on individual negotiations, Chang says, and these could lead to exchanges of licenses as well.

TI has licensed calculator companies in the U.S. for about the last three years. The revenues derived so far are confidential, Chang says, but he points out that "the weight [of production] has definitely shifted to Japan."
Designing in optical switches?
Call us for your broadest choice of high-technology optoelectronic components — off the shelf!

Spectronics optoelectronic switches and other components are designed to meet growing needs in such areas as industrial controls, copiers, card readers, computers, solid state relays, motion sensors, switching supplies and object sensors. Even if your application is different, it's likely we've got a component to do your job.

- Infrared Emitters and Detectors
  Spectronics IR emitters and detectors are available either as stand-alone components or in pre-aligned optical switch (interrupter module) configurations. They interface directly with digital logic circuits.

- Here's How They Work
  Spectronics high-efficiency infrared light emitting diodes and light sensitive phototransistors are specially matched for peak efficiency. Design our components into your circuits just like diodes and transistors.

  What's your application? Do you need to sense falling quarters or moving parts? Or perhaps the leading edge of paper or the speed of a shaft? Spectronics infrared LEDs and phototransistors will do these jobs for you... and a lot more. In pulsed applications, the emitter and detector can be placed a dozen feet apart. Or we've got standard modules with gaps from .1 to .375 inches.

  Need to detect a moving train of objects or count passing water drops? Or sense a credit card or other document? Then consider our reflective object sensors. We can supply the discrete components or make custom arrays for just about any application.

- Designing a Microprocessor Interface?
  You can isolate your µP from power line and switching transients with our optocouplers. Our patented epoxy inner mold assures reliable isolation from surges to 5000 VDC. Drive currents can be as low as 1 mA.

- Gating an SCR or TRIAC?
  Level shifting from control circuits to power line levels is readily accomplished. Our SCR coupler can gate a 40 amp TRIAC. The complete Spectronics line also includes standard transistor and darlington outputs.

- Replace Mechanical Switches
  By specifying Spectronics opto switches you eliminate such common problems as corrosion, contact bounce and mechanical fatigue. Lifetime measured in decades — not number of switching cycles! Products are directly microprocessor compatible from -55°C to +100°C.

- High-Technology Leader
  Last year, Spectronics devoted over $1 million to optoelectronic research and development. That's one of the reasons you'll be hearing more about us. And we want to hear from you. Call us now for assistance with your non-standard design problem, or write for our free opto catalog. Spectronics Commercial Components Division, 830 East Arapaho Road, Richardson, Texas 75081, telephone (214) 234-4271.

Spectronics
INCORPORATED
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Winning the Space Race

If space is your problem, TEAC cassette data recorders are the solution. They give you big-recorder performance and features without using up a huge amount of area or budget. Used individually or in combination, the time-tested R-81 or the brand new R-61 will make your data acquisition tasks quick and convenient—in the field, laboratory or office.

With the R-81 you get seven data channels and four switchable speeds for a wide range of time base conversion options. The R-80 has the same four-speed versatility as the R-81, with four data channels. And the single-speed R-61 is the lightest, most portable data recording package available. Naturally, they all feature famous TEAC durability and dependability.

TEAC R-81, R-80 and R-61: for space-saving, high-quality data recording.
The Justice Department has bolstered the negotiating position of the U. S., represented by the Electronic Industries Association, in calling for nondiscriminatory participation by all countries in a new International Components Certification System [Electronics, Nov. 10, 1977, p. 50]. Known as IECQ, the International Electrotechnical Commission system is being sponsored initially by 17 of the 43 commission member countries to simplify worldwide components trade. The IECQ system would certify product quality and performance, much as the U. S. applies military specifications domestically. A fourth and perhaps final draft of IECQ rules is expected to be adopted at a November meeting in Geneva with the goal of implementing the system on July 1, 1979. Assistant Attorney General John Shenefield says EIA proposals for nondiscriminatory access do not appear to raise antitrust questions. But proposals by France and Germany limiting certification to IECQ member countries do raise serious questions of discrimination under U. S. antitrust laws, he adds.

The primary-instrument concept that would have required the first telephone in any installation to be provided by the carrier has been killed by the Federal Communications Commission. The issue produced strong opposition from the telecommunications suppliers and Federal government users [Electronics, May 25, p. 58]. Rejecting telephone companies' arguments that PIC was needed for effective service testing and line maintenance, the FCC order observes that a customer-provided telephone could serve just as well as PIC for testing. On the maintenance side, the FCC concludes PIC is unnecessary since "the Bell System generally has no program for preventive maintenance" but simply repairs or replaces telephones when customers report trouble. Customers would be unlikely to let their own phones go unrepaired any more than they would neglect repairs of "other important services such as the furnace, the refrigerator, or the television set."

Although the U. S. Postal Service says it could not implement an estimated $2 billion electronic message service until 1990, the Government is already concerned over a lack of Federal policy regulating this service. At issue is whether the USPS should be permitted to compete in this market with private industry. The Postal Service is awaiting completion of a $2 million system definition study due this fall from RCA Corp. Henry Geller, chief of the National Telecommunications and Information Administration in the Commerce Department, warned at a Senate hearing on postal reform that competition by the USPS with private industry in electronic mail raises multiple regulatory and economic issues requiring policy decisions soon. Geller appears to favor private development of the market. The Communications and Computer Industry Association is strongly against a USPS role in electronic mail and opposes congressional approval of any USPS research and development program, claiming it would make postal monopoly of this new field an accomplished fact.
Military spending: the potential for chaos grows

President Jimmy Carter's inability to produce effective programs to cope with a number of national problems is no secret. National energy policy, tax reform, and his promise to limit the size and raise the productivity of the Federal bureaucracy are among the more obvious examples. Less well-known, however, is that Carter's difficulties in those areas may be submerged come January by a new and larger problem generated by the fiscal 1980 military budget.

Federal budget planners now have their first military spending requests in hand. They total some $8 billion more than the tight $135 billion ceiling set by the White House for the Office of Management and Budget. "The numbers themselves don't surprise anyone," says one senior budget official. "These first figures are always high. What is troubling, though, is that no one is sure where the reductions should come. We are not getting firm guidance from the President."

Carter's inconsistency

What troubles military spending planners is the same thing that concerns Washington's military electronics industry specialists: the inconsistency of Carter policies in some areas and their total absence in others.

Last January, for example, the President proposed a $126 billion military budget package that emphasized revitalization of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization in Europe. Since then, however, the White House has taken an ever harder line with the Soviet Union. One consequence is that the second round of Strategic Arms Limitation Talks designed to produce new controls on intercontinental ballistic missiles has gone nowhere. Thus the Air Force is getting Defense Department support for a costly construction program to dig extra ICBM silos that will let it move its missiles around secretly to make them less vulnerable to attack. If, say, two of every three silos are empty, Russia would still be obliged to attack all of them to guarantee destruction of U.S. retaliatory power. Such an attack, program advocates say, would be militarily and economically impractical. The Air Force estimates its effort would cost $20 billion and wants $1 billion to start research and development in fiscal 1980.

Program opponents—and they are growing in number—content the effort is not worth the investment in terms of the limited additional security it would provide. Moreover, some budget analysts believe it cannot be done without cutting back on other commitments that would make a more positive contribution to military technology. "We are still committed to strengthening NATO," says one. "The budget cannot support NATO and the 'hidden missile' program, too." The White House has yet to decide on which course to pursue, and planners are nervous. They have but four months in which to complete the budget proposals.

Turning toward Congress

Military electronics suppliers are nervous, too. "If the Air Force gets $1 billion in R&D money for new ICBM silos in the new budget, I can see a lot of useful electronics programs being put on hold," complains one corporate figure in Washington who asked for anonymity. "My company specializes in avionics and ground support systems that make a positive contribution to defense. This multiple silo idea is madness. If the Air Force estimates now it will cost $20 billion, that probably means it will eventually cost $40 billion. I hear that R&D in the second year alone will jump to $5 billion. We want Congress to stop it."

Congress is listening to such complaints with increasing attention. Jimmy Carter's inability to make hard choices and effectively promote them on Capitol Hill has stimulated Congress to move into that vacuum. It represents the continued reawakening of Congress to its own responsibilities and potential that began with Richard Nixon and Watergate. Where prior Congresses were renowned for cutting White House military budget requests, this Congress has increased outlays for two consecutive years. Whether or not its choices were wise is not the issue here. Excepting Carter's energy program, the Congress has managed, rightly or wrongly, to act where the President has not.

The President's problems will be compounded if he cannot provide consistent budget guidance to military planners responsible to the White House. Military electronics lobbyists and other special interests recognize this and are turning increasingly to a Congress that itself is looking for guidance. That may be good news for those companies whose proposals succeed. But it is bad news for budget planners at the Pentagon and the Office of Management and Budget anxious to make the right choices and come up with a balanced program. When military leaders begin setting their own priorities and fighting amongst themselves to achieve them, the country—and its confused NATO allies—expects action on the part of its commander in chief. So far, it has not seen it.

Ray Connolly
'SWITCHER' OUTPUT FILTER CAPACITORS THAT REALLY PUT OUT

If you're working with switching-type power supplies, you'll want to know about new electrolytic capacitors featuring low equivalent series resistance (for example, 3 mΩ @ 57,000 µF/7.5V) and low internal inductance. Type 622D EXTRALYTIC Capacitors are the first of their type to meet the power supply designer's need to know, for worst case design, the maximum and minimum ESR of a capacitor, as well as the need to hold the nominal ESR to a tolerance of ±30% at 20 kHz. To simplify calculations for the equipment designer, Type 622D capacitors have a symmetrical capacitance tolerance of a tight ±20% instead of the wide asymmetrical tolerance customarily associated with low-voltage electrolytic capacitors. These new capacitors are designed for operation over the wide temperature range of −55°C to +85°C. They are furnished in a 13/8” diameter case with lengths ranging from 2½” to 5½”. Capacitance values from 2,800 to 67,000 µF are available as standard, and voltage ratings range from 5 to 55 WVDC.

Is your advertising more important when it runs in Electronics Magazine?

Or does it just seem that way?

The ability of a magazine to impart qualities like credibility and importance to advertising is one of the most neglected yet significant factors in advertising productivity.

While this quality may seem subjective to the advertiser, it is very real to the electronics engineer.

Item: When asked to rate the credibility of magazines in the field, electronics engineers rate Electronics the highest by a large margin.

Item: When asked in which magazine they would prefer to see their own technical article published, electronics engineers choose Electronics.

Item: When offered all the other magazines in the field free, electronics engineers choose to pay to read Electronics.

Editorial and advertising do not compete in Electronics. One complements the other. The advertising adds to the interest and the service of the magazine — while the editorial imparts credibility and importance to the advertising.

Electronics Magazine
1221 Avenue of the Americas
New York, N.Y. 10020

Editorial importance.
Another reason your ad sells best in Electronics.
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It will process your wafers, supply production control information, help you establish a management database, and grow as your needs change.

Uniplane System 4000. Suddenly all other wafer processing systems are obsolete.

Because System 4000 is more than a processing system. It is a total information and management control system for wafer processing.

Now, for the first time, you can have both local and remote supervision and programming.

Now, for the first time, you can have reports on system operation whenever you want them — displayed or printed.

Now, for the first time, you can truly manage your wafer fabrication.

No other system available can match it.

System 4000 includes new microprocessor-controlled scrubbers, spinners, developers, ovens, and complete handling/ interface facilities. Plus a unique optional Supervisory Terminal System (STS) for remote programming and monitoring.

It's so completely modular that each station can operate independently of the others, under the control of its own on-board microprocessor. Or as part of a totally integrated system with full station-to-station communications upstream and downstream.

You can even integrate mask aligners and inspection stations into the system.

It's so completely flexible that you can expand at any time. Now, or in the years to come.

Uniplane System 4000. It has so many other features to improve your wafer fabrication you simply cannot afford to be without it — because you cannot afford to be obsolete.

Get in touch with your local Kasper office right away. They have an 8-page color brochure for you. Or write Kasper Instruments, 749 N. Mary, Sunnyvale, California 94086. (408) 733-9800.

The dawn of a new era in wafer processing.

Introducing Uniplane System 4000.
GEC and Fairchild plan joint production in UK

Fairchild Camera & Instrument Corp. and the UK electrical giant General Electric Co. Ltd. will establish a high-volume manufacturing unit for n-channel MOS integrated circuits, to be on stream by early 1980. With ownership split equally, the UK plant will be used by Fairchild as a European production base and by GEC to manufacture price-sensitive standard products like its Teletext/Viewdata chip set. (GEC Semiconductors will remain a separate operation but with access to Fairchild technology, initially to its n-MOS design rules). First products will be Fairchild microprocessors and memories including charge-coupled-device serial memories. These CCD memories will mesh with GEC’s capability in analog and imaging CCD devices. Both companies see the new plant as a stepping stone to collaboration on a broader front: in a separately announced deal, for example, the GEC subsidiary Marconi Avionics Ltd. can now incorporate Fairchild CCD cameras in its television systems.

Plessey plans volume production of bubble memories

Computer makers will soon have another source for commercial volumes of bubble memories: Plessey Microsystems Inc., which expects to be in full-scale production of its 64-kilobit PD 064-S1 by the end of the year. The Towchester, England, firm also plans to release first details on its 256-kilobit memory in November. The move to commercial production, assisted by newly available government aid for start-up costs, puts Plessey into a burgeoning field, now paced by Texas Instruments, but with other American and Japanese firms poised to jump in (p. 39).

MOS tetrode goes to 1,000 MHz for uhf TV tuners

Siemens AG is introducing a metal-oxide-semiconductor tetrode with an operating frequency of up to 1,000 MHz that makes it an excellent substitute for bipolar transistors in uhf TV tuners. Compared to tuners with bipolar devices, those with MOS tetrodes exhibit better large-signal characteristics, which lessen cross-modulation, Siemens says. Designated the BF960, the tetrode features an 18-dB power gain and low noise, typically 2.8 dB at 800 MHz. At that frequency, the input and output capacitances are smaller than 2 and 1 pF, respectively. The BF960’s high operating frequency, about double that of most MOS components offered for consumer use, results from a refined n-channel technology that includes 2-μm design rules, Siemens says. Available now, the tetrodes cost about $1 apiece in lots of 1,000 or more.

Honeywell to sell its own computers in Japan

Honeywell Information Systems Inc. of Minneapolis is moving to boost its Japanese market penetration above 1% by taking charge of its marketing there and by adding minicomputers to its Japanese offerings. The firm is setting up a marketing subsidiary, in which it will have 80% of the equity. The remaining 20% will belong to Mitsubishi Office Machinery Co., which has sold Honeywell’s computers along with those from Mitsubishi Electric Corp. and Fujitsu Ltd. The move by the American firm may signal the start of a do-it-yourself movement among American electronics manufacturers (p. 78). The company will take over a customer base largely of farm cooperatives, which bought systems from the French computer maker Machines Bull, now part of the French firm CH-Honeywell Bull. When Honeywell Information Systems took over Machines Bull, it inherited the Japanese operation.
It's boom times for West Germany's computer firms...

Scoring growth rates of well over 20%, computer firms in West Germany are enjoying boom times reminiscent of the 1960s. Production and sales of electronic data-processing equipment rose nearly 28% last year, and the upward trend is continuing, reports H. J. Bohn, head of the data processing section of the Frankfurt-based Electrical Industry Association. During the first quarter of this year, incoming orders climbed 23%, while sales jumped by more than 24% and production by a whopping 38%. Behind the boom, the association says, is the West German industry's drive to streamline operations and raise productivity in order to offset the rising labor costs and thus to remain competitive on world markets.

... and also for European VCR sales

Entertainment-electronics producers in Western Europe are hard-pressed to keep up with the demand for video-cassette recorders. For example, Philips reports that during the past five months orders have far outstripped the supply, and other firms say they, too, are having trouble keeping dealers stocked. Thus far the giant Dutch company has sold more than 300,000 of its VCR and VCR-longplay recorder systems in Europe.

STL developing single-mode diode for fiber optics

Another laser diode with a single transverse mode of vibration has been developed, this one from Standard Telecommunications Laboratories Ltd., the Harrow, England, ITT research center. Such a diode will be a key element in the development of long-haul fiber-optic communications systems because it permits a wider range of signal amplitude than do conventional diodes that have light outputs switching between differing types of transverse operating modes and thus producing kinks in the output's radiated power. STL's device has a heterostructure of gallium-aluminum-arsenide and gallium-arsenide stripes and a 25-to-35-MA threshold current, four times lower than that of production devices. It has a 10-mw kink-free output, better than three times that of a similar device, using some STL patents, from Mitsubishi Electric Corp. [Electronics, July 6, p. 39].

16-K RAMs proliferate in Japan

Fine-pattern, dynamic 16-k random-access memories are becoming a habit in Japan: two new ones are joining the recently announced Hitachi Ltd. device [Electronics, Aug 3, p. 65]. One, from NEC, has a maximum access time of 120 ns, and 4-μm minimum line widths and effective channel lengths. The company is using it in memories in the DIPS-11 model 20 computer built for the Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Public Corp. to rent to its data-processing customers. Pin-compatible with the Mostek 4116 and other three-power-supply devices, the new RAM will soon be announced as the μPD416D-5. Both devices were developed in the on-going LSI memory project of the NTT's Musashino Electrical Communication Laboratory, Nippon Electric Co., Hitachi, and Fujitsu Ltd. The other new RAM is an experimental device, but uses technology similar to that of Hitachi's commercial product. The technology, developed for 64-k RAMS, include 2-μm minimum line widths and effective channel lengths, and the resultant device runs off two power supplies +5 v and −2 v. Hitachi generates the negative voltage on chip; it also trades off a design better suited to production for slightly slower speed.
"We saved $42,000 by cutting down redrawing time the first year we switched to reprographic techniques."


"Solar makes gas turbines. Big ones. And they are shipped all over the world. Generally, each customer orders a slightly different version of the basic engine.

"Before we switched to reprographic techniques, we would redraft the entire drawing, even if the change was no more than 10%. Now we make a blowback from microfilm or create a same-size photo copy, opaque unwanted detail, then redraft as required. Or—if the changes are going to be minor—we reproduce it on wash-off film and let the drafter wet-erase what is not wanted and then draw in the new details.

"We figure—even with the limited mechanized processor we had when we first went to reprographics—that we saved $42,000 in engineering drafting time the first year. And that saving was in spite of the fact that we had to start up a new facility and hire two technicians to run it.

"Later we installed a Kodak Supermatic processor and relocated our drafting reproduction area next to our photo lab and copy camera area. As a result, we've found that we're saving about 50% of the processing time for the photo lab and the copy camera facility. Everything we turn out—from publicity photos to engineering drawings—is going through the Supermatic processor."

Reprographics can help you, too.

Send for more details about Solar's use of reprographic techniques, plus, a complete listing of Kodak products and other applications. Write: Eastman Kodak Company, Graphics Markets Division, Dept. R04804, Rochester, N.Y. 14650.
Introducing LOCO II,
a new crystal clock oscillator
at a new low price.

For just $3.75*, you get LOCO II. The new crystal-controlled, thick-film, DIP oscillator from Motorola.

LOCO II comes in three frequencies—16 MHz, 18.432 MHz and 19.6608 MHz. And these master clock frequencies are divisible to drive µPs and baud rate generators, or a combination of baud rate generators, µPs and LSI chips. All on the same micro-computer board—all from one master clock. Just think of the space that will save.

LOCO II gives you stability, too. It has a rating of ±.05%. That includes calibration tolerance at 25°C, operating temperature, input voltage change, load change and aging. It's the ideal size as well—.820” x .520” with a seat height of .250”

At $3.75, when you get LOCO II, you're getting the right oscillator at the right price.

For price list, rep list and data sheet, call Barney III at (312) 451-1000. Or write Motorola, Component Products Department, 2553 N. Edgington, Franklin Park, IL 60131.

*1,000 price. Motorolas and LOCO II are trademarks of Motorola Inc.
CCD filter reverses structure to hike performance

Parallel-in/serial-out integrated design has better frequency range and spurious rejection

Taking a different tack from other designers of integrated low-pass filters based on charge-coupled devices, a Siemens AG engineering team is developing a parallel-in/serial-out design. This reversal of the conventional CCD filter configuration simplifies construction and improves frequency performance.

The applied signal is sampled at the input of each CCD element instead of at the device input. Since the outputs now are summed within the CCD itself, no separate output differential amplifier is needed, points out Karl Knauer, a member of Hans-Jörg Pfleiderer’s team.

What’s more, the Siemens device couples a higher frequency range to attenuation and noise characteristics at least as good as those of other configurations. It also offers a better solution to the rejection of frequencies in the regions containing clock-frequency multiples.

Uses. Integrated CCD filters are replacing bulky discrete filters used, for example, in telephone equipment to reduce speech frequencies to 3 to 4 kilohertz. While not appreciably impairing intelligibility, such a reduced bandwidth greatly simplifies equipment engineering. The new Siemens design is still under development, however, so it will be some time before it goes to market.

The device uses double polysilicon technology and has a filter area of 1 square millimeter, excluding the drive circuitry. The electrode length checks in at about 10 micrometers.

Operating at clock and transfer gate frequencies of 12 and 24 kHz respectively, the CCD filter shifts the charge packets individually through its 43 elements towards the output. There, the charge is picked off either directly or it is applied to a source follower, also on chip, where it is tapped off as a voltage signal.

The Siemens device is a low-pass filter with a ±0.5-decibel attenuation in the 0-to-3.4-kHz passband. The stopband, which starts at 4.6 kHz, has an attenuation of almost 30 dB. Thus the signal power there is reduced to less than 1/1,000 of its beginning value.

With a 3-volt input signal, the noise for a frequency window of 300 hertz is 80 dB below the signal amplitude. That represents a signal-to-noise ratio of about 70 dB for an effective noise bandwidth of 1.7 kHz, while harmonic attenuation is 40 dB. Both these values roughly correspond to those in other CCD filter configurations, Knauer says.

Performance. Much improved, though, is the frequency performance of the new filter. With conventional versions using the serial-input scheme, the input frequency is limited by the CCD clock frequency. With the new parallel signal-input approach, on the other hand, the input frequency can be n times higher than the clock frequency, where n is the number of electrodes per element, Knauer points out. Thus, the filter can process signals of much higher frequency with no increase in clock frequency.

The higher input frequency helps
implement a novel method for rejecting unwanted clock-frequency multiples. For a given number of CCD elements and for a constant clock frequency, the number of inputs per element—and hence the input frequency—can be increased. Because it prevents signals around the clock frequency from entering the filter, increased frequency allows a filter design that can suppress undesirable frequencies without having to go to additional circuitry, Knauer says. Such compensatory circuitry, obviously, would only consume valuable space on the chip.

23 symbols digitize speech in modeling mode that plots them on a two-dimensional array

Digital encoding of speech may take a giant stride forward if a still-experimental time-encoding technique from Bath University lives up to its first promise. Its developers say it could pack four speech channels into a conventional 64,000-bit-per-second digital link. Moreover, where voice quality of less than the international standards is acceptable—military or mobile-radio applications, for example—it could achieve 5,400-b/s data rates at a cost much less than that of other coding techniques. Eventually, high-reliability digital voice communications could be achieved in as small a bandwidth as 5 kilohertz, the pair believes.

Developed by Brig. Reginald King of the UK army and William Gosling of Bath University, the still-experimental technique [Electronics, Aug. 3, p. 66] would have applications in voice synthesis, speaker verification, and word recognition, as well as in telecommunications.

Prototype. Computer simulations of the patented technique (see "The proliferation of digital speech encoding") have been carried out at Bath on a PDP-8 minicomputer, and the next step is a prototype system comprising an analog-to-digital converter, a buffer store, a microprocessor, and a read-only memory. The developers have just come up with a new coding technique that needs refining, so that it may take 18 months to reach the hardware stage.

The new technique evolved when King, director of army telecommunications of the Ministry of Defence, accepted a research fellowship at Bath University last year. He set out to identify those elements in a speech waveform that carry high information content, with his experiments centered on breaking down speech into naturally occurring segments and then classifying these.

King discovered that every second of male speech has around 900 segments, each occurring between successive real zeroes of the waveform. As described in "The proliferation of digital speech encoding," he represents them with 200 basic types, such as half-sine waves. With a mapping technique, he was able to reduce these 200 shapes to 23 symbols, each of which can be represented by a 5-bit word.

The encoder spews out a new word after every zero crossing, producing around 900 a second, so the basic data rate is 4,500 b/s. If speech is to be modulated for loudness, an 8-bit word defining amplitude can be added after every eight symbols, giving a 5,400-b/s data rate. Each data word received calls up the corresponding waveshape from a read-only memory, and this is
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Japan

Toshiba raises the electron-beam ante with automatic scaling, three exposure modes

Weighing in just as the race in the electron-beam lithography systems is starting, Toshiba Corp. seeks to outdistance its American rivals with features that add flexibility to its new $2 million-plus machines. With these, the Tokyo-based firm thinks it can win a respectable 30% of its estimate of a worldwide market for 100 systems.

Back of the Japanese company's confidence are two features in particular: automatic scaling of the lines being exposed on a mask or a reticle and a choice of three minimum line widths in exposure.

Development of the new electron-beam exposure system [Electronics, Aug. 3, p. 65] was carried out at Toshiba's research and development center, with commercial systems being fabricated by affiliate Toshiba Machine Co., a Tokyo manufacturer of machine tools and industrial machinery. The EBM-105 enters a marketplace occupied by two American firms' units, which are derived from Bell Laboratories' electron-beam systems.

Scaling. Automatic scaling makes it easy to change mask dimensions without a complete redesign. It works by making incremental changes in the spacing and length of lines on the scanning raster that the electron beam follows as it traces the pattern on the mask or reticle.

The user simply feeds in the scaling factor, and the only difference from his point of view is that the machine runs a bit slower or faster. Scaling is provided over a −30% to +20% range. In the 1-micrometer line mode, it is in 10% steps; in the

On target. Toshiba's new electron-beam lithography system offers automatic scaling of lines being exposed, which permits easy changes of mask or reticle dimensions, and a choice of three minimum line widths in exposure. Scaling is provided over a range from −30% to +20%.

clocked out in accordance with the encoded duration to reconstruct the original waveform.

The transmitted speech is sufficient for military applications because it gives high intelligibility and provides voice recognition, but it does not meet international telecommunications standards. While this will require the interleaving of additional amplitude-defining words and a larger alphabet of symbols, Gosling is confident that the standard could be met with a 16,000-b/s data rate. Thus four voice channels could be packed into the 64,000-b/s channel links that telephone companies are using for pulse-coded-modulated digital voice transmissions.

Cheaper. Previous research with linear predictive coding and formant tracking vocoders (which rely on the energy peaks in speech patterns to reproduce the frequencies) has succeeded in reducing the telecommunications bit rate to 2,500 b/s, but at a high price, says King. The Bath technique allows encoding in real time with little more than a microprocessor, whereas the other techniques require an extremely fast, and expensive, minicomputer.

The technique also lends itself to several voice-processing procedures. For example speech can be slowed or speeded by as much as 20% without change of pitch or intelligibility or loss of speaker recognition. Thus the Donald Duck quality of the speech of helium-breathing divers can be processed out. But for Gosling, whose primary interest is in mobile-radio communications, the biggest promise the technique holds out is achieving high-quality digital voice transmission for the 5-kHz channel spacing projected to supersede the UK's current 25-kHz allotment.

Electronics international
super-fast lo-vf
metoxilite silicon rectifiers

featuring 30 nanoseconds
reverse recovery time

a breakthrough in junction technology makes super-fast silicon rectifiers possible. these new high speed silicon rectifiers feature low forward voltage drop at higher operating currents and reverse recovery time better than 30 nanoseconds. in addition, these devices have extremely low reverse leakage and high surge ratings. super-fast rectifiers use semtech’s proven metoxilite non-cavity monolithic high temperature construction. designed for high frequency applications, such as high speed switching regulators and converter circuits. semtech’s super-fast silicon rectifiers are stocked for immediate delivery.

available as jan, jan tx & jan txv to mil-s-19500/503 (el)
Electronics International

2-μm mode, it is in 5% steps. Moreover, the scaling ratio can be changed for each raster, which has a scan width of 128 or 256 μm.

Three exposures. As with the U.S. machines from Varian Associates' Extrion division and Etec Corp., the Toshiba system has exposure modes with 1- and 2-μm minimum line widths. Accuracy in the 1-μm mode is ±0.1 μm, and the time required to write a area 100 millimeters on a side is 208 minutes.

In the full-wafer mode appropriate for today's semiconductor technology, the minimum line width is 2 μm with an accuracy of ±0.13 μm. The time to write a 10,000-square-millimeter area is 58 min.

The added 4-μm mode is intended for making reticles of single chips at about 10 times the speed possible with optical-pattern generators. For these reticles, intended for step-and-repeat projection printing, accuracy is ±0.15 μm. Time for a 10,000-mm² area is 34 min.

Toshiba's American competitors seem not at all fazed by the EBM-105. Of the automatic scaling feature, John A. Doherty, senior research engineer at Extrion in Gloucester, Mass., says "It's a relatively straightforward process. In fact, we should have something like it on our own systems within a few months." He also questions the need for the 4-μm exposure mode, saying, "Extrion has the ability to generate reticles at a normal resolution now, and we are working on one with a resolution of 1 μm."

A spokesman for Etec in Hayward, Calif., balked at discussing features and specifications. But Peter L. Wolken, director of marketing for the industrial products division, did say that Etec's MEMES is not a rigidly fixed design and "more advanced capabilities are continually being developed for it." Of Toshiba's prediction of a market share of 30%, he notes that his firm has a big leg up because it has 10 machines in place, including three in Japan.

Looking to the future, Toshiba will accept special orders for systems making 6-inch masks that can work with 5-in. wafers. Another bonus of the new Toshiba unit is its ability to mix several patterns or variations on a single pattern on the same mask without loss of speed. This feature can be especially useful during developmental work.

France

Integrated drivers keep lamps alight

The reliability demands that industry places on electronics are nowhere more evident than in signaling applications, where, for example, an indicator lamp must work. And there's no better way to boost reliability than a well-designed integrated lamp driver, figures the Sescosem division of Thomson-CSF.

The division has already launched a family of integrated drivers for a supply range of 12 to 30 volts, which is finding considerable use in applications in nuclear and conventional electric power plants. Now it is expanding its family and beginning to offer it internationally for a more diversified group of applications.

Advantages. With integrated drivers, it is easy to provide current limiting and thermal protection, says Sescosem engineer Pierre Eliaers. "If a conventional approach is used [to current limiting], you have to use a big output transistor to protect the circuit. This would be an integrated circuit in itself and also would be expensive," he says.

Another advantage, of course, is size. A printed-circuit board with discrete components occupies more than three times the area of Sescosem's integrated versions.

Apart from lamp driving, the Grenoble division sees the family driving relays and step motors, where its comprehensive short-circuit protection will be valuable. Other applications could include lamp driving with built-in alarm blinking, deferred switching with up to a 30-second delay, and serving as a power comparator.

With the 1607 family, Sescosem has emphasized good short-circuit protection and thermal-shutdown procedures. The family members are all monolithic drivers that have input stages based on the well-known 741 operational amplifier with high gain and input impedance.

The devices are essentially blow-out-proof, Sescosem says. To keep peak output current down to a safe value, they have internal or external resistors at the output stage. A current rise increases the voltage across the resistor, and above 0.6 v, a transistor diverts the current.

Thermal shutdown is effected by a group of transistors that cause the output to drop to zero when the temperature rises above 150°C following a short circuit. When the temperature rises, the voltage across a resistor increases and creates a current in a transistor. This current turns on another transistor, and its current biases an output transistor, which diverts current.

A small positive feedback in one of the transistors provides hysteresis of the thermal-shutdown circuitry. The device changes its on/off state over a range of once every 4 seconds to twice a second. Thus it does not vacillate rapidly between on and off during a long-lasting short circuit.

Members. Now available as samples are two new family members, the TDA 1647 CM and the TDA 1617 CM. The 1647 can withstand a short circuit between power supply and output, useful for testing a lamp during maintenance. The similar 1617 integrates the resistor that limits the current.

To be available in samples this fall is the integrated-resistor TDA 1627 CM, which will have a light-emitting diode to signal a thermal shutdown. Moreover, the circuit will not reopen until it has been reset externally.

Other family members, intended mainly for lamp driving, are the original TDA 1607 CM to handle lamps up to 6 watts, the ESM 1607 G for 2-to-3-W lamps, and the TDA 1637 CM to handle peak voltages of 50 v up to 10 milliseconds. In volume orders, all the devices cost between $1.50 and $2, and all are compatible with most semiconductor technologies.
Will atomic particles communicate?

Modulated beams of neutrinos offer the possibility of secure, nonstopable communications systems

by Harvey J. Hindlin, Communications & Microwaves Editor

How about a point-to-point telecommunications system so secure it can't be jammed short of blowing up the transmitter or receiver? Or how about a communications signal so intense it cannot be stopped by any known means and can travel through the earth in a straight line from one side to the other?

The possibility of developing such a system exists, built around modulated beams of neutrinos, those extremely energetic atomic particles generated by proton accelerators (see "A very particular particle"). Such a system could provide the U.S. Navy with a secure mode of communication with its submarines.

Though no one will comment, the neutrino-beam system could possibly place the Navy's proposed Project Seafarer, a much—criticized and much-delayed system that would need a vast area in northern Michigan for its low-frequency antennas. Another possibility is to build a transmitter in a command post deep in solid rock—a hardened site that would have no effect on the transmission of neutrinos.

Even a prototype of the neutrino-beam system is anywhere from 5 to 10 years away. But concepts for its design are beginning to emerge. Interestingly, the upper limits on the data rate are a subject of disagreement between the two groups of prime researchers supported by the Office of Naval Research.

One group of investigators is at the Naval Research Laboratory in Washington, D.C.; the other is at Western Washington University in Bellingham, Wash. Both groups envisage a transmitter consisting of a high-energy proton accelerator—like the 400-billion-electronvolt unit at the Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory in Batavia, Ill. It could be modified to produce a narrow neutrino beam having a divergence as small as 1 milliradian that could be aimed at a detector half way around the world. This detector must be located deep within a huge volume of water because neutrinos can only be detected indirectly, from the radiation they emit upon striking the neutrons or protons of water molecules.

The accelerator would produce a neutrino beam every 8 seconds by
slamming a high-energy proton beam into an aluminum target. This produces unstable particles that decay into muon neutrinos and other particles. If bending magnets are used to deflect the proton beam properly, the resulting muon neutrino beam can be precisely pointed through the earth to the distant detection site. The photomultiplier detectors would be mounted on clear plastic plates enclosing a huge cube of water.

The data rate. Albert Saenz and his co-workers at the Naval Research Laboratory have carried out quantitative studies considering neutrino beams both from the present Fermi lab accelerator and from the coming upgraded version dubbed Tevatron, which is designed for proton energies of 1 teraelectronvolt (tera = 10^12).

They find, in one case, that rates of 10^4 signal counts an hour, sufficient for a 2-bit-per-second communications link, should be achievable using the Tevatron and detectors surrounding 10^4 tons of water. The path length was assumed to be 10,000 kilometers.

In one configuration, Saenz's system would require about 1,000 detector modules in a synchronous detector scheme more than 700 meters below the water surface. His calculations indicate a 15-bit binary message could be sent during the 8-second accelerator cycle.

Saenz hopes to complete his feasibility studies soon and then make "modest experiments" over 5 to 10 km at Fermi, using a specially designed communications device to modulate the neutrino beams. He estimates that ultimately tens to hundreds of bits a second are possible.

In a communications system proposed by Peter Kotzer and his colleagues at Western Washington University, however, many fewer detectors would do the job. Only four modules containing three photodetectors each would be needed, Kotzer says. These would be strung out at intervals along the center line of a cylindrical water target, 10 meters in radius.

Kotzer says a message bit rate of 53.1 megabits a second is possible in principle if the target is made as large as 10^10 or 10^11 tons. He is testing detection modules in the open ocean and feels that the next logical step is simulation tests at Fermi.

Both scientists are quick to note that the differences between their data rates depends on their assumptions. The modulation scheme, the accelerator power and spectrum assumed, the synchronization method, allowable error rate, water clarity, and detector volume are all variables, among others. And after all, long-distance tests have not yet been made. "We really won't know for sure until we do it," they both point out.

An important characteristic of the neutrino beams is that they can be precisely aimed to hit their targets—divergences are like those of lasers. It is estimated that they can pass straight through the whole earth with less than 1% attenuation.

Neutrinos cannot be stopped because they are so energetic, move at almost the speed of light, and almost never interact with other matter. Furthermore, there are no sidelobes or scattering considerations, and they are not affected by nuclear radiation or solar activity.

Making it work. Obviously, there are many problems to solve before the system is practical. Clearly an accelerator in the U.S. is conceivable for use as a generator. But where do you put remote receivers and how do you set them up? Also, a potential enemy would surely know of their presence.

Unfortunately, for all the schemes proposed, the received data rate is directly proportional to the detector volume and the cube of the neutrino energy. This means bigger transmitters and more water to get more information. Reduced volumes are only possible if the data rate can be low or the generator characteristics can be altered to provide more neutrinos in a given time.

In any case, the detectors are hard to fit into a cramped submarine. One possible scheme is to have the submarine sail into the volume of water at which the beam has been aimed. It then sends out receivers through its torpedo tubes, and the message is then relayed back over a short distance.

Alternatively, an acoustic neutrino receiver—a hydrophone-like device—could be placed in the water as a relay link. This receiver would also provide phase information translatable into intelligence.

If nothing else, a system with a simple Morse-code modulation and a low data date might be used for an unstoppable doomsday missile-launch message in the event of a global thermonuclear war.
The 1st monolithic 12-bit DAC that needs no trimming.

Our new Model MP7621 is a significant advance in monolithic DAC technology. It's the first CMOS 12-bit multiplying DAC that achieves a .01% linearity without trimming, laser or otherwise. The result—a low-cost DAC with unmatched reliability, that operates over the full military temperature range.

Micro Power Systems eliminates resistor trimming by combining precision thin-film deposition techniques with a new design for on-chip ladder-network switches. With unexcelled Gain Error Tempco—to ±2 ppm/°C maximum—the MP7621 offers expensive hybrid performance at a low monolithic price: only $16 (100–499 quantity). It comes in a 16-pin DIP, either plastic or ceramic.
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With Spectrol Special Pots!

Anyone who has had first-hand experience with Spectrol special potentiometers knows that he has encountered a component of the best kind. Best in design, construction, and performance. That's why a jet engine manufacturer asked Spectrol to design and build the industry's first 1000° pot. That's why a Spectrol pot helped our Astronauts control their Moon Rover. That's why a Spectrol special was there when Viking explored Mars. Whether you're building a luxury car or weighing a truck on earth, measuring the wind on the sea, or shooting for the moon—bring your special pot problems to Spectrol. We'll design, build and package a special to meet your toughest applications. At Spectrol, our special capability is—in fact—special! Send for our “Special Designs” brochure.
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ECL memories speeding to market

Push of emitter-coupled-logic RAMS into mainframe applications pits it against popular metal-oxide-semiconductor versions

by William F. Arnold, San Francisco regional bureau manager

As the access times of n-channel MOS static RAMS drop, bipolar makers might begin to fear for their transistor-transistor-logic memories. But they have a strong ace up their sleeves: emitter-coupled logic. The push of ECL into the next generation of mainframe computers is now fueling a market for comparable random-access memories. With the growing market come new devices and suppliers to offer users the blinding speed that bipolar technology currently enjoys vis-à-vis metal oxide semiconductors.

For example, there are 265-by-4-bit ECL RAMS in production or on tap that feature 7-to-10-nanosecond access times. And Fairchild Camera & Instrument Corp., Mountain View, Calif., considered the market leader, calls its 35-ns 4-K devices the fastest 4-Ks ever made and expects to lower those specifications to 20 ns typical and 30 ns maximum by next year.

Also, in early 1979, Motorola Semiconductor Products Inc., Phoenix, plans to have a 4,096-by-1-bit RAM in the 25-ns range, and Fujitsu Ltd. from Japan is readying a 25-ns 1,024-by-4-bit RAM for sample quantities in October.

Competition grows. These three firms will not have the market to themselves. National Semiconductor Corp., Santa Clara, Calif., which makes mainframe computers for Intel Corp., declares that it is committed to becoming an ECL memory house. Within a month it plans to launch a 1-K-by-1 RAM in the 25-ns range and will follow that with other ECL parts.

Signetics Corp., Sunnyvale, Calif., in collaboration with the French Philips' subsidiary, RTC, says it has a fairly aggressive plan to enter the marketplace, beginning the end of this year with a 15-to-20-ns 1-K-by-1 RAM.

Such speed works well in cache memories and variable control stores in conjunction with the central processing unit in the coming medium- and large-scale mainframe computers. Fast RAM control stores also make a hit with mainframe designers who switch from programmable-read-only-memory control stores. Add-on memory makers also show interest in the parts. Further, because of its access times, ECL is finding uses in such applications as on-line radar processing, data encryption, telecommunications, and intelligent terminals.

"It looks like ECL is finally coming to pass," observes Steve Steward, product marketing manager for static memories for Fairchild's LSI group. "Today, all medium and large computers are going ECL and it's opened up opportunities for a lot of ECL memories."

Steve Jasper, strategic marketing manager for Signetics' bipolar memory division, says that due to two years ago ECL was hard to justify: although it was faster than TTL parts on a component level, its marginally increased speed did not match the development cost. Now, with the emergence of ECL gate arrays [Electronics, April 27, p. 83], system speeds become impressive with ECL devices.

Solid gains. Of course, the ECL memory market is still a long way from matching the dollar value of MOS versions. Fairchild's Steward estimates this year's ECL memory market at $10 million to $20 million world wide and says it should continue to grow from 15% to 20% a year for several more years. Signetics' Jasper thinks that ECL RAMS alone will do $30 million by 1981.

A more bullish estimate comes from Frederick L. Zieber, vice president at Dataquest Inc., Menlo Park, Calif., a market research firm. He charts the market at less than $20 million last year, of which two thirds were RAMS, about $35 million this year, and more than $50 million in 1979. By contrast, he notes that the TTL memory business is $100 million this year, or close to $200 million if PROMs are included.

To the charge that ECL devices are larger and dissipate more power than MOS ones, Fairchild LSI applications manager Bruce Threewitt points out that its 4-K RAMS measure only 17,000 square mils. Next-generation cell sizes are less than 1 square mil right now and the speed-to-power ratio is close to MOS statics. □
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Selling Japan

This may be the moment for American electronics companies to push their way into Japan, now the land of the rising yen

by Charles Cohen, Tokyo bureau manager

Japan is a strange country in which the mechanisms of the marketplace stop working in difficult times, observes the head of the research department of one of the island nation's largest banks. It would be hard to find a better capsule description of the state of the Japanese economy in recent months. Look at what has happened. The value of the yen compared with the U.S. dollar has soared out of sight, yet Japan continues to pile up foreign-exchange surpluses. Contrary to usual economic thinking, the level of imports is not climbing, nor are imported consumer goods decreasing in price.

Modern Japan has been a net importer of raw materials and fuel and an exporter of manufactured goods ever since the Meiji period of the late 19th century. After the 1973 oil crises, it put even more effort into exports, to pay for fuel, raw materials, and food. But by 1976, Japan was succeeding all too well. Exports increased much faster than imports, and foreign reserves piled up. The floating yen rose, slowly at first, until last September when it started soaring.

More government money. For its part, the Japanese government promised other governments that it would encourage the growth of its domestic economy and pushed through two supplemental appropriations bills last year to give it a boost. At least one, and probably two, appropriations are also scheduled for this year. But still exports continued apace and Japan's foreign reserves increased to their present level, which has topped $29 billion.

Although Japan's manufacturers have long since outgrown their reputation for poor-quality merchandise, they have never graduated into the Rolls Royce class either. To a large extent they have followed a high-quantity, low-margin policy. In many industries the margin has been sufficient to support entire companies and even entire industries with no domestic market. The recent boom in citizen's band radios is a good example.

Even some famous companies are primarily export-oriented; for instance, 57% of Sony Corp.'s sales are overseas. Other manufacturers have been eager to export products usually sold on the home market provided the price is sufficient to pay direct costs plus a portion, not necessarily all, of indirect costs. The goal of these manufacturers is to boost volume and bring down overall cost per unit.

Popularity. This approach is especially popular today when domestic demand is sluggish, business is needed to keep employees at work, and the high exchange rate of the yen is pressuring prices. Besides cutting their own margins, manufacturers are demanding and getting price reductions from suppliers, who must bear the brunt of hard times, like it or not.

On the other hand, Japan's importers of manufactured goods tend to be a different breed of cat. During most of the period since World War II, imports have been limited by foreign-exchange quotas. Also, Japanese importers were allowed to establish sole-agency relationships with foreign suppliers and prevent others from importing the same product. The upshot has been that importers have acquired a monopoly mentality and tended to price goods at levels that would just enable them to sell a year's quota in a year rather than increase con-
assumption with lower prices. Historically, foreign goods have had a reputation for quality and snob appeal, so that prices could be kept high. (There is even a Japanese word that has a very favorable connotation, *Hakuraihin*, which literally means a product that has arrived by boat.)

Quotas no longer exist for most products, but importers have not changed their stripes. They are still content to maintain an exclusive image and sell small quantities at high markup.

The situation in commodities is also astonishing. Beef imports, for example, are both limited in supply and subject to a $3.25-per-kilogram surcharge, ostensibly to obtain funds to promote the domestic beef industry! Newspapers often speculate about where the money is going, but nobody seems to know.

The amounts involved are substantial—per month the sums are more than government support for Japan's research and development project in very large-scale integration, which peaks in 1978 at 10 billion yen for the year. On the other hand, imports of fuels and raw materials continue to be low because of the low level of the economy.

**Floating yen.** Thus, the opportunity to reduce the monetary reserve is being bypassed, and in fact, the government has resisted pressure from trading countries to decrease it. Instead, leaders have counted on the floating exchange rate to bring trade into balance, which has clearly not happened. It is anybody's guess where the value of the yen will go from here, but there are some estimates that it could possibly hit as high as 160 yen to the dollar from the present level in the 1980s. Nobody expects a quick return to the "normal" 220–240 range.

Exports could run at constant value until the end of September, because many export contracts run that long, further swelling Japan's reserves and bringing more pressure on the yen. It may be almost impossible for many companies and even whole industries to make new contracts for the second half of the Japanese fiscal year, which starts in October. It could lead to numerous bankruptcies.

But there are opportunities in all
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**Revolutionary cooling extrusion cuts size and cost in half.**

Here is the first in a new series of unique cooling extrusions from Wakefield.

A totally different design concept called "High Fin Density" allows Extrusion 5113 to give the same cooling performance as devices needing nearly twice as much space.

And because of substantial material savings, the 5113 is half the price of the larger units—only $1.10 per inch.

Until now, the space between fins of an extrusion could be no less than 1/4 the height of the fins. This limited the surface cooling area of the fins for any given size extrusion.

"High Fin Density" has changed all this by reducing the space between fins to as little as 1/10 their height. The result is a tremendous gain in cooling efficiency with 130 sq. in. of cooling surface per linear inch of extrusion.

Knowledgeable people say this is the most significant breakthrough in the history of cooling devices. But then, what would you expect from the leader? Write or call for full details.
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Drop off the routing list. Get your own fresh, unclipped copy mailed to your home or office. Turn to the subscription card in the back of the magazine. If somebody has beat you to it, write: Electronics, P.O. Box 430, Hightstown, N.J. 08520.
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this for American companies. Although Japanese importers have operated with a monopoly mentality, American manufacturers who control imports of their own products are taking advantage of the situation to decrease prices and increase market share.

Kodak recently marked down its color negative film enough to force Fuji and Konica to cut prices, too. Hewlett Packard’s joint venture, Yokogawa–Hewlett Packard, claims to have made price cuts totaling 40% during the past year.

American semiconductor manufacturers generally have somewhat higher prices in Japan than in the U.S. because of demands for high-quality devices, more service, and the costs of importing. That and the fact that they are continually cutting prices makes the effects of the exchange rate change hard to read, but industry observers say that the American manufacturers have been giving a good part of the exchange savings to Japanese customers in the form of lower prices.

Easing trade. Another potential bright spot for American electronics companies is the promise of favorable trade agreements. A Ministry of International Trade and Industry official says that Japan has in principle reached agreement with the U.S. on tariff cuts for integrated circuits and computers and terminals—though implementation will have to await multilateral agreement, especially with members of the European community. [Electronics, Aug. 3, p. 59].

Despite a marketplace that defies classic economics, manufacturers thinking of entering the Japanese market might find that now is the best time to take the plunge. Even though the market overall is not growing at a great rate, the exchange rate is extremely favorable. Japanese manufacturers are likely to be groggy from the loss of export markets and their need to support an excessive labor force. And banks are loaded with money that they want to lend at low interest rates—starting at a prime rate of 3.75%.
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Although hardly noticed by the West, Eastern Europe's seven-country council for mutual economic cooperation (Comecon) is putting its development effort behind a new line of computers that promises to give the Socialist bloc more clout and greater self-sufficiency in the data-processing field than it achieved with its first joint-effort series. Succeeding the third-generation ES-1 series [Electronics, Sept. 25, 1972, p. 72], the new "third-and-a-half" generation ES-2 family adds higher speed, a larger memory capacity, and more computing power to the group's present systems.

Participating in the ES-2 project are newcomer Romania and six old-timers: Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, East Germany, Hungary, Poland, and the biggest contributor, the Soviet Union. (In addition, Cuba is also participating.) Whereas Czechoslovakia and East Germany are each developing ES-2 systems on their own, the others are getting a helping hand from brother Russia. Romania is chipping in with peripherals only.

Major effort. Just how big the second ES project will turn out to be is difficult to pin down at this time, East Bloc officials say, but they are certain it will outrank the ES-1 program in both magnitude and yield. Not only that, but it may well develop into Eastern Europe's biggest joint-engineering effort, dwarfing even the Interkosmos space research program in which nine countries are participating.

Plans for the ES-2 series date back to 1973, when the four-year ES-1 development phase was coming to an end. A group of computer specialists from different Socialist countries conceived the idea and defined the goals for a successor family in terms very much like those of their capitalist counterparts.

"The targets are a better price/performance ratio, a wider range of applications, and the ability to transfer ES-1 programs to the new series," explains Ludek Vilner, who is deputy director of the research institute for mathematical machines located in Prague.

All in the family. Hungary is responsible for the EC1015, a small-sized computer at the low end of the ES-2 family. Czechoslovakia's contribution is the EC1025, also a small-class system. Next in line are three medium-sized machines: the EC1035, which Bulgaria is building in concert with the Soviet Union, the EC1045, a Polish-Soviet venture; and the EC1055, which East Germany is handling on its own.

Finally, there are two large machines, the EC1060 and EC1065, both from the Soviet Union. In addition, each country will develop and manufacture a number of ES-2 peripherals.

Far along are East Germany's EC1055, publicly shown for the first time in March, and Czechoslovakia's EC1025, due for deliveries toward the end of this year. Designed and developed at the Prague research institute, the 1025 is now going through its domestic tests. The international tests, conducted by the East European intergovernmental board for computer engineering, will get underway by September. The latter tests are to determine a model's compatibility and to find out how well it adapts to various tasks and applications. Also well along is the Bulgarian-Soviet EC1035.

Less is known about the USSR's progress on the large machines. The
ES1060 was originally claimed to have a capability of 3 million operations per second. That figure was subsequently reduced to 1.5 million and is now set at 1.3 million, according to the latest reports. There has been no official word of progress on the ES1065 other than a reference to an advanced system that will have a capacity of 5 million operations per second. On the whole, the Soviets have made slow headway on all their computer programs.

What's new. The ES-2 computers are different from their forerunners in architecture, hardware structure, efficiency, and performance. The prime architectural change is the use of a virtual memory that, in effect, considerably extends the operational storage capacity. As for the hardware structure, the new systems are modular with the various modules using a standardized interface.

Further, the ES-2 designers have given more attention to remote data-processing and time-sharing applications. The new machines also use a greater number of channels, employ block multiplexed data-transfer methods, and feature specialized processor modules that permit the use of board multiple processors. Testing and diagnostic software have been extended, too.

As for software, the East Germans, together with the USSR, have developed a new operating system, the OC6-EC, for the bigger ES-2 models. It is tailored to support the virtual memory, the block multiplexing channels, and other functional groups, as well as the ES-2 peripherals. The operating system comprises control programs, service programs, and language translators. The last are available for machine-oriented assemblers and the problem-oriented programming languages PL/1, Fortran, Algol, and Cobol. The Czechs have an operating system, the DOS3, designed for their computer at their research institute. This system can be used with all ES-2 computers up to the EC1045 model. However, the individual country can decide to use its own operating system.

Typical of the ES-2 family's low-end computers is Czechoslovakia's EC1025, the successor to the third-generation EC1021 of the ES-1
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HOPE

The project a ship launched.

First there was the hospital ship S.S. HOPE, now retired. Today HOPE is an established project which has carried its goal of improving health through education to 24 developing countries of the world and the United States.

Give to:

PROJECT HOPE
Department A
Washington, D.C. 20007
series. Its central processor consists of four to six independent modules, one or two main-storage modules, and an interrupt-control module.

**Modular.** This modular construction allows users to arrange the system to suit their application. It also permits the processing of instructions, the execution of commands and diagnostic operations, as well as communications with peripherals, to be carried out simultaneously. Each module is controlled by a microprogram in a control store.

The central-processor modules use transistor-transistor-logic integrated circuits, and the internal store employs large-scale integrated TTL devices. The latter will be replaced by metal-oxide-semiconductor circuits in future models. Accommodating the ics are two-, four-, and eight-level printed-circuit boards, with the eight-level boards containing up to 60 ics. At present, the ES-1025 contains some ics from abroad, primarily from the Soviet Union, but eventually all will be home made.

An example of the ES-2 family's medium-sized systems is East Germany's EC1055, intended for commercial and scientific and technical applications. The machine, which can perform up to 450,000 operations per second, succeeds the country's EC1040 of the ES-1 series. Its cycle time is 1.2 microseconds.

The 1055's central processor is only half the size of the 1040's. This reduction, say officials of the country's electronics giant, Kombinat Robotron, is due in part to the use of mos components in the operational store and of highly integrated TTL devices in the control and i/o units.

The computer's control unit uses the microprogrammed control concept, with microprogram memory of the partially loadable type. That memory has a capacity of 8,000 instructions, each with 65 bits. The cycle and access times are 400 and 140 nanoseconds, respectively. The 1055 has a maximum of four block-multiplexed and two byte-multiplexed channels, and the system's virtual-memory concept enables the user to resort to a memory providing up to 16 million bytes.
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Introducing the HP 1000 model 45.

A powerful number cruncher that won’t break your budget.
ost engineers and scientists will find all the power they need in this new leader of the HP 1000 family. A new floating point processor handles big data arrays and cuts lengthy computational problems down to size. And the HP 1000 Model 45 also has the flexibility for complex measurement and control applications, for database management and distributed networking.

And it isn't hard to get your hands on all this computational power. System prices start at just $46,500.*

Our new F-Series processor is the hard-working heart of the system. It's extremely fast, completing load and store operations in 900 nanoseconds. The separate hardware processor does floating point calculations at high speeds, too—630 ns for add, 1.8 microseconds for multiply and 3 microseconds for divide.

A special scientific instruction set, standard in the system, also helps to improve execution speed, performing trig and log functions in less than 48 microseconds. And a fast FORTRAN processor, which handles commonly used FORTRAN operations in hardware, also gets things done in a hurry.

Our RTE-IV real-time operating system, the latest in an upward compatible family, lets you manipulate data arrays up to 1.8M bytes, using simple FORTRAN commands. As many as 64 partitions, with a program capacity of 54K bytes, can be resident in memory at the same time.

The HP 1000 Model 45 comes with a fast (25 msec seek time) 20M byte disc drive and an HP 2648A Graphics Terminal, as well as our new Graphics/1000 support software to help you write graphics programs. You can also team it up with other HP products like the HP 9872A four-color plotter and the HP 7245A printer/plotter.

Adding data base management is as simple and economical as adding peripherals. Our IMAGE/1000 software will consolidate your technical information into related and easily accessible files. And you can pool data from other HP 1000 systems (as well as linking to our powerful HP 3000 general purpose computers and IBM) with the help of DS/1000 networking software.
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Circle 87 on reader service card
Until now, waveform generators only produced shapes like sines, squares, triangles and ramps. If you needed an unusual waveform, you were out of luck. But that was before ARB. Now you can draw the shape you need, and our new Model 175 Programmable Arbitrary Waveform Generator (ARB) will reproduce it.

You have a $256 \times 255$ point grid to work with. Time is in one axis, amplitude the other. Simply program the waveform you're looking for, either at the front panel or remotely via the GPIB bus. The ARB stores your waveform for duplication at the frequency and amplitude you select. The output can be continuous or triggered.

You can also use just a specific portion of the waveform, or pack several waveforms along the grid and call up only the one you need.

If you believe there's more to life than sines, squares, triangles, and ramps, you're ready for the ARB. So order one. And start drawing.

Wavetek San Diego, 9045 Balboa Ave., P.O. Box 651, San Diego, CA 92112. Tel: (714) 279-2200; TWX 910-335-2007.

Our new ARB can generate any waveform you can draw.
Distributed processing slashes development system’s cost

Multistation network shares disk and printer among up to eight designers working with assorted microprocessors

by Bruce Gladstone and Paul Page, Futuredata Computer Corp., Los Angeles, Calif.

No designer in a well-managed company has to line up to get at an oscilloscope. But he usually has to wait for access to a microprocessor development system, because few companies can afford an adequate number of systems now that per-station costs have risen to $15,000 to $30,000. Worse yet, most development systems are dedicated to a single manufacturer’s microprocessor chips, even though many companies have already elected to use processors from a variety of makers in their products.

To blame for those prohibitive prices is the expensive but generally underutilized equipment attached to each station—the printer and the mass-storage device. The Futuredata multistation distributed microcomputer development system is unique in sharing these resources among up to eight stations. It is also unique in using distributed processing for such a purpose.

The stations in the new Futuredata system can each operate with a different microprocessor (8080, 8085, 8086, 6800, 6802, or Z-80 at present). Called Advanced Microcomputer Development Stations, up to eight of these AMDS terminals can be linked through a network control processor to one or more dual double-density double-sided disk memory units and to one or more medium-speed printers.

Each terminal has its own microprocessor central processing unit, up to 64 kilobytes of on-board memory, an 80-by-24-character cathode-ray-tube display with keyboard, and a wide range of optional enhancements. The network processor, besides controlling access to the disk unit and printer, provides either exclusive or shared access to files, freeing of active files when a station is powered down, and queuing of printing requests. Since each station is totally independent of the others, the system is crashproof.

A typical microcomputer laboratory installation, capable of supporting eight designers simultaneously, each developing products with different processors, can now be configured at a per-station cost of $7,694.

Why not time-sharing?

Other attempts to pool resources in microcomputer development systems have been made. But they have used time-sharing, not distributed processing, and therefore shared the central computing function and nothing else. The Tektronix 8001 emulation system, for example, relates to a large mainframe in a time-sharing mode, and in the Mupro development system the central microprocessor is time-shared.

The main reason for sharing the system processor and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FEATURES</th>
<th>RESOURCES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>An ultra-high speed serial data link capable of transmitting 50 kilobytes per second</td>
<td>Sharable:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>over a single twisted-pair cable at a distance of 400 feet</td>
<td>disk mass memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>printer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A unique disk-sharing algorithm that gives many users access to the same low-cost</td>
<td>Possibly sharable:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>floppy-disk mass storage</td>
<td>memory processor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A communications protocol that is very simple and requires minimum overhead</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An Advanced Microcomputer Development System (AMDS) terminal that supports real-time</td>
<td>Nonsharable:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>processor emulation to 5 MHz</td>
<td>keyboard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A large local memory that dramatically reduces the frequency of disk requests</td>
<td>display emulator*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Common hardware used for both the development terminals (AMDSs) and the</td>
<td>logic analyzer*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>network control function</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A high-level interface to the disk operating system that further simplifies the</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>communications network</td>
<td>*normally required only for hardware debug</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The designer's activity should not impinge on that of other designers', and in some cases, the designers will be working with different processor types. A general-purpose development network must allow each designer to have his own target processor.

Sharing memory can also be an inconvenience. Having his own memory space allows a designer to allocate memory space to his development task just as he wants. In addition, 16 to 64 kilobytes of random-access memory available locally greatly reduces the demands he has to make on the shared mass-storage device. If in editing a source program, for example, a substantial edit buffer is available on a nonshared basis, then the communication burden on the network and the number of disk requests will be greatly reduced.

In the Futuredata network (Fig. 1), the satellite AMDs stations are connected directly to the network control processor in a star configuration. The NCP in turn is connected to the disk(s) and printer(s) and runs a network control program to share these resources between the AMDs stations.

The AMDs and the NCP communicate over a high-speed serial link and use common hardware. Thus, any AMDs may assume the network control function—in fact, it can even function on a stand-alone basis if connected directly to a disk or tape mass-storage unit. Such modularity and interchangeability mean that the network can easily be reconfigured to accommodate additional AMDs or disks. It can also be easily switched to temporarily remove any nonfunctioning equipment.

The development station

The Futuredata AMDs station (Fig. 2) provides all of the nonshared resources that the microcomputer system design engineer or programmer needs. In the stand-alone configuration already mentioned, it is equivalent to present Futuredata microcomputer development systems and similar to the Intel, Tektronix, Motorola, and Zilog development systems. But as part of the network, it communicates at high speed with the NCP through a 50-kilobyte/second serial I/O port.

The station's most noticeable feature is a 12-inch-diagonal CRT display having 24 lines of 80 upper- and lower-case characters and also offering blinking fields,
How the disk-sharing algorithm was determined

A successful disk-sharing rule should allow several simultaneous users a reasonable response time without excessive overhead to switch processes. Disk performance can be judged by analyzing its critical parameters, which are:

- \( T_s \) = average seek to new tracks = 100 ms
- \( T_l \) = average latency period to access first sector = 167 ms/2 = 83.5 ms
- \( T_n \) = latency between sectors during sequential reads or writes = 167 ms/7 = 24 ms

(The Futuredata disk operating system allows seven sectors to be read or written every revolution for an overall rate of 42 sectors per second.)

\( B = \) number of bytes per sector = 128

Insight into the problem can be gained from a look at two extreme cases. First, assume each disk request results in one sector transfer, so that there will be one seek and one latency delay period. Then each transfer will take 100 + 83.3 ms for a rate of 698 bytes/s. At the other extreme, if each AMDS operation goes to completion, seek overhead is reduced by fast transfer of sequential sectors. This unshared transfer rate would be 42 sectors/s \( \times \) 128 bytes/sector = 5,376 bytes/s and would improve performance by 5,376/698 or 7.7:1—but some AMDS requests would have to wait an excessive time for service while long requests from other stations were reaching completion. Clearly, the best solution is to transfer several sectors per request but limit the amount of data transferred per request.

The transfer rate (TR) and average delay (AD) are:

\[
TR = \frac{N \times B}{T_s + T_l + T_n(N - 1)}
\]

\[
AD = \frac{(S - 1)(T_s + T_l + T_n(N - 1))}{(S - 1)[0.1 + 0.083 + 0.024(N - 1)]}
\]

where \( N \) is the number of sectors per transfer, and

\[
AD = \frac{(S - 1)(T_s + T_l + T_n(N - 1))}{(S - 1)[0.1 + 0.083 + 0.024(N - 1)]}
\]

where \( S \) is the number of stations requesting service.

As the figures show, a maximum of 50 sectors per transfer introduces an overhead penalty of 12.5% and yields a delay of less than 9.5 s with eight users.

---

reverse video, underlining, highlighting, and line graphs. Beneath this is a 64-key upper- and lower-case keyboard with cursor control keys, edit function keys, system control keys, and "n" key rollover in a Selectric layout. The target 8- or 16-bit microprocessor may be either an 8080, 8085, Z-80, 6800, 6802, or 8086. Within the cabinet are circuit boards containing from 16 to 64 kilobytes of dynamic or static RAM; the 200-nanosecond static RAM allows real-time emulation of microprocessors up to 5 megahertz.

Optional emulators for 8080, 8085, Z-80, 6800, 6802, and 8086 devices enable the AMDS user to debug both hardware and software in the actual user environment. The optional 48-bit logic analyzer allows analysis of microprocessor-based systems using as many as 24 address lines and 16 data lines. Three relational breakpoints may be set up to detect such conditions as address match, address greater or less than a selected value, data match, instruction fetch, input/output request, or combinations of these conditions. The user can store up to 256 bus transactions, which can be qualified to store only events of interest, such as all outputs to a particular I/O port. Counters are included to allow multiple passes through a loop, windowing of the trace to provide information before and after the interrupt event, and time or cycle counting from event to event.

The software

Futuredata system software includes system monitors, editors, debuggers, relocating macro- assembler, linking editors, compilers, and utilities. These programs run on the AMDS exactly as on a stand-alone system directly connected to a disk and printer. The only difference in the network environment is that disk and printer requests are buffered through the high-speed link to the NCP and that I/O operations to the disk may take somewhat more time since simultaneous accessing of the disk unit may be occurring with more than one AMDS.
2. Advanced development station. Besides a 12-inch display and keyboard, the terminal also features 16 to 64 kilobytes of static or dynamic RAM, a choice of six target machines (so far), and optional attachments such as in-circuit emulator and 48-bit logic analyzer.

3. Network interface logic. The card containing the electronics shown enables any AMDS it is installed in to perform the network control function. As the network control processor, the station then uses the appropriate software to handle all disk requests and printing tasks.
The shared disk facility consists of two or more double-density, double-sided flexible disk drives and an integral controller. Each controller can address up to four drives, and the NCP can address up to four controllers, for a total of 16 megabytes of mass storage. The data rate of the double-density disk drives is 80 kilobits per second. The high-speed positioning mechanism allows track-to-track stepping of 3 milliseconds and an average access of 110 ms. These specifications describe a high-performance, low-cost disk facility built around 2 to 16 megabytes of random-access mass storage.

The network control processor

The NCP, although the heart of the system, uses exactly the same hardware as an AMDS. Thus, the network is self-sparing, since any AMDS can assume the network control function. The NCP can form a stand-alone system when used only with floppy disks and printer resources. Otherwise, it has high-speed serial links to every satellite AMDS. When controlling a network, the NCP executes a network control program that allocates the disk and printer resources on a shared basis (Fig. 3). To provide all of the facilities of a full development system, the NCP must respond to a series of high-speed disk commands. This is done using an I/O control block transmitted from the AMDS to the NCP. The parameter control block specifies the type of disk request and disk file name as the primary pieces of information. The types of request are given in Table 2.

In a sharable environment, there will be cases when several of the AMDS stations make disk requests at the same time. Since servicing each disk request on a first-come, first-served basis could cause frequent disk seeks, adding unnecessary overhead to the system, the following scheme was devised. Users are granted disk accesses on a round-robin basis. The user granted the last disk access will retain control of the disk until no new request is received from him within the 24-ms delay time between sequential sectors or a track seek is required to access the next sector or 50 sectors (one track) have been transferred.

As a result of the algorithm implementing this scheme (see "How the disk-sharing algorithm was determined"), no user can hold the disk for more than 1.23 seconds. Thus, a network with eight users has a worst-case response time of less than 10 seconds. In addition, the printing tasks can be easily interleaved into the disk queue. The outputs from the assemblers and compilers are routed to disk files, for the network algorithm to read into memory and transfer to the printer as part of the round-robin task schedule. (This is the familiar "spooling" technique used in many systems.)

Other functions carried out by the NCP are: to enable AMDS users to send messages for operator intervention; to provide a local operator with network status information; to allow for the initialization of diskettes; to control the creation of system files; and to execute central diagnostic procedures.

The system recognizes two file types: public and private. Public files are read-only and cannot be deleted. They include the assemblers, compilers, editor, and utilities, and may be read by more than one station simultaneously. Private files are nonsharable read/write files and are accessible by only one station at a time. The NCP handles the bookkeeping that is necessary to enforce these rules.

The high-speed data link uses universal synchronous/asynchronous transmitter/receiver chips. These allow bisynchronous communications at speeds up to 1 megabit/second over a shielded, twisted-pair cable. Using standard differential line-driving techniques (RS-422), it is possible to send serial data up to 400 feet at 500 kilobits/second with no intersymbol interference and a minimum pulse width greater than four times the rise time (this is a conservative design rule that results in no transmission problems). The biphase modulation allows the data to be self-clocking.

A useful feature of the Usart chips is their ability to hold the last transmitted character indefinitely, for it greatly simplifies the design of network control function if requests can be held until the NCP can get to them. Thus the AMDS station's request for service is a single-byte message to the NCP. When received at the NCP, this is held in the receive buffer until it can be serviced. Also, a received-data-available flag is set that the NCP can test. This is crucial to the operation of the NCP since it is clearly impossible for a microprocessor to service eight 500-kilobit lines simultaneously. By using 1-byte service requests, each AMDS is taken care of in turn without loss of information.

Possible requests

There are various types of service requests that an AMDS can make of the NCP. Many are control functions that affect the directory on the disk. Examples are CREATE, DELETE, RENAME, and OPEN. These functions go to completion since they are rapidly done with minimum disk activity and because directory updates cannot be made by more than one user at a time. The NCP also has to respond to requests to read and write open files. In this case the sharing algorithm is invoked.

Typically, in requesting for service, an AMDS gets into the round-robin queue by sending a 1-byte service request to the NCP. This byte is encoded to flag the type of request (READ, WRITE, READ DIRECTORY, etc.) and is held in the NCP Usart buffer until the NCP can test that channel. When the NCP does respond, it sends status information to the AMDS, which can then continue the

---

**TABLE 2: DISK REQUESTS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Request</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CREATE</td>
<td>Create a new file with a specified name and length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPEN</td>
<td>Open the selected file for input/output</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLOSE</td>
<td>Close the selected file</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DELETE</td>
<td>Delete the selected file and return the space to the free list</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RENAME</td>
<td>Rename the selected file</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHANGE ATTributes</td>
<td>Change attributes of the selected file (Files can be public, write-protected, private, source, object or system.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>READ</td>
<td>Read data from the selected file</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WRITE</td>
<td>Write data to the selected file</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FREE SPACE</td>
<td>Not used by the selected file and return it to the free list</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QUEUE FILE</td>
<td>Queue file for printing on the system printer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. Protocol. Communications are initiated by a command request from a development station. All messages consist of two sync bytes—a header byte indicating the type of information to follow, plus the data. Transmissions of predefined lengths greatly reduce the network burden.

communication process with the disk.

The communications protocol has been greatly simplified because the types of messages sent are minimal, allowing both ends of the communications link to be precisely defined. Typically, the messages to be sent back and forth over the communications link are:

- Commands sent by an AMDS to the NCP, invoking the disk functions previously described and sent as a 18-byte-long parameter control block describing type of request and file name.
- Write data sent from an AMDS to a disk file in 128-byte-long blocks.
- Data read from the disk file to the AMDS in 128-byte blocks.
- Status information sent from the NCP to the AMDS in 2-byte blocks indicating both hardware status and data transfer status such as error conditions, end-of-file conditions, file protection status and disk status.

All communications are initiated by a command request from an AMDS (Fig. 4). Such a request consists of the two sync bytes, a header byte indicating that a command follows, and the 18 command bytes. Both ends of the link know which end will transmit and which will receive. Transmissions then follow a predetermined pattern until an exception condition (error, EOF, etc.) occurs, at which time AMDS can send a command requesting a status read, to close the transaction.

This is a very effective protocol because the limited nature of the task keeps overhead to a minimum. The ability to predefine the lengths of all types of transmissions greatly reduces the network burden.

The high speed of the communications link allows most requests from the AMDS to be handled quickly. This means that the disk queue will rarely have many tasks to act upon. In most cases, the user will be using data in his own memory and will have no active requests.
For high performance receiver testing, you need high performance signals.

When HP introduced the 8640B, its product concept brought together the superior characteristics needed for high performance receiver testing:
- Spectral purity: <130 dB/Hz, 20 kHz offset
- Wide dynamic range: +19 to -145 dBm
- Phase lock stability/external count capability

Since then we've continued to add to the original capabilities:
- Opt. 001 — Variable modulation
- Opt. 002 — Extended frequency, 0.5 to 1024 MHz
- Opt. 003 — Reverse power protection to 50 watts
- Opt. 004 — Avionics version for NAV/COM tests
- 8640M — Ruggedized/military version

Now with the 8640B you get ½ digit phase-lock resolution (500 Hz, 100 to 1000 MHz), improved modulation and power settability. You can also use the new Model 11710A Down Converter to extend output frequency down to 5 kHz and test standard IF amplifiers at 262 kHz and 455 kHz.

8640B Signal Generator $6,750*, 11710A Down Converter $930* *Domestic U.S. prices only.

So for your high performance receiver testing, you'll still choose the performance leader in RF signal generators. For more information, call your nearby HP field sales office, or write.

Hewlett-Packard
Sales and service from 172 offices in 85 countries.
1507 Page Mill Road, Palo Alto, California 94304

For assistance call: Washington (301) 948-6370, Chicago (312) 677-0400, Atlanta (404) 434-4000, Los Angeles (213) 877-1282
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How bit-slice families compare: Part 2, sizing up the microcontrollers

by W. Thomas Adams and Scott M. Smith,*

Applied Research Laboratories, University of Texas, Austin, Texas

When they need speed in a microprocessor design, most engineers think first of a bit-slice approach. But comparative data on the various bit-slice chip families has been hard to come by.

This two-part article should help designers pick their way among the maze of options available. Part 1, which appeared in the last issue of Electronics, focused on the processor elements of six bit-slice families. Part 2 will cover the equally necessary microcontrollers, as well as assorted special-purpose chips and programming aids.

The microcontroller sequences a bit-slice system's instructions. Models available today include Texas Instruments Inc.'s SN74S482, Advanced Micro Devices Inc.'s Am2909, Am2910, and Am2911, Motorola Inc.'s very fast MC10801, Monolithic Memories Inc.'s 67110, Intel Corp.'s 3001, Signetics Corp.'s 8X20, and Fairchild Camera and Instrument Corp.'s 9408.

Alternative philosophies

Microcontroller designs may follow one or other of two distinct philosophies. The first is one in which several parts are cascaded to address a reasonably sized control memory, the part being referred to as a microprogram control element. The second is actually not a bit-slice approach, but one in which a single package, called the microprogram control unit, houses all the circuitry required to address anywhere from 512 to 4,096 control memory words, depending on the device. In the latter approach, the address space may be increased by paging techniques, but not by cascading devices. (A paged memory is one that is divided into blocks, which in this case are equal to the length of microcontroller's address space. The current working block or page is selected by a register set under program control, but not by any of the internal next-address modes of the microcontroller.) A table summarizing the characteristics of the microcontrollers will appear in the next issue.

A simple but extremely flexible microprogram control element is Texas Instruments' SN74S482 (Fig. 1). Each of the 74S482's major components has separate control lines, which the designer may encode to select the next microinstruction. The provision of a full adder rather than a simple incrementer allows relative addressing, a feature unavailable in any other microcontroller. Unlike the other microcontrollers, however, the 74S482 lacks three-state outputs on its memory address port. Housed in the 300-mil, 20-pin dual in-line package, the 74S482 occupies relatively little circuit board area.

As indicated in Fig. 2, the Advanced Micro Devices' Am2909 and Am2911 are identical except for the separate register input and the OR inputs that the 2909 offers. Eliminating those features on the 2911 allows it to be packaged in a 300-mil, 20-pin DIP instead of the 2909's 600-mil, 28-pin DIP. Both microprogram control elements, like TI's 74S482, have no inputs for instructions, but rather have a series of control lines for the various internal functions that the designer must encode for the next instruction function.

AMD offers a microprogramming handbook that provides considerable insight into the use of the 2909 and 2911 and some other related devices. However, to be

1Both authors are now at IBM Corp., Office Products Division, Austin, Texas

1. Simple microcontroller. Although Texas Instruments' SN74S482 microcontroller element appears simple, it is very flexible. While other sequencers have incrementers to select the next microinstruction, the 74S482 has a full adder, which permits relative addressing.
described later is AMD’s new microprogram control unit, the Am2910, which makes the 2909 and 2911 practically obsolete for all applications except those requiring control memories in excess of 4,096 words.

Fastest

Motorola’s MC10801 (Fig. 3) is unique among the microcontrollers for a number of reasons. It is the only emitter-coupled-logic sequencer available, so that in terms of clock frequency alone it is the fastest device available. But the 10801 also has architectural features that further increase its throughput potential. A repeat register allows single instructions or subroutines to be executed a specified number of times without the usual sequence of decrement loop count, test for zero, and branch or increment on test result. Microinstructions are saved, thus increasing throughput, and no register in the processor array is needed for the loop count. The 10801 provides internal storage for status information, which may be used to determine the outcome of conditional instructions. The status bits are also available through an output port for use elsewhere in a system.

An internal instruction register allows the operational code of the next macroinstruction to be loaded during execution of the current one. This register is loaded from one of the two system I/O buses connected to the 10801; these I/O buses may also be used to externally expand the 10801’s last-in, first-out subroutine-linkage stack. As can be inferred, the 10801 is a complex, powerful device.

The many options available to the 10801’s user are clearly explained in Motorola’s excellent data sheet on

2. Two of a kind. The only difference between Advanced Micro Devices’ Am2909 and Am2911 microcontroller elements is the elimination of separate register and OR inputs on the latter. Both have control-line inputs in lieu of an instruction input.

3. Fastest sequencer. Aside from the fact that it is the only all-emitter-coupled-logic microcontroller, Motorola’s MC10801 has features that increase its speed potential. One example is the repeat register, which lets subroutines be reiterated without the normal looping sequence.
4. Not a slice. Monolithic Memories’ 67110 is not cascadable—it is a microcontroller unit with an addressing capability of 512 words. While it is based on a program counter, branching is to even-odd pairs in memory and requires care when microcode is being modified.

The device. Again, as with the 10800, direct mixing of the 10801 and transistor-transistor-logic bit-slice parts is not recommended. The 10801, being a good high-performance part, is recommended for use in high-speed minicomputer and signal-processor applications, though a few controller applications may also require it.

Shown in Fig. 4 is Monolithic Memories’ 67110, a microprogram control unit with an addressing capability of 512 words. Its basic addressing scheme is based on a program counter; however, the least significant bit is handled such that a conditional branch to either location of the next even-odd address pair may be executed without the use of the microinstruction next-address field, thus often freeing that field for other uses. When this addressing scheme is employed, note that care must be taken in writing and modifying microcode to ensure that all even-odd branch pairs are in fact stored in even-odd address pairs.

The 67110 offers an internal looping capability not found in most microcontrollers, which allows it to execute a program loop a specified number of times without the usual sequence of decrementing the counter, checking for zero, and branching or incrementing on test result. The single-level subroutine capability in the 67110 is rather limited, however. Internal storage for various processor-element array flags is provided, as is the ability to condition the next-address selection on the stored or current value of any of those flags. Although the number of control lines seems high, several are required to select the flag bit used in carrying out conditional operations.

Probably more than any other factor, the choice of whether or not to use the 67110 depends upon whether or not the designer likes the pairwise branching scheme.

Another microprogram control unit with a 512-word address capability is the Intel 3001 (Fig. 5). Its addressing scheme, however, is unique. The 512-word address space is defined as a 32-row-by-16-column matrix; a set
of branch instructions allows jumps from any address to a fixed subset of the address space that is a function of the given address.

With this technique, only seven instruction-control lines are required. No branch address input is needed other than that needed to obtain macroinstruction starting addresses. While this approach can reduce the width of the control memory, it can also complicate the debugging and modification of microcode.

Undoubtedly, the greatest weakness of the 3001 is its lack of an internal subroutine capability, though the device can be wired externally to provide for single-level subroutines. Like the 67110, the 3001 provides storage for several flags associated with the processor-element array that can be used in conditional branching.

**Simple but capable**

The Signetics 8X02 (Fig. 6) is a microprogram control unit with a 1,024-word address space. Though it appears simple, it is a capable device. A program counter is used for the basic addressing mode. Like most microcontrollers that use a program counter, the 8X02 can branch to an address specified on its branch-address input port. However, it provides several instructions that minimize use of the branch-address input, thus freeing that microinstruction field for other purposes much of the time.

For instance, a skip command allows incrementing the program counter by two rather than one on a true-test input. Also, two other instructions allow program loops to be executed, again without use of the branch-address input—the address of the loop entry point is merely placed on the last-in, first-out stack normally provided for subroutine linkage. (Note that this looping capability is not the same as that referred to in the table, since the number of times the loop is executed must be counted externally in the 8X02.) Housed in a 28-pin dual in-line package, the 8X02 offers more performance per square inch of circuit board area than most other microcontroller devices. It is an excellent choice for all but the highest-performance applications.

Fairchild's 9408 is a 10-bit-wide microprogram control unit that is based on a program counter. Its block diagram (Fig. 7) reveals several useful features. There are four flip-flops for storing input test flags to be used in conditional branches. (The only criticism of this arrangement is that, though there is a separate strobe for the register group, there is no provision for loading one flag without disturbing the other three.) In addition to
The basic branch address input, the 9408 control unit has an alternative source for the three least significant bits of the branch address. This alternative source is used in an eight-way branch instruction that can, for example, decode macroinstruction op codes in just a single microinstruction.

The 9408's control-memory address output may be driven either by the program counter for nonpipelined operation or by the program counter's input multiplexer for pipelined operation. Implemented with Fairchild's version of i$^2$L, Isoplanar integrated injection logic, the 9408 is a slower device than the TTL microcontrollers. Also, although its power dissipation is relatively low compared to the TTL devices, it lacks the user-programmable speed/power dissipation feature of TI's i$^2$L processor element, the SBP0400.

Three in one

As can be seen by comparing it with the Am2911 (Fig. 2), AMD's Am2910 (Fig. 8) essentially consists of three cascaded 2911s and an instruction-decoding programmed logic array on one chip. The auxiliary register in the 2910 is also a counter with a zero detector, and the last-in, first-out stack is five words deep. In addition to decoding instructions, the PLA provides three output signals that can be used to enable any of three sources to the 2910's D inputs.

The register/counter in the 2910 may be used to store a branch address that is to be used later in a double-address jump or a subroutine call; as a counter, it is used to count down the number of times a program loop has been executed and to cause a loop exit when the count equals zero. The beginning address of a loop may be pushed onto the LIFO stack as the loop is entered, thus allowing the top-of-loop address to come from the stack rather than from the direct data inputs.

The 2910 has a unique three-way branch instruction that is useful at the end of loops. If the input test condition is true, incrementing the program counter causes an exit from the loop. But if the test condition is false, the loop counter is decremented and the program branches to the top of the loop until the counter is zero, and then branches once more to the address specified on the direct input lines.

The 4,096-word address space in the 2910 is more than enough for the vast majority of applications. The part offers most of the next-address selection modes provided by the other devices and is housed in a single 40-pin DIP.

Two other sequencer-type devices—Fairchild's 9406 program stack and AMD's Am2930 program control unit—might be used as microprogram controllers, but are marketed primarily as macroinstruction sequencers. Both parts are bit-slice designs, and perhaps their single most significant difference from the microcontrollers is the depth of their LIFO stacks—16 or 17 levels compared to the 4 or 5 levels of typical microcontrollers. The 2930 is the more capable of the two devices, since it has in addition to an incrementer a full adder that permits a number of relative-addressing options.

Special-purpose devices

Several manufacturers provide as part of their bit-slice families special-purpose devices that perform some unique function. Space does not allow us to cover all of the special-function devices available, but here are a couple of the more significant examples.

The addressing and controlling of system memory is one function for which two special-purpose devices have been built. They are Fairchild's 9407 data-access register and Motorola's 10803 memory interface unit, both of which may be used to remove the burden of interfacing with system memory from the processor-element array, thus increasing system throughput. Intel and AMD each offer circuits for vectorized priority-interrupt encoding, which aids the microcontroller in interrupt handling. Motorola's MC10802 timing function device supplies 10800-based designs with a number of useful timing features. Among other functions, the 10802 can be programmed to generate from two to four clock phases, any of which may be doubled in length to compensate for a slow data path without slowing down the other phases.

Design support

One of the more important aspects of designing with bit-slice microprocessors—particularly to new users—is the design support provided by the manufacturer. Such support consists of literature (including data sheets and application notes), direct assistance from the manufacturers' applications engineers, software (primarily microassemblers), and hardware, including kits and development systems. The quality and quantity of literature varies greatly among manufacturers. One reason for
the popularity of AMD's 2900 family has been the excellent literature provided with it. The application notes from AMD have had the most detailed design information. Intel and Motorola also supply excellent applications literature.

The direct assistance provided by the various manufacturers is much harder to evaluate since the quality of advice received is at least as much, if not more, a function of the individual applications engineer than it is a function of the manufacturer he represents.

Software support for the bit-slice microprocessors consists of operating systems for hardware-development systems and cross-assemblers. Intel, AMD, and Raytheon have offered cross-assemblers for quite a long time. Those programs let the user define an assembler to fit his own application.

Intel provides such a program in Fortran, and AMD and Raytheon, as well as Intel, are supported by
programs over various commercial time-sharing networks.

The assembler can be a most cost-effective tool in the development of bit-slice microprocessor designs since the programmer can write, debug, and document his microcode in a much clearer form in the mnemonics of assembly language than in 1s and 0s of machine language. As an alternative, he may define his own assembler on a data-processing system.

Hardware support

Fairchild and AMD offer hardware support in the form of kits with printed-circuit boards, on which the user can build a demonstration bit-slice microprocessor system. The kits, which sell for a few hundred dollars, aid those with little microprogramming or bit-slice experience.

Intel, AMD, and Motorola, among others, offer some form of hardware development system. The systems basically allow the user to assemble microcode for a bit-slice design in a resident MOS microprocessor and to load this code into random-access memory (called a read-only memory simulator in this application), which is connected to the system under development in place of its own microcode memory. The hardware development system allows modification of the microcode in RAM and tracing of the execution of microcode and also supplies traps for specified code sequences under microaddress or external hardware control, among other functions. AMD’s System 29 also provides a framework for housing the hardware under development. It should be noted, however, that the microcode execution using these development systems is in general at a speed below normal. Moreover, these systems are not inexpensive, so the purchaser should have enough development work to justify their cost.

If a hardware development system is not available, the designer must provide his own scheme for easily altering the contents of the microcode memory during the debug phase. A general-purpose logic analyzer can, of course, be used to trace microcode execution.
Tuning-meter muting improves receiver's squelch response

by Albert Helfrick
Aircraft Radio and Control Division, Cessna Aircraft Co., Boonton, N. J.

Although the CA3089 FM/IF system offers the advantages of one-chip simplicity, good limiting capability, high gain, and excellent linearity when used in wide-band fm-broadcast receivers, its audio-channel muting performance, and thus its squelch response, suffer in narrow-band applications, especially at low signal levels. Utilizing the output voltage from the device's tuning-meter port to drive the audio-muting control circuit through an operational amplifier greatly improves squelching, particularly for signals whose amplitudes are barely detectable.

The circuit configuration of a typical limiter-discriminator designed for a modulation deviation of ±5 kilohertz is shown in the figure. As in many discriminators, a crystal serves for the high-Q tuned circuit and so makes possible the high audio recovery required in a narrow-band configuration.

The internal muting action of the CA3089, though sufficient for wideband service, lacks the speed and precision necessary for narrowband operation, because the system's effectiveness is a function of the characteristics of the detector's frequency-determining elements connected to pins 8, 9, and 10, as well as the gain distribution of the entire receiver. Narrowband receivers usually make full use of the system's available sensitivity by having as much gain as possible before the detector so that limiting occurs on noise, and the small-bandwidth characteristics of the CA3089 circuit are similar. At low signal levels, this limiting causes the squelch circuit to be almost useless. In some of the recommended circuits for frequency discriminators, the squelch circuit will not operate at all.

Driving the mute-control amplifier from the tuning-meter port (pin 13) instead ensures that the tuned circuit and the chip's gain distribution have no effect on squelch

Silence. Circuit derives voltage for squelch-control amplifier from CA3089's tuning-meter port, whose output is linear over 5 to 10,000 µV. Op amp provides gain for surefire operation. Configuration provides positive squelch response, even at low signal levels, by bypassing the combined nonlinear response of tuned circuit and mute-drive circuit internal to the CA3089.
Cascaded flip-flops set periodic-sequence generator

by Carlos Correia and Cidálvio Cruz
University of Coimbra, Portugal

This circuit, which generates a periodic sequence of nonconsecutive binary numbers, will serve well as an address generator in multiplexed data-communications systems. Using several J-K flip-flops whose outputs drive a priority encoder, the circuit produces a selectable, monotonically increasing output code having zero dead time (no lag) between numbers. Implementing this circuit is far simpler than modifying a standard binary-counter circuit, which is more useful in applications where the numbers to be generated are consecutive.

As shown in (a), a double-pole, double-throw switch is required for all but the last flip-flop desired, which requires a single-pole, double-throw switch. In this case, seven flip-flops are used—thus the numbers 0 through 7 can be generated.

When each flip-flop is active (Q disconnected from the J port of its succeeding 7473 flip-flop and its clear port connected to E₀ of the 74148), the sequence generator will advance in order from 0 through 7, as shown in (b). At the end of the sequence, when all inputs to the 74148 are high, E₀ moves high, clearing all flip-flops and

---
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initializing the sequence at its first number.

Note that any number can be omitted from the sequence by connecting the Q output of the flip-flop that corresponds to that number to the J port of the next flip-flop and then connecting its clear port to 5 volts. For instance, the sequence 1, 2, 5, 6, seen in (c), is generated by disabling flip-flops 3, 4, and 7.

A sequence having a maximum word length of 10 can be generated if a 74147 is used in place of the 74148. However, the E₀ signal is not available in the former device, and therefore to derive that signal each input of a 10-lead NAND gate must be connected to all flip-flops, with its output connected to the switches.

The maximum clock rate is determined by the propagation delay times encountered by the signal that clears the flip-flops. For the circuit shown, the delay time is about 95 nanoseconds, which yields a maximum clock rate of 1 megahertz. If Schottky flip-flops are used, the delay is 44 nanoseconds, corresponding to a clock rate of approximately 2.2 MHz.

---

**Bootstrapping a phototransistor improves its pulse response**

by Peter J. Kindlmann

*Engineering and Applied Science Dept., Yale University, New Haven, Conn.*

Although the operating speed of a phototransistor cannot be improved simply by connecting a second one in the cascode configuration (Electronics, March 2, p. 132, and April 27, p. 154), its response may be improved by employing a standard transistor in a bootstrap circuit in order to reduce the effective value of the phototransistor's junction capacitance. By introducing bootstrap feedback to the base of the input optodevice, the switching speed of a cascode-connected phototransistor can be increased by as much as 10 times over that of an uncompensated one.

Phototransistor Q₁ and Q₂, a pnp transistor, form the conventional cascode arrangement, as shown in the figure. Generally, when an input signal is detected, the photocurrent step produced begins to charge the capacitance associated with Q₁'s base-emitter and base-collector junctions. The voltage across the base-emitter junction has a magnitude comparable to that across Q₁'s base-emitter junction, and therefore a way must be found to compensate for the two Vbe drops produced, in order to ultimately reduce the effective junction capacitance of the phototransistor.

In theory, the Vbe drops may be cancelled by making use of the pn drops across two forward-biased diodes of comparable transconductance. Here, diode-connected transistors Q₃–Q₄, which are part of the CA3046 transistor array, are available for use. Using the CA3046 ensures that these transistors will be closely matched.

Feedback from Q₁'s collector to Q₁'s base through C₁ constitutes the normal bootstrap path, supplying an in-phase current to Q₁'s base. This causes a rapid charge of the junction capacitance, and therefore the input photocurrent sees a lower value of capacitance than actually exists. Because Q₁ has a β of several hundred, its base-emitter transconductance is less than that of the lower-β devices, Q₄ and Q₅, used in the feedback path. As a result, the amount of feedback is well below unity loop gain (undercompensated condition).

By using Q₃, however, with feedback applied through C₂, an additional pn drop is gained and compensation becomes almost perfect. For a given quiescent photocurrent, C₂ should be adjusted to a value just above that which will cause oscillation in the circuit.

Fairchild's FTP-120 (Q₁) has a typical rise time and fall time of 18 microseconds when used in the typical emitter-follower configuration specified for a 100-ohm load. With C₁-path compensation, the switching time is about 5 μs. With C₂-path compensation, the switching time is about 2 to 3 μs.

**Compensation.** Junction capacitance of Q₁, which is not sufficiently reduced despite cascode connection (Q₁, Q₂), is greatly lowered by applying feedback to base. This allows a rapid discharge of Q₁'s base-to-emitter capacitance during signal conditions, which acts to increase the phototransistor's high-frequency response.
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Dual-port RAM hikes throughput in input/output controller board

On-board random-access memory, accessible from system bus, makes input/output controller subsystem look like just another memory board to the host microprocessor

by Craig Kinnie and Michael Maerz, Intel Corp., Santa Clara, Calif.

Input/output controllers based on microprocessors step up throughput in microcomputer systems by relieving the host processor of tedious, time-consuming control tasks—and a new design concept that increases the processing capability of this subsystem promises to hike throughput even more. It will cut the host intervention needed to transfer data and to run the controller.

In this configuration, all communications between the host processor and the controller are handled through a section of dual-port memory that resides in the controller subsystem. This setup allows more efficient transfer of large blocks of data from the I/O device to the system without contention over access to the system bus. It also simplifies interprocessor communications because the subsystem controller appears to the host processor simply as an additional RAM board.

Although this concept allows the subsystem to remain dedicated to its I/O control function and to assume a subservient role to the host processor, it has more processing power than previous generations of such controllers. Hence it has been dubbed the intelligent-slave concept by Intel, which applies it in the iSBC 544 intelligent communications controller.

The new subsystem architecture is divided into three major sections: dedicated I/O, dedicated computer, and dual-port memory (Fig. 1). The dedicated input/output,

1. Heart of memory. New controller architecture includes the dedicated input/output circuitry and dedicated processor of an intelligent peripheral controller, but its heart is the dual-port random-access memory.
2. Performance advantages. In adding a real-time task to an existing real-time system, the load on the system bus is significantly reduced over the traditional multitasking approach (a) or the intelligent controller approach (b) by the intelligent-slave controller approach (c).

3. The 544. Based on the 8085A microprocessor with 4 kilobytes of PROM and 16 kilobytes of RAM, the subsystem is designed as a communications controller with four synchronous/asynchronous buffered serial I/O channels, and a 10-bit parallel I/O interface.
Dual-port RAM also shows up in new single-board computer

The concept of a dual-port read-write memory used in the iSBC-544 communications board is also employed in another new Intel product: its latest single-board computer, the iSBC-80/30. A dual port makes the 80/30's random-access memory directly accessible by the on-board 8085A central processing unit via internal busing without tying up the external system bus, the Multibus. At the same time, it also makes the RAM directly accessible by any other boards, like direct-memory-access controllers or other one-board computers that may be tied to the Multibus.

Moreover, the 80/30 adds its dual-port bus to the earlier iSBC computers' pair of buses: an internal bus, which hooks the CPU to peripheral chips and read-only-memory program storage and the system bus, over which the CPU and other boards communicate with RAM. Eight bits wide, the new bus is connected to a pair of buffer registers that coordinate, thus making the RAM accessible either by the internal bus or the system bus.

The objective is throughput: the CPU has priority in access to the on-board RAM. But since the access is not over the Multibus system bus, which might be tied up, there is no waiting. From the viewpoint of other system boards, the system bus is accessible a greater percentage of the time.

With the incorporation of 16 kilobytes of memory on the 80/30, Intel had little choice but to move to the dual-port, triple-bus architecture. The reason is that few system designs require more than 16 kilobytes, so in many applications all boards will be demanding access to the 80/30's memory over the Multibus. The CPU had better have priority to its RAM, through its own private line, lest the queue for the system bus bog down throughput.

The 80/30 also packs lots of extras, in addition to the total 16,384 bytes of read/write memory built with 2116 16-K dynamic RAMs. A pair of ROM sockets provide 4,096 bytes of program storage if fitted with 16-K erasable programmable read-only memories like the 2716. When pin-compatible 32-K erasable PROMs are available, program storage can be extended to 8 kilobytes.

Also on board is a socket for Intel's universal peripheral interface chip, the 8041 (or 8741 erasable-PROM version), which can function as a slave processor to drive peripheral devices. An 8251A universal synchronous/asynchronous receiver/transmitter is included for serial communications, and the 80/30 also boasts three 16-bit programmable timers. The 24 programmable input/output lines are brought out to sockets that accept quad line-drivers or -terminators for interfacing.

Ray Capece

consisting of the necessary peripheral chips, timers, buffers, and interface integrated circuits, tailors the controller to the application's I/O requirements.

The dedicated computer consists of a general-purpose microprocessor, electrically programmable read-only memory, dedicated RAM, timers, interrupt logic, and the decode and chip-select logic. The size and speed of the central-processing unit can be tailored to match the requirements of the dedicated I/O section.

The dual-port memory is the heart of the architecture and sets it apart from traditional approaches to intelligent controllers and multiprocessing. Passing all commands and data between the system and the controller's processor through this memory offers a number of significant advantages.

First, the dedicated computer's performance can be optimized for its applications. Its software always operates at full speed, since all required memory and I/O resources are immediately accessible on the board, without indeterminate delays caused by other system activity on the bus. This accessibility is especially important in real-time systems, since it allows the controller's performance to remain constant even though system bus activity may change.

Secondly, the architecture presents a consistent and convenient interface between the host CPU and all the controllers in the system, regardless of function. Because the controllers' dual-port RAM looks to the host CPU like just another location in system memory, the hardware and software problems associated with connecting multiple processors together are reduced to interfacing a number of identical intelligent memory locations.

Also, the architecture offers a degree of protection for the data in memory. The subsystem computer and software can only alter that portion of system memory that resides in its own dual-port memory section. In contrast, traditional intelligent controllers have access to the entire system RAM and, should a malfunction occur, can destroy all of that memory.

System performance advantages

Because all processing assigned to the new controller's CPU takes place off the system bus, its architecture offers important performance advantages to the system. These advantages come from the appearance of the processed data blocks in system memory without consuming any system resources or bus time.

The advantages of this approach are best demonstrated by comparing it to alternative means of adding a real-time task to an existing real-time system. In this case, the new task requires additional CPU, memory, and I/O resources.

The traditional multiprocessor approach of Fig. 2a expands CPU resources in one of two ways: software utilization of reserve capacity in the existing processor, or adding another processor. In either case, memory and I/O increments generally will be required.

The primary disadvantages of this approach are the increased complexity of the system software and the increased load on the system bus. Both will slow the existing real-time system unless it has been designed with adequate reserve. The system bus must also provide sufficient capacity for the incremental memory-execution and data-transfer operations. This additional bus load will also require that the primary real-time task can tolerate CPU delays due to bus contention.

The intelligent-controller approach of Fig. 2b has gained widespread use since the advent of the micropro-
4. Memory mapping. The variable system memory addresses are always mapped into the on-board address of 8000HEX, providing software independence for the subsystem and the host.

This approach combines the CPU and I/O increments onto a single module that usually includes direct-memory-access transfer logic. In some cases the execution memory for the CPU is included.

This approach lessens the bus-loading problem since the I/O data transfers and some memory-execution cycles take place off the system bus. However, both CPUs' programs will have to tolerate delays caused by increased bus contention. Increased software sophistication is the primary disadvantage of this approach, much as with the multiprocessing approach of Fig. 2a.

The intelligent-slave approach of Fig. 2c can be viewed as a logical extension to the intelligent-controller approach. Combining the CPU, I/O, and memory increments creates a single module that has a minimal impact on the existing system software and bus loading. What's more, the subsystem can operate at full capacity without regard to other system activity. It can be programmed outside the primary system and then added with minimal impact on the system software or performance.

A limitation of the approach is the inability of the subsystem to transfer data into portions of the system memory space that reside off its board. This problem is minimized by the ability of the controller's RAM to serve as a substantial portion of the entire memory space addressable by the system. In this light, the on-board processor can be viewed as having a DMA capability limited to a portion of the system's address space.

In a system with more than one of the new controllers, the system CPU handles any data that must be transferred from one to another. Applications involving the transfer of large blocks of data would be best served by a central block-transfer device elsewhere on the bus.

The advantages offered by the new approach in this example of adding onto an existing system are just as applicable to a ground-up design. This modular approach to configuring real-time multiprocessor systems simplifies hardware and software design, as well as system integration.

While the primary design objective of the new architecture is operation in a multiprocessor system, it can provide significant utility as stand-alone processors. Thus these controllers incorporate a second mode of operation called the limited bus-master mode.

In this mode of operation the new controller can be used like a single-board computer as long as it is the system's only master of the bus. It can be connected to standard memory or I/O expansion boards to enhance its capability. It can even be used to drive other such controllers as long as they are used in the subsystem mode. This dual operational mode will allow the new controllers to serve a broad range of applications.

Communications first

Communications applications present complex processing requirements and an inherent real-time nature, so it is logical that a communications processor be the first of these new controllers to be marketed. The iSBC 544 intelligent communications controller can serve as a flexible front end to an iSBC system or as a cost-effective stand-alone processor configured as a terminal cluster or line concentrator. Its design (Fig. 3) incorporates an 8085A CPU, 16 kilobytes of dual-ported dynamic RAM, 4 kilobytes of PROM, programmable interrupt control, three interval timers, four programmable baud-rate generators, four synchronous/asynchronous buffered serial I/O channels, and a 10-bit parallel interface compatible with a Bell 801 automatic calling unit.

The dual-port memory block basically consists of the 16-kilobyte bank of random-access memory, which is accessible from either the system bus or the on-board processor through the dual-port controller. This memory block provides the primary means of communication between the system and the on-board 8085A. The port to the memory, which looks to the system bus like any other RAM card belonging to the system, features full 20-bit
addressing and a typical access time of 600 nanoseconds.

The interface's address-decode logic allows switching of the base address of the iSBC 544 to any 4-kilobyte boundary in the host system's address space. In addition, the user may reserve 8, 12, or 16 kilobits of the 544's memory for use by the on-board processor only. This reserved memory is not accessible from the system bus and does not occupy any system address space. The only restriction is that all of the unreserved memory reside in the same 64-k address page of the system memory.

This memory division can be a significant advantage in large 8-bit microcomputer systems. Only that portion of the controllers' memory needed to pass data between CPUs must be made accessible to the system. The remaining buffer and execution memory does not consume any system address space.

The net result is an increase in the system's overall memory capacity. For example, a microcomputer system that would usually be limited to 64 kilobytes of memory has a total memory capacity of over 190 kilobytes when driving seven 544s.

**Address maps and interrupts**

To the on-board processor, the base address of its memory is fixed at 8000HEX. Furthermore, all on-board addresses are fixed, so that multiple 544s operating on the same system bus can be running identical programs regardless of their base address on that bus. This capability necessitated the address-mapping logic to transform addresses from the system bus into the equivalent in the on-board address space starting at location 8000HEX (Fig. 4).

The address-mapping logic also implements the flag-interrupt feature. It provides an interrupt to the on-board processor whenever a byte is written into the 544's base address from the system bus, and a read from the on-board processor to the base address clears the interrupt. Since each 544 in a system has a different base address in that system's RAM, it also has a unique interrupt. This flag-interrupt capability is a key element in establishing a protocol for communications between the host CPU and the subsystems' processors.

The dual-port control logic is responsible for resolving contention over access to the memory and is designed to optimize the performance of the subsystem CPU. Unless the system bus has initiated a memory cycle before the on-board processor requests memory, that CPU runs at full speed. The maximum delay that can be encountered is one memory cycle. The arbitration logic actually reserves the memory for the on-board processor before it generates the necessary commands. This advance-reserving guarantees that the on-board CPU will suffer minimum intervention from system bus accesses.

When the iSBC 544 is used in the stand-alone limited bus-master mode, the dual-port logic is disabled and the bus interface buffers are turned around to drive onto the bus. This reversal allows the on-board central-processing unit access to the memory of other subsystems or I/O expansion boards on the system bus.

The dedicated computer is built with an 8085A CPU operating at 2.76 megahertz, between 2 and 4 kilobytes of PROM and ROMs, or 8 kilobytes of ROM using 2332 mask-programmable parts, 256 bytes of static RAM, two 16-bit and one 14-bit interval timers, and an 8259 programmable interrupt controller for individual receive or transmit interrupt inputs for each serial port.

Special command-decode logic was added to the CPU to allow it to operate at maximum speed independent of other system activity. There are 21 sources of interrupt on the 544, including the separate transmit and receive interrupts for each port and separate timer interrupts. In addition to receiving an interrupt from the system, the 544 can also send an interrupt to the system bus via the 8085A's serial-output data line.

Since this controller is intended for communications applications, latched interrupts are provided directly to the CPU for loss of carrier and ring indicator for all four I/O ports. The ring-indicator and carrier-detect lines can also be monitored through the parallel port.

**Dedicated I/O**

The dedicated-I/O section of the 544 provides a high degree of flexibility and programmability. This results primarily from the inclusion of four 8251A universal synchronous/asynchronous receiver/transmitters. These devices are programmable for synchronous or asynchronous mode, character size, parity bits, stop bits, and baud rates. Data, clocks, and control lines are buffered with RS-232-C-compatible drivers and receivers to four 26-pin card-edge connectors. Each port is configured as a data-terminal interface, but may be converted to a
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data-set interface by changing a single jumper-plug assembly. The ports support most RS-232-C signals (those that are listed in the table).

A programmable baud-rate generator is also provided for each port. The range of baud rates available is 75 to 56 kilobits per second. The generators are implemented with 8253 programmable interval timers, which receive a jumper-selectable input frequency of 1.84 or 1.23 MHz. In addition, one of the CPU’s interval timers can be converted to baud-rate operation and jumpered to any port to provide it with split-speed operation.

The 544 also provides a parallel port with four RS-232-C buffered input lines and six RS-232-C buffered output lines. This port is configured to interface to most automatic calling units but may be used as a general-purpose I/O port. It is implemented with an 8155 programmable peripheral interface that also provides the 256 bytes of static RAM and the 14-bit timer.

Applications

A likely common use of the 544 as a subsystem is as a front-end processor or terminal multiplexer (Fig. 5) in an iSBC system. The 544 performs all communications-related functions such as format control, code conversion, data-link control, error checking, data compression, and protocol management. It can handle multiple protocols, line speeds, and data formats.

All the system processor sees are the processed data blocks that appear in system memory. An automatic dialer could be added to provide a dial-up connection to a host processor or network.

Also shown in Fig. 5 is another 544 used in its limited bus-master mode as a remote concentrator and terminal controller. The line and memory capacity of the remote concentrator can be increased by the addition of standard iSBC memory and I/O expansion boards.

The intelligent-terminal controller shown in Fig. 6a is a prime example of a 544 used in the stand-alone mode. It can connect one or more dumb terminals to a data link and provide the necessary buffering, code conversion, and data-link control. It could also connect a terminal that happens to communicate in a different protocol to a new network or to more than one network.

The iSBC 544’s multiple serial lines do not have to be used for communications. They can also be used to connect RS-232-C–compatible peripherals to the terminal (Fig. 6b). In this configuration, the 544 can provide message editing and formatting, bulk storage, and hard-copy output.

As this last application suggests, the 544 is the vanguard of a family of intelligent I/O controllers that will add tremendous increases in throughput and versatility to the iSBC line of single-board computers. The basic architecture will simplify the task of developing multiprocessing hardware and software solutions that will overcome throughput limitations.
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As simple to use as a pocket calculator, COMPACT's push-button control eliminates plug-in modules, and lets you set individual high and low limits, specify channel input type, skip channels and select scan intervals. A choice of three modes lets you record all input data, out-of-limit conditions only, or inputs as they pass through the set limits. You can even print out alarm conditions.

For more details or a demonstration, call or write today.
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Understanding precision crystal time bases

by Lee Myers, John Fluke Manufacturing Co.,
Mountlake Terrace, Wash.

- Precision crystal time bases are the heart of a wide variety of test and measurement instruments. Frequency counters and synthesizers in particular depend on them to meet increasingly stringent demands for accuracy and stability. In addition, instruments like oscilloscopes and pulse generators have started using precision timing to broaden their range of applications.

The basic control element of a precision time base is the quartz crystal itself. In its natural formation, the crystal has a hexagonal cross section and terminates longitudinally in a point. From the base crystal, thin slices, or plates, are cut, having the property that each plate will resonate when excited by an alternating voltage tuned to its natural frequency. This frequency is primarily a function of the plate's thickness and original lattice orientation, or "cut," in the base crystal. Unfortunately, for high frequencies the plates are so thin that they are difficult to cut, as well as very fragile.

Crystals may also be operated at odd mechanical overtones of their natural frequency. (The odd mechanical overtone of a crystal, although not exactly equal to the odd harmonic of the natural frequency, is very close to it.) A major factor to consider in choosing an overtone crystal is its number of spurious vibrating modes, which increase with plate thickness and degrade the crystal's performance.

Types of cut

The cut angle of a crystal also determines the long-term frequency stability and basic temperature characteristics of the time base. Several cut types are available, and the designer can select the one that will best meet the frequency and stability specifications required. The AT-cut crystal has a frequency range of 1 to 150 megahertz and is the type most often used in time bases (10 MHz being the most popular choice) because of its frequency and temperature characteristics. The curves in Fig. 1 relate the performance of several AT cuts in terms of the frequency deviation versus temperature for a nominal frequency of 10 MHz.

Once cut to the appropriate angle, the crystal is processed and mounted in a metal or a glass container (Fig. 2). The container may be sealed with either glass or solder and evacuated or filled with an inert gas.

The packaged crystal may then be used in any of a variety of time bases depending on the end performance requirements. There are three basic types, listed in order of increasing frequency stability and price (see table):
- Simple, or "free air," time bases, in which the ambient temperature noticeably affects crystal performance.
- Temperature-compensated crystal oscillators (TCXOS),

This is part 3 of the continuing "Microseconds and megahertz" series, which is designed to bring engineers up to date on the latest techniques of time and frequency measurement. Part 1, which appeared in the March 30 issue, pp. 81-88, covered the use of digital counters and timers. Part 2, in the June 22 issue, pp. 138-144, discussed methods of eliminating time-base errors from oscilloscope measurements. Follow-up articles will describe other modern instruments like microprocessor-controlled spectrum analyzers and trig-gering oscilloscopes.
which utilize an electrical network to regulate the frequency as ambient temperature varies.

- "Ovenized" time bases, which have an internal heating element to provide a controlled operating temperature higher than the external ambient temperature.

**Free-air time bases**

The free-air type of time base, as the name implies, does not rely on an external temperature-compensating circuit or an oven to achieve its overall performance. It is used when moderate performance and small size at low cost are required.

Proper oscillator design and crystal cut angle will yield moderate temperature stability. For an AT-type crystal used in a free-air time base, cut angles of 35°2' and 35°3' are typical. A temperature dependence of ±5 parts per million (±50 hertz for a 10-MHz crystal) over the 0°-to-65°C range is readily obtainable, with ±2.5 ppm over a range of 0° to 50°C the optimum available at a reasonable cost.

A free-air time base's aging rate, that is, the rate at which the crystal drifts off frequency, is determined almost solely by the crystal's characteristics. Cleanliness in processing, the type of mount, and the type of seal all affect the final drift performance. Typically, an initial

1. **AT type.** A crystal's frequency stability depends on the cut angle and the operating temperature, as illustrated by the family of curves generated by crystal cuts for a nominal frequency of 10 MHz. Varying the cut angle by a few minutes changes the performance significantly.

2. **Free-air package.** In order to limit environmental influences, the crystal is mounted and sealed either in a glass container, shown here, or in a metal one. Glass-enclosed crystals tend to increase in frequency with aging; a decrease occurs with metal enclosures.
aging rate of 0.5 ppm/month can be expected, and this figure declines substantially with time in operation. Temperature-compensated crystal oscillators bridge the gap between free-air time bases and expensive, higher-performance ovenized ones. They are possible because a crystal’s resonant frequency may be altered by placing a reactance in series with the crystal, and therefore a temperature-sensitive impedance can be used to compensate for frequency drift.

**TCXOs**

Once the cut has been made for the desired variation over the specified temperature range, the crystal is placed in a thermal test chamber and its actual frequency variation with temperature is plotted. With the aid of computer analysis, circuit parameters are selected that will counteract as closely as possible the crystal’s inherent frequency variation with temperature.

Compensation schemes using analog, digital, and hybrid circuits are available, with some employing microprocessor control. The great majority, however, use analog techniques, the two most common being the thermistor-varactor compensation and the temperature-compensating capacitor network. The choice depends primarily on the operating conditions inside the instrument containing the time base. Typical temperature dependences of ±0.5 to ±2 ppm from 0° to 70°C may be obtained at reasonable cost.

The aging rate of a TCXO is largely dependent on crystal quality, as is the case with free-air time bases. Usually, crystals with an initial aging rate of less than 0.3 ppm/month are used in TCXOs, and total yearly drift can be less than ±1.0 ppm.

Because of the imperfect cancellation of temperature effects, the time base’s final plot of frequency vs temperature will vary from unit to unit. Figure 3 illustrates the frequency drift of a temperature-compensated crystal oscillator compared with that of a free-air time base over a typical temperature range.

The advantages of a TCXO are good temperature performance, small size, fast warm-up, and low power consumption at a moderate price.

Calibration of TCXOs, however, can be a problem. Since the oscillator will almost always be embedded in an instrument with a 5° to 15°C heat rise, calibration at room temperature requires careful calculation based upon the known frequency-temperature characteristics for that TCXO.

**Calibration methods**

A more common method, which eliminates the need to account for the heat rise, is to operate the instrument at a known ambient temperature (usually 25°C) and to adjust the frequency to an offset, both specified by the time-base manufacturer. The manufacturer then guarantees that the TCXO will meet specifications across the full temperature range.

Both calibration methods leave a lot to be desired from the customer’s standpoint. Calculating heat rise is complicated and providing a fixed ambient temperature is difficult to do outside a well-controlled calibration laboratory. But the instrument manufacturer can elimi-
What to look at in considering a crystal time base’s performance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aging rate</td>
<td>the rate at which a crystal drifts off frequency with time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power-supply dependence</td>
<td>the amount of frequency variation with change in line or battery voltage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restabilization</td>
<td>the time it takes an oscillator to return to a given aging rate following a period of nonoperation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retrace error</td>
<td>the offset (after warm-up) from the frequency prior to turn-off, when an oscillator is turned off for a period of time and then turned back on</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shock, vibration, humidity, and gravitational dependence</td>
<td>the amount of frequency variation resulting from, respectively, shock, vibration, humidity, and the physical positioning of the time base</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Short-term stability**

the amount of frequency variation during short periods of time due to random frequency fluctuations—typically specified at 1 or 10 s; in synthesizer applications, it may be specified as phase noise

**Temperature dependence**

the amount of frequency variation with change in temperature.

---

4. **Ovenized time base.** Both the crystal-oscillator board and the temperature-controller board are insulated to minimize outside thermal influences. The voltage-regulator-wave-shaper board is mounted outside the insulation to limit additional heating and to provide dissipation.

Ovenized time bases use a controlled-temperature oven to insulate the crystal from ambient temperature changes (Fig. 4). The crystal itself is cut at a high angle so that the higher temperature bend in the curve, called the turnover point (see Fig. 1 again), is at the operating temperature of the oven. The oven temperature is set 10° to 15°C above the highest temperature ever expected at the location of the time base within the instrument, and...
5. Hot operation. An ovenized time base can be expected to track its nominal frequency exactly upon reaching and maintaining the designated operating temperature. Ovens typically maintain the specified temperature to within 0.2°C to provide superior performance.

6. Warm-up. Although frequency deviation decreases significantly as warm-up time approaches the 30-minute mark, it may take much longer, even days or weeks, to return to the specified aging rate (restabilize) if the oscillator has been off for months.

The oscillator is adjusted to be exactly on frequency at that oven temperature (Fig. 5).

Ovenized time bases offer outstanding temperature stability because of tight thermal control of the crystal. An oven crystal will generally vary about 1 part in $10^4/°C$ if the oven has been set to within $±1°C$ of its turnover point. Ovens typically maintain temperature to within about 0.2°C to provide superior performance. Therefore temperature stabilities as good as $±5$ parts in $10^9$ from 0° to 50°C can be expected.

Other considerations

However, because ovenized time bases have extremely good temperature stability and aging rates, a variety of considerations that are unimportant in free-air time bases and TCXOs become significant.

For one, since the crystal is to be operated at an elevated temperature, its frequency at initial turn-on will be far off the intended operating frequency. As can be seen in Fig. 5, an ovenized oscillator with an internal temperature of 25°C at turn-on will start out 25 ppm off frequency, because the oscillator has been designed and adjusted to be on frequency when the crystal is at the designated 80°C operating temperature. As the oven and crystal warm up, this offset decreases, as shown in Fig. 6.

After initial warm-up, other factors emerge. Restabilization, or the time it takes for the oscillator to reach its specified aging rate, must be known so that the user can calculate total drift. The time depends primarily on how long the oscillator was off before power-up: the longer the oscillator is off, the longer it will take to reach its specified aging rate. This period can be as much as several weeks if the oscillator has been off for months. In practice, typical aging rates for an ovenized time base will range from 1 part in $10^4$ per day to 5 parts in $10^8$ per day, depending on the type of crystal used. (Note that restabilization refers to the return to the aging rate and says nothing about return to frequency.)

Frequency retracing

Frequency retracing defines how closely an oscillator will return to its original frequency after a lengthy on time and a specified off time and subsequent warm-up period. A typical retrace specification might be: “The time base will return to within 1 part in $10^4$ of previous frequency following a long period of operation, 2 hours off, and 5 hours subsequent warm-up.”

Retrace errors and restabilization times both must be carefully taken into consideration when deciding whether to use an ovenized time base or a TCXO. If the time base is to be turned off for long periods and expected to perform quickly on turn-on, a TCXO may be a better choice.

Time-base literature rarely gives specifications for deviations caused by shock and vibration. Since a shock of 20 g for 15 ms or a vibration of 5 g can cause typical frequency variations of 1 to 2 parts in $10^9$, such effects can be especially significant when calibrating an ovenized time base.

Typically, an instrument containing a time base is unplugged, shipped to a calibration laboratory, adjusted to frequency, unplugged, reshipped, and finally plugged in again and operated. The possibilities of shock- and vibration-induced errors in this cycle are numerous and can easily defeat the entire calibration effort. Therefore proper calibration should include special handling of the instrument.
Digital sample-and-hold speeds a-d conversion time

by T. L. Sterling
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Mass.

A set of comparators and latches serves as the sample-and-hold quantizer for this analog-to-digital converter. As a consequence, the circuit offers a faster conversion time than those converters using standard, relatively slow and expensive sample-and-hold units that work on the principle of storing a sampled voltage on a capacitor.

In this circuit, the analog signals are immediately transformed into a digital signal by the comparators, then stored by the latches, and finally converted into binary form with combinational logic. This scheme saves the extra time required by a counting-type encoder to change the analog signal to its binary equivalent.

This stacked-comparator technique, as it is called, is especially convenient in high-speed, small-word applications, where it provides reasonable accuracy. The overall system is shown in (a), with the actual circuitry for a 4-bit a-d converter shown in (b).

The comparators convert an analog-input signal into a digital signal with a resolution proportional to the number of threshold voltages in the comparator circuit. The output line of any comparator will move high when

In this circuit, the analog signals are immediately transformed into a digital signal by the comparators, then stored by the latches, and finally converted into binary form with combinational logic. This scheme saves the extra time required by a counting-type encoder to change the analog signal to its binary equivalent.

This stacked-comparator technique, as it is called, is especially convenient in high-speed, small-word applications, where it provides reasonable accuracy. The overall system is shown in (a), with the actual circuitry for a 4-bit a-d converter shown in (b).

The comparators convert an analog-input signal into a digital signal with a resolution proportional to the number of threshold voltages in the comparator circuit. The output line of any comparator will move high when
the analog signal amplitude exceeds its associated threshold voltage.

The cumulative output of the 15 comparators is a unary (base-1) representation of the quantized signal. As the input signal varies, only one output line can change at any one instant. This setup provides a maximum error of one digit when sampled, which is equivalent to an error of one least significant digit of a binary-signal representation. Furthermore, because the output of the quantizer closely tracks the analog input (the delays are slight and constant for each comparator), it is possible to simultaneously sample the output of all comparators using digital storage elements. The sampling and storage of data are provided by a high-speed clock and a set of 74S175 high-speed latches, respectively. One flip-flop is required for each output line that is sampled.

The unary data stored in the latches is converted to a binary-equivalent number with the aid of combinational logic and stored in the output register. The numbers at the input to each gate refer to the inverted (or noninverted) outputs of the sample-and-hold flip-flops. Both sets of latches are loaded simultaneously. This is a serial, or pipeline, configuration, but no time is lost in processing one sample at a time, because the input and output latches process two consecutive samples, \( n + 1 \) and \( n \), respectively, independently of each other.

The sample rate is limited by the propagation delay of the two registers and the unary-to-binary converter. For the devices shown, a typical clock rate is 40 nanoseconds plus the delays imposed by circuit-layout capacitance.

---

**9900 simplifies design of bidirectional I/O module**

by Henry Davis

American Microsystems Inc., Santa Clara, Calif.

By combining standard addressing and multiplexing logic with the unique interface structure of the AMI 9900 microprocessor, a truly bidirectional input/output module may be realized. This read/write unit is especially suited to digital test systems, but it will find applications in many general-purpose systems as well because of its low cost and the ease with which it can be interfaced with the microprocessor.

Design of the bidirectional module is simplified because the structure of the 9900's communications-register unit makes it possible to handle the data-bit stream efficiently with a minimum of software. The CRU supplies up to 4,096 input and output bits that can be directly accessed and may be addressed either individually or in fields of 1 to 16 bits. The 9900 employs three

---

1. **Two-way street.** Bidirectional I/O interface uses standard TTL addressing and multiplexing logic (a). The 9900's architecture simplifies both hardware and software. I/O can detect several output-line states, notably pull-down conditions due to short circuits on data bus (b).
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2. Easily mated. I/O unit can interface with other processors, such as the 6800. Software requirements will be more stringent, however; they must provide for serial-to-parallel and parallel-to-serial conversions. Also, each bit must be mapped into one byte.

dedicated I/O pins (CRUIN, CROUT, and CRUCLK) and has 12-bit capability (lines A5-A14) of the address bus for interfacing with the CRU system. The processor instructions controlling the CRU (SBZ, SBO, TB) can respectively set, reset, or test any bit in the CRU array or move the bits between memory and CRU data fields.

In the circuit example in Fig. 1a, the 9900 is used to perform an 8-bit parallel-to-serial conversion for data that is to be written on the data bus, from the microprocessor through the 74LS259 addressable latches. During all read operations, the 9900 converts the serial data stream emanating from the 74LS251 eight-channel multiplexer (which receives the bus data) into a parallel word so that it may be processed.

As for the software, the bit instructions SBZ, SBO, and TB control a single processor-to-I/O data line, selecting the address corresponding to the bit desired and executing the required bit setting or bit test, as the case may be. Multibit transfers are implemented by the processor using the LDCR and STCR instructions.

Whether in the read or write phase, the starting address of the CRU field to be transferred should first be loaded into the base-address register. This address is the least significant bit of the CRU field to be acted upon by the software. Next, data should be transferred in the appropriate direction (system memory to I/O interface or interface to memory) by reading or writing each I/O line in succession, under automatic processor control. The LDCR output of the CRU initializes the shift of the desired field from the memory to the I/O, through a register in the 9900, if in the write phase. The bits corresponding to the field to be transferred are then shifted out onto the CROUT line, which is connected to the 74LS259. The noninverting, open-collector buffers (7407s) protect the latches from short circuits on the data bus.

To use the I/O module for read-in, a logic 1 (high) must be written onto the corresponding output line to be examined (from the processor through the 74LS259). This will cause the 7407 to be pulled low if the data bus line is at logic 0. The CRUIN line can then be read using the STCR instruction.

The CRUIN line may be used to verify an output condition, making it easy to detect short circuits on the data bus. The procedure is to set all lines high, lower each in succession, and then read the lines to check for multiple lows. The table (Fig. 1b) outlines the various input/output conditions.

The circuit may be easily modified to work with other processors. For instance, Fig. 2 depicts such an arrangement for the 6800 microprocessor. A greater burden is placed upon the software here, because the program must perform the serial-to-parallel and parallel-to-serial conversions.

Engineer's notebook is a regular feature in Electronics. We invite readers to submit original design shortcuts, calculation aids, measurement and test techniques, and other ideas for saving engineering time or cost. We'll pay $50 for each item published.
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Why not look a little deeper into Conrac monitors for OEM applications and get the whole picture? We'd like you to know more about our technological leadership, breadth of product line, and custom capability. Technological know-how has made us the leader in monitors for broadcast professionals who watch CRT's for a living. Your customers could be just as demanding. As for selection, Conrac's broad line of color and monochrome monitors includes RGB display, computer-generated imagery, graphic display, and alphanumeric display types. And no matter which type suits your needs, we've got the custom capability to tailor it for your particular system. What's more, modular construction improves reliability and makes servicing easier. Color models even have pullout drawers for full front access to critical controls. And since Conrac monitors are manufactured in the U.S., parts are readily available. Contact us today for the complete story on Conrac price/performance advantages. It's a real eye-opener. Conrac Division, Conrac Corporation, 600 North Rimsdale Avenue, Covina, CA 91722, 213/966-3511.
Lossy chokes could sap gate speed

On this page on June 22, Iklil Kayihan suggested that vhf noise on TTL power supply lines could be damped using lossy chokes. But D. S. Walton of Icthus Instruments Ltd., Gateshead, Tyne and Wear, England, disagrees. He says that noise voltages on a system's supply lines are caused by changes in a gate's output, causing rapid changes in current demand—on the order of 50 mA in as little as 1 ns. This demand must be met rapidly, or else the gate speed and thus system speed will suffer.

Walton notes that any inductance inserted between the gate package and the decoupling capacitor opposes any rapid change in current demand and so actually does slow down the gate. Rather than add more inductance, his recipe for low-noise power distribution more or less follows the conventional approach—use a large enough decoupling capacitor (1 µF or so per package) to meet the transient current demand without introducing a significant voltage drop. The stray inductance between capacitor and package should also be held to a minimum.

Washer lets you trim component leads uniformly

Trimming component leads on a wired pc board need not be a messy job. Jim Macdonald of Commercial Engineering Associates in Princeton, N.J., has come up with two neat schemes for trimming them exactly.

His simplest tool is just a small washer with a handle soldered on at an angle, similar to a dentist's mirror. He places the washer over the leads on the circuit card, rests a cutter against the washer, and then snips the leads. This method is fine when just a few leads need be trimmed.

For a crowded card with many components, a spacer board that drops over all the leads is preferable to a washer. This is simply a blank card that is drilled to the same pattern of holes as the wired circuit board or boards. Its holes are enlarged a few drill sizes to fit over the leads easily and accommodate the solder surrounding them.

Conferences offer update on data communications

Are you deep into data communications? Three conferences sponsored by Data Communications magazine could help you. On Nov. 6 and 7 at the Peachtree Plaza, Atlanta, Gilbert Held, the chief of data communications for the U. S. Civil Service Commission, will talk about “Understanding Data Communications Network Components.” He will describe 23 components used in data networks, how each operates and where it can best be used. On Nov. 8 through 10, at the same location, a conference on Network Management and Tech Control will be led by John Nuwer, supervisor of data transmission for Atlantic Richfield, and Al Marshall, director of data communications of the Texas State Department of Human Resources.

The Integrated Data/Voice/Facsimile Communications Conference, to be held on Dec. 11 – 13 at the New York Hilton Hotel in Manhattan, will feature five speakers from Network Analysis Corp., Great Neck, N. Y., who will discuss “Getting Ready for the '80s.”

Registration fees for the conferences range from $395 to $595. For more information, contact McGraw-Hill's Conference Group, 1221 Avenue of the Americas, Room 3667, New York, N. Y. 10020 or call (212) 997-4930.

Jerry Lyman
Now Philips offers alternate time base display in a 100MHz as well as in a 25MHz scope.

Since its introduction the Philips 25 MHz dual trace oscilloscope has been hailed as the ideal digital service oscilloscope. Now it is joined by a Philips 100 MHz dual trace universal oscilloscope which is light enough for use in the field and yet can handle just about every measurement problem in computers, communications and process control.

The two oscilloscopes have these features in common:
• Alternate time base display eliminates back and forth switching
• Composite triggering gives full selection of display modes
• Bright display
• Light weight

25 MHz/2 mV dual trace oscilloscope with alternate time base display—PM 3214—has all the triggering facilities found on the latest, most expensive oscilloscope available—only $1425.00*

100 MHz/(2 mV at 35 MHz) dual trace oscilloscope with alternate time base display and third channel trigger display—PM 3262—reflects the state-of-the-art in oscilloscope design. Will trigger to frequencies over twice its rated bandwidth—only $2345.00*

*U.S. Domestic Price only

For immediate information, use our toll-free Hotline number: (800) 631-7172. New Jersey residents, please call collect (201) 529-3800. Or contact Philips Test & Measuring Instruments, Inc.

In the U.S.: 85 McKee Drive Mahwah, New Jersey 07430 Tel. (201) 529-3800

In Canada: 6 Leswyn Road Toronto, Canada M6A 1K2 Tel. (416) 789-7188

Circle #125 for literature.
AILTECH has acquired SINGER INSTRUMENTATION

To provide you with an expanded Line of Precision Test Equipment

Over the years, we have combined the predictability of skilled engineering techniques together with the reliability of precision instrumentation to produce the AILTECH line of Spectrum Analyzers, Noise Figure Instrumentation, Synthesized Signal Generators, Broadband Amplifiers, and Power Signal Sources that you know today. Now, to better serve the total electronic instrument needs of Industry, we proudly offer the former SINGER Instrumentation Line of EMI Equipment, Communication Service Monitors, Microwave Sweepers, and AC Testing Equipment. This fine family of electrical test and measurement equipment has become an integral part of AILTECH… where growth is directed toward the measure of your needs, and product excellence dictates the measure of our accomplishments.

A Microwave Spectrum Analyzers, 1-22 GHz
B Synthesized Signal Generator, 10 KHz-2000 MHz
C Noise Measuring Equipment, 1 MHz-40 GHz
D Broadband Power Amplifiers, 1-512 MHz
E EMI Instrumentation, 20 Hz-18 GHz
F AC Instrumentation
G Communication Service Monitors, 50 Kc-1.212 GHz
H Broadband Sweep Oscillators, .01-18 GHz
I High Power Signal Sources, 10 KHz-2500 MHz
You Get Much More When You Rent Test Instruments From GE:

Quick-rental® Instruments

Over 15,000 instruments available for rental by the week or month! . . . And more are being added every day. You get the test instruments you need for short-term projects or rush situations from General Electric because we stock in depth. Immediate shipment of the newest and most up-to-date equipment from all of the top manufacturers like HP, Tektronix, Honeywell, Gould Brush, Fluke, and hundreds of others, all calibrated to manufacturers' specs and thoroughly checked out.

General Electric has six stocking inventory centers and over 40 rental sales offices; you are never more than a phone call away from the instruments you need.

For your FREE RENTAL CATALOG Call Collect (518) 372-9900 or your nearest sales office listed below or write General Electric Company, Apparatus Service Division, Building 4, Room 210, Schenectady, N.Y. 12345.
LED arrays stack uniformly

5-by-7 dot matrixes are available in red, orange, yellow, and green; maintain 0.1-in. spacing even when stacked end to end or side by side

by William F. Arnold, San Francisco regional bureau manager

Design engineers have had a hard job finding standard arrays of light-emitting diodes that are easily stacked or strung into attractive, readable displays. Itac Corp.'s new line of five-by-seven-dot-matrix LED arrays in red, orange, yellow, and green could end their search.

The packages are the first arrays that can be stacked end to end and/or side by side for use as continuous-area displays of various lengths and widths, and are the first such devices offered as standard products using reflector technology, according to president Dan Davis. "I think the significance is the versatility they give the designer," he says. "They let the designer make a continuous string of a display to make alphanumeric segments or build up an X-Y screen in a dot matrix."

The arrays each consist of 35 LED reflector areas arranged in a five-by-seven format on 0.1-in. centers. Reflector-area diameter is 80 mils, and the entire array is housed in a dual in-line package that measures 0.5 by 0.7 in.

Each dot segment can be driven by a current as low as 2 mA, although 10 mA is a more typical figure. The 5700 series comprises row-cathode and row-anode units in all four colors, for a total of eight units.

The importance of the end-stacking property is that it lets the arrays be made into continuous Times Square-type displays in which characters appear to float across from one array to another, explains Robert McLaughlin, applications manager. Other standard matrix arrays are discrete-character displays, which means that in multiple-array configurations the character jumps from one array to another—very hard on the eyes, he says.

An attractive feature of the package design, Davis notes, is that the walls of the package are designed so that when the arrays are stacked or strung, they give the impression of a continuous display. The diodes along the edge of one package are the same distance from their counterparts on the other as from their own package mates. The fact that the walls of the package do not protrude above the display surface also helps maintain a clean appearance.

Potential applications cover a host of display uses, such as computers, games, appliances, point-of-sale equipment, instruments, telecommunications, graphical display, word processing, microprocessor display, industrial controls, audio electronics, and medical instrumentation. Davis mentions that a possible military application would use "a scanner to pick up information in the front of the vehicle and have the information displayed on a panel inside the vehicle." Other technologies, such as gas-discharge or liquid-crystal displays, "just aren't rugged enough," he says, noting that they depend on glass-to-metal seals.

There is no fundamental limit on the size of a display made up of 5700 series arrays, Davis says. One must simply be prepared to supply the necessary power and to provide for the necessary cooling. Practically speaking, however, he thinks they make the most sense in 16-, 32-, and possibly 40-character rows. In panels, he says that 8- or 10-unit panels give "a nice matrix format."

The arrays are driven like any conventional display, McLaughlin explains. This means using a read-only-memory decoder plus clocks for a discrete digit or a ROM decoder plus a buffer store for a panel. If a microprocessor has an on-chip seven-segment display driver, as some oven controllers do, then it can drive up to eight arrays. If not, conventional peripheral drive circuitry can be used.

The 5700 series has a maximum power dissipation, at an ambient temperature of 25°C, of 350 mW per element; a storage and operating temperature range of -20° to +80°C; and a continuous forward current of 20 mA per element. Prices, for lots of 1,000 or more, are $5.75 each for the red arrays and $7.60 each for the others. Units are available for immediate delivery. Itac expects prices to drop below $3 each for very large quantities; it also expects to announce second sources and offers the devices in custom assemblies with and without drivers and logic.

Itac Corp., 2045 Martin Ave., Suite 203, Santa Clara, Calif. 95050 [338]
A-d converter likes microprocessors

C-MOS device has three-state output, UART control logic, an on-chip reference, and a 100-piece price of $10

In launching its latest 12-bit analog-to-digital converter, Intersil notes that the ICL7109 is the first 12-bit, single-chip a-d converter specifically oriented toward a wide variety of microprocessor data-logging applications.

Though chock full of features, what makes the 7109 significant is its three-state output, which allows it to be interfaced directly with microprocessor data buses that are 8 bits wide or wider. And for remote data-transmission applications, the 7109's handshaking capability means it can be directly interfaced with universal asynchronous receiver/transmitters.

"The 7109 will sequence through two 8-bit bytes either synchronously or on demand from the microprocessor to the UART," explains Roger Fuller, applications engineer, "and no additional components are needed because the device has on-board logic to control the UART." Therefore, if a designer is logging temperature, pressure, humidity, light intensity, or any other real analog variable, Intersil believes that the 7109 provides a one-chip solution, straight to the data bus.

Not only does the unit save money by eliminating the need for other components, but its own price is low, too, notes Skip Osgood, data-acquisition products manager. The 7109 costs only $10 in lots of 100 or more—about half the price of its nearest competitor, he states.

Other features of the complementary-metal-oxide-semiconductor device include true differential input for noise rejection, a zero drift of less than 1 µV/°C, nonlinearity of less than 0.01%, an input impedance of 1 MΩ, and a conversion rate of 0.1 to 15 conversions per second. And, since it is a C-MOS device, power consumption is less than 10 mW. Also of note is the fact that it employs dual-slope integration.

When in the byte-organized parallel mode, the 7109 can interface directly with the data buses of such popular microprocessors as Intel's 8080 and 8048, Motorola's MC6800, and Intersil's own 6100. There are 14 data output lines, providing 12 bits of magnitude plus polarity and out-of-range bits. These output lines can be grouped in two 8-bit bytes, each of which is activated by its own byte-enable signal. In the handshaking mode, the 7109 has two inputs so that it can sequence through two bytes either synchronously or on demand without the use of external components.

For the analog section, Intersil was able to use the experience gained from the popular 7106/7107 3½-digit a-d converter to produce tight specifications. Among them are a true polarity at zero for precise null detection and a typical input current of 1 pA. The true differential input helps keep the noise level below 15 µV peak to peak and is useful when it comes to measuring the output of load cells, strain gages, and other bridge-type transducers.

Although the 7109, like the 7106, has its own voltage reference, Fuller says Intersil will advise its customers that it is better to use an external reference. The only external circuitry needed is the "usual RC network" and a crystal for the oscillator, he says. The 122-by-135-mil chip comes in a 40-pin package of either plastic or ceramic and will be available in late September.

Intersil Inc., 10710 N. Tantau Ave., Cupertino, Calif. 95014 [339]
Only Gould offers a complete range of plug-in signal conditioners to handle your toughest measurement problems. Three of our plugs are exclusive.

Our high voltage DC amplifier measures voltages up to 1500 volts. With 100% calibrated zero suppression, you can examine complex wave forms with much better resolution and measure millivolt level signals that are up to 1500 volts DC off-ground.

True RMS is critical for fast rise time AC measurements. So only

Gould gives you a true RMS plug-in amplifier with calibrated zero suppression. You measure both voltage and current wave forms at crest factors as high as 10 to 1. A unique frequency deviation converter allows you to select center frequencies of 50, 60 and 400 Hz. Four measurement ranges for each center frequency are front panel accessible. With this plug-in you can measure frequency deviations as small as 0.01 Hz.

But no matter how specialized or how simple your measurement problem, count on Gould to plug in the right solution.

Data acquisition

**D-a converter spans 20 MHz**

Hybrid unit comes in both binary and BCD versions with power-supply option

A bandwidth that stretches all the way to 20 MHz is only one aspect of Datel Systems' latest hybrid multiplying digital-to-analog converter that should prove intriguing to system designers. They will also like the 12-bit unit's input and powersupply options—different versions accept binary or binary-coded-decimal inputs and run off 5- or 15-V supplies.

The DAC-HA12 uses three chips: two complementary-metal-oxide-semiconductor switches and an R-2R ladder network. Key to its large bandwidth capability is low internal capacitance, achieved mainly by precise laser trimming of the ladder network.

"By using a hybrid," observes Eugene Zuch, product marketing manager, "we have much tighter control over the resistance in the network than with monolithics. We also get a much tighter spec on input resistance." Whereas most similar units have input resistances that can vary by as much as 100%, the DAC-HA12's input resistance is 10 kΩ ±30%. To get the binary and BCD versions, the networks are trimmed differently.

It is the treatment of resistance that also accounts for the unit's low temperature coefficients and nonlinearities. "The resistors are put on one glass substrate and track one another very closely," Zuch observes. The maximum and typical gain temperature coefficients are 5 ppm/°C and 2 ppm/°C, respectively. Differential nonlinearity is within ±1/4 least significant bit typically and ±1/2 LSB maximally. For a full-scale change in digital input, the output current settles to within 1/2 LSB in a maximum of 5 μs. Unlike other multiplying d-a converters that offer users a single power-supply range (typically 5 to 15 v), the DAC-HA12 is offered in both a standard 5-v supply model and an optional 15-v model. Wayne E. Marshall, senior project engineer, explains that, "with a single option, if the device is run down to 5 v, the CMOS channel resistance almost doubles. That can throw off calibration, increase the temperature coefficient, and ruin linearity." Ranges for the 5- and 15-v supplies are 3 to 7.5 v and 7.5 to 20 v, respectively. A current-limiting resistor in the supply circuitry prevents the unit from drawing too much power.

The DAC-HA12 comes in an 18-pin dual in-line package and three temperature ranges: commercial, industrial, and military. In those ranges, quantities of 1 to 24 are priced at $52, $73, and $104 each, respectively. Delivery is within four weeks.

Datel Systems Inc., 1020 Turnpike St., Canton, Mass. 02021; Phone Eugene Murphy at (617) 828-8000 [371]

**Data-logging meter measures temperature, too**

Sometimes a 4½-digit multimeter is not just a 4½-digit multimeter. The 3467A, for instance, includes an automatic scanner for its four channels, a thermal printer that can record readings at selectable intervals, and the capability of mathematically manipulating data as it is acquired. Thus, according to Hewlett-Packard, it is a logging multimeter.

Like other autoranging multime-
The dynamics of the computer industry demands that manufacturers capitalize on opportunities during the limited lifespan of the "current" technology. That's why initial development time is crucial. One sure way to cut that time is with Augat Wire-Wrap* panels.

Bob Spencer explains: "Multi-layer boards meant a lead time of a year or more to design and prototype with another six months to get into production. With Augat boards, we reduced this cycle to a few months and started production the day we approved the prototype. Augat also gave us flexibility to make circuit changes during the development cycle without causing delays."

Time isn't the only consideration—cost is also critical. "The expense to design and develop dozens of different, large multi-layer boards can easily run into the hundreds of thousands of dollars, not to mention staffing and equipment. The Augat approach drastically reduced these costs allowing us to concentrate our resources on other critical design elements."

Packaging density is also vital in evaluating interconnection alternatives. The multi-layer approach, with boards of typically 475 IC's, would have required 15 layers to achieve the same density that Augat gave us."

How would Bob Spencer rate the performance of Augat Wire-Wrap panels? "Excellent! Our system uses high speed ECL throughout. Augat's patented logic panel, combined with unique automatic wiring from Augat's Datatex subsidiary, performs with no noise or transmission problems."

Throughout the computer industry, you'll find Augat boards at work in all kinds of logic applications delivering high speed performance and system flexibility at dramatic cost and time savings.

For further information, call Len Doucet at 617-222-2202. Or write Augat, Inc., 33 Perry Avenue, Attleboro, Massachusetts 02703.

Augat interconnection products, Isotronics microcircuit packaging, and Alco subminiature switches.

Circle 133 on reader service card
NEED RELIABLE CIRCUITRY?
ELORG PHOTOMULTIPLIERS WILL DO THEIR BIT!

ELORG's export program includes some 100 photomultipliers that cover a wide spectrum from near infrared up to the X-ray region.

ELORG photomultipliers are employed in black-and-white, color, broadcasting, closed-circuit, low-frame-frequency and infrared television; in facsimile transmission equipment; in photometric gear; in spectrometry (including infrared region); in scintillation counters, and in monitoring the emission of lasers.

FEU-62. Designed for scintillation counters, and its luminous characteristic features anode current linearity up to 800 mA in pulse mode.

FEU-96. Designed to measure threshold luminous flux. Photocathode diameter is only 3 mm, dark current 3·10⁻¹⁰ A, luminous sensitivity threshold 5·10⁻¹³ lm/Hz².

FEU-113. Designed specially for infrared research, and covers 300 to 1,060 nm wavelength band. Photocathode sensitivity is 6·10⁻⁷ A/W at 1,060 nm wavelength, anode current sensitivity 300 A/W.

FEU-114. Withstands vibration of up to 20 g within 1 to 3,000 Hz, linear acceleration of up to 500 g and impacts of up to 1,000 g because of a highly rigid design. Spectral characteristic covers 250 to 850 nm band.

FEU-116. An ideal research instrument in the ultraviolet region. Photocathode sensitivity is 5·10⁻⁴ A/W, anode sensitivity 2,000 A/W at 230 nm wavelength.

Louver-type dynodes of photomultipliers of the FEU family make for broad linearity of luminous characteristics, high stability of anode currents and insensitivity to external magnetic fields.

Sole exporter —

ELORG

32/34 Smolenskaya-Sennaya, 121200 Moscow, USSR
Telephone 251-39-46, Telex 7556

New products

The 3467A can measure resistance from 200 Ω to 20 MΩ, dc voltage from 20 mV to 350 V, and true-rms ac voltage from 200 mV to 250 V. But unlike most other DMMS, it can also make temperature read-

ing directly in degrees Celsius or Fahrenheit by using a thermistor of specified type whose measurements the instrument linearizes.

The 3467A also has a diode-testing mode in which it supplies a 1mA constant current to forward-bias diodes without damaging them.

Channels 1, 2, and 3 of the unit are designated X and channel 4 is designated Y. Any or all of the channels can, at one time, make readings in one of the four measurement parameters; if temperature is selected, however, channels 3 and 4 can also be set at the same time to read either voltage or resistance.

Selecting one of the five math functions—difference, percentage difference, multiplication, division, or decibels—causes the X-channel readings to be mathematically adjusted by the Y-channel value, which may be an actual input or a manually entered constant. In the temperature-plus-other-function mode, the math-function selection affects channel 3 only.

Data logging and channel scanning can be accomplished either manually or automatically; in the automatic mode, unattended readings can be taken and printed out for a maximum of 24 hours. Readings can be made at any one of 32 discrete intervals from 1 second to 3 hours, depending upon the time needed for measurement and the
GRINNELL DISPLAYS:

Full color image processing... greyscale and pseudo-color... basic B/W graphics... and everything in between: our 100% solid state, modular graphic television display systems can be matched to your computer display requirement, easily and economically.

And, they're intelligent. Powerful instruction sets minimize software overhead, simplify programming and eliminate the need for complex macro-instructions and high order programming languages.

Further, every Grinnell system includes a standard computer interface, full alphanumericics and graphics, 4K MOS random access refresh memories and your choice of standard resolutions: 256 x 256, 256 x 512 or 512 x 512. Plug-compatible interfaces for most minicomputers are available, along with a large number of operating options. All systems drive standard TV monitors.

Grinnell displays are already at work in tomography, ERTS imaging, process control, data plotting and many more applications.

So, before you decide on a display system, talk to our experts. Complete operating systems start at $5,450, and quantity discounts are available. For detailed specs and/or a quotation, call or write.

GRINNELL SYSTEMS
2986 Scott Boulevard, Santa Clara, California 95050 (408) 988-2100

Circle 135 on reader service card
VACTEC DOES MORE

(than make photoconductors, phototransistors, photodiodes, photovoltaic cells, photocouplers)

We design and process CMOS and bipolar I-C's. One of our designs can be found in the Kodak EK4 & EK6 Instant Cameras and Tele Instamatic 708 Pocket camera. (A) This I-C requires no outboard components and has photodiode on the CMOS chip-digital and linear circuitry-times the shutter-sets the aperture-flasher circuit for LOW light signal (battery check available) (write for copy of I-C facilities brochure)

Complete subassemblies using our photodetectors for:

B. Photodiode arrays for linear or rotary position shaft encoders.
C. Phototransistor/LED coupled arrays for Medical densitometric tests.
D. Miniature Photodiode arrays for battery charging.
E. Surveying by laser.
F. Microfilm readers-detect code on film strip for high speed location.

Custom detector chips, such as dual element phototransistors, special geometry photodiode (single or multiple) can be developed for reasonable engineering plus mask generation charges.

Can we assist in your custom requirements
Please write attn: Marketing Dept.-Custom

Vactec, Inc.

2423 Northline Industrial Blvd. • Maryland Heights, Mo. 63043 U.S.A.
314-872-8300 • TWX 910-764-0811

Circle 136 on reader service card
New products

user's desired sampling rate.
The 3467A is priced at $2,200. Delivery starts this month.
Hewlett-Packard Co., 1507 Page Mill Rd., Palo Alto, Calif. 94304 [373]

8-bit d-a converter has fast settling time

The MC10318 is an 8-bit digital-to-analog converter that has a settling time of just 10 ns. Accurate to within ±0.5 least significant bit and monotonic over a 0°- to 70°C range, the unit can operate in systems with data rates higher than 25 MHz.

Inputs are compatible with emitter-coupled logic for direct interfacing with high-speed processing systems. Operating from a –5.2-V supply, the d-a converter's complementary outputs can produce 51 mA full scale over a compliance range of –1.3 to 2.5 V, and dissipation is typically less than 500 mW. Maximum nonlinearity is ±0.19% of full scale.

With its rapid settling time, the device should find its way into high-speed instruments, digital displays, and storage oscilloscopes, as well as being used in radar processing and television broadcast applications. It comes in a 16-pin ceramic dual in-line package, is available from stock, and is priced at $26 in quantities of 100 and up.

Motorola Semiconductor Products Inc., P. O. Box 20912, Phoenix, Ariz. 85036. Phone (602) 244-6900 [374]
New products

Components

Crystal unit can be triggered

100-MHz clock generator synchronizes in 55 ns;
has 100-ps maximum jitter

The Zepher C-1000, a triggerable clock-pulse generator, provides a solution to the most critical problem in frequency measurement—phasing of the time base. It repeatedly produces a 100-MHz coherent reference signal when triggered by random inputs at rates of up to 20 MHz or more. Maximum jitter between an external trigger and the first clock pulse is ±100 ps.

The unit is based on a clock-to-trigger locking scheme that employs two oscillators, one to maintain accuracy over an extended time period and the other to establish precise coherence with the random pulse. The first, a crystal-controlled oscillator with good long-term stability, is coupled to the second, a voltage-controlled oscillator that produces the 100-MHz output. The VCO can be stopped and restarted as well as phase-locked to the crystal-controlled oscillator.

After an input trigger with a minimum pulse width of 10 ns arrives, the VCO is stopped for about 30 ns and restarted 55 ns after trigger arrival, so that the output is synchronized with respect to the trigger. Within 1 μs of this initial synchronization, the accuracy and phase of the VCO’s output is compared with that of the crystal oscillator. Any phase difference between the two oscillators is maintained until a succeeding trigger changes it.

In addition to the main 100-MHz output, the C-1000 provides two other signals: a 28-ns wide pulse that occurs 12 ns after triggering and a 12-ns wide pulse that starts 38 ns after triggering. These can be used for auxiliary synchronizing, triggering, or reference purposes.

The unit’s frequency instability due to aging is within ±0.2 ppm per week; within the 0°-to-50°C range, instability due to temperature variation is less than 1 ppm. As supplied, the C-1000 is input- and output-compatible with emitter-coupled-logic circuitry and is triggered by the positive slope of the random pulse. But, with minor circuit adjustments, the input can be transistor-transistor-logic-compatible and triggering can be initiated by negative slope.

Logical applications for the Zepher include real-time signal processing, radar, radio navigation, automatic test equipment—in short,
any system that requires rapid synchronization of time base to unpredictable events. For applications that demand greater stability, an optional circuit board is available that allows the C-1000 to be phase-locked to an ultra-stable 1- or 10-MHz external source.

The clock generator requires ±5-v and ±12-v supplies. Priced at $990, it is deliverable in 45 days.

Berkeley Nucleonics Corp., 1198 Tenth St., Berkeley, Calif. 94710. Phone Ed Buchs at (415) 527-1121 [341]

Precision operational amplifier is no drain on system

The many different characteristics and uses of operational amplifiers make working with them intriguing and challenging. But despite all the differences, most designers would agree that the one thing they do not want in an operational amplifier is large power consumption. And the thing that they do want most is precision.

The OP-20 fulfills those desires. The monolithic operational amplifier operates at power-consumption levels as low as 175 µW. Offset voltage, thanks to zener zapping, is typically 100 µV, and the input-offset-voltage temperature coefficient is only 1 µV/°C. Input bias current is typically 15 nA.

The device offers an open-loop gain of over 10⁸ and can deliver an output current of 1 mA. Common-mode rejection ratio and power-supply rejection ratio both are 110 dB. Furthermore, the OP-20 can operate from a single 3-v to 30-v supply or, alternatively, from a ±1.5-v to ±15-v supply.

The unit's low power needs suggest it for use in many applications, for example, battery-powered instrumentation in process control and portable test equipment of all types. Because the common-mode input range includes ground, it can be used with devices having ground-referenced inputs, such as thermocouples and strain gauges.

Prices for the amplifier, available in either a TO-99 case or in an 8-pin miniature dual in-line package, begin at $2.20 each in quantities of 100 and up, with delivery from stock. The individual 45-by-68-mil chips may also be obtained.

Precision Monolithics Inc., 1500 Space Park Dr., Santa Clara, Calif. 95050 [343]

Military isolating cube blocks up to 2,100 V

The 801-1 is an optical isolator consisting of a gallium-arsenide light-emitting diode, a silicon photodiode, and a high-gain npn transistor. The 0.37-by-0.37-by-0.23-in. device, called the Iso-cube, provides isolation of 2,100 v dc, or 1,500 v rms. It has a transfer ratio of 140% and a minimum output of 40 v.

The Iso-cube meets the specifications of MIL-S-19500 and comes in a hermetically sealed package. For 1,000 units or more, the 801-1 is priced at $12.80 apiece.

Teledyne Relays, 3155 W. El Segundo Blvd., Hawthorne, Calif. 90250. Phone (213) 679-2205 [347]

Trimmer lets user turn it around

The Type D cermet trimmer can face any way the designer wants on a printed-circuit board. The ¼-in.-diameter single-turn unit has eight terminal options and a resistance range from 10 Ω to 2.5 MΩ. It is rated at 0.5 w at 70°C.
matrox microprocessor displays

-VIDEO RAMS: A family of alphanumeric CRT controllers. Wide range of display formats.
-GRAPHICS: A family of versatile CRT controllers. Resolutions from 256 x 256 to 512 x 512.
-ALPHA CHIP: A family of single chip LED alphanumeric keyboard/display controllers.

Matrox offers you a highly diversified line of innovative display controllers. Our products have proven themselves in almost every imaginable application, from ground control displays for the Viking mission to Mars to hobby displays. You can choose from one of the most complete lines of micro-mini-computer CRT and display controllers in the industry.

These state of the art OEM devices come as complete off the shelf, ready to use sub-systems (Single chips, modules, PCB's). They connect directly to any up and can drive standard TV moniters. We offer many products which are plug-in compatible with industry standard buses including DEC/LSI-11, Intel SBC-80, 5100 bus and Prolog. Matrox also offers a unique custom design capability which ranges from complex single chip controllers to complete systems.

If you need a display for your up, let us know. We are ready to help you.

matrox electronic systems
P.O. BOX 55, AHUNTSIC STN, MONTREAL, QUE, H3L 3N5  TEL: (514) 481-6838 or (514) 735-1182
U.S. ONLY: TRIMEX BUILDING, MOUNTS, N.Y., 12555

Small solid-state relay wrestles big currents

The 3000 series printed-circuit-board zero-crossing relay, which will be featured at its manufacturer's Wescon exhibit, is an optically coupled device measuring 0.55 in. Yet it is rated at 3 A for a free-air ambient temperature of 55°C without heat sink.

Both 120- and 240-v ac units are available, with prices ranging from $4.50 to $7.65 each for orders of 100 to 999.

Teccor Electronics Inc., 1101 Pamela Dr., P.O. Box 669, Euless, Texas 76039. Phone (817) 267-2601 [348]

Bowmar's new analog APM-100
It gives you what other panel meters don't

There is no other panel meter like our new APM-100. The LED bargraph display can be set from zero to full 3" scale with 2.5 msec response and 1% resolution. High input impedance - well in excess of needle APM's. High reliability.

Completely solid state; immune to vibration, sticking, and over-travel. No high voltages, no blurred numbers. Overrange and underrange indicators. Full scale and zero adjust. Center zero, differential input, autopolarity and brightness control options. New! Unique! Smart trim design. Great way to design your panels for up-to-the-minute styling. Space saving, too. Send for complete information on our new APM-100. It gives you what the others don't!

Rugged, easy-to-mount.
14 standard ranges, 5 scales.
Custom scales available.

Bowmar/All Inc.
531 Main Street, Acton, MA 01720
617/263-8365 / TWX (710) 347-1441

140 Circle 178 on reader service card
The magazine you're reading now, could be your own.

Drop off the routing list. Get your own fresh, unclipped copy mailed to your home or office. Turn to the subscription card in the back of the magazine. If somebody has beat you to it, write Electronics, P.O. Box 430, Hightstown, N.J. 08520.

Become an eclectic engineer.

The future belongs to the EE generalist. The "generalist", however, is a specialist in a range of disciplines.

He or she is very likely a member of the IEEE and more than one of its technically oriented Societies: Groups serving such areas as Aerospace... Communications... Computers... Electron Devices... Instrumentation & Measurement... and 25 other specialized fields.

Through periodicals, conferences and courses, members keep up to date, expand their expertise, protect their educational investment.

You probably qualify now for IEEE membership. For information: contact: Member Services—Dept. D. IEEE Service Center, 445 Hoes Lane, Piscataway, N.J. 08854. (201) 961-0000 Ext. 132.

Ec-toc-tic 1; selecting what appears to be best in various doctrines, methods or styles 2—composed of elements drawn from various sources or systems.
New products

psi and within 1.25% up to 5,000 psi. Resolution is 0.3% of full scale, and temperature effects are less than 0.01%/°F from −65° to 275°F.

Environmentally, the unit can withstand a maximum sinusoidal vibration of 35 g at 2,000 Hz, a steady-state acceleration of 100 g along any axis, and a shock of 100 g for 11 ms along any axis. Prices for the unit, which weighs less than 3 oz without fittings, begin at $578.10 in single quantities.

Gulton Industries Inc., S-C Division, 1644 Whittier Ave., Cosa Mesa, Calif. 92627. Phone Tony Trallor at (714) 642-2400 [355]

Proximity switch ignores very large fields

Designed so that it may be used with ac input modules of programmable controllers, the completely encapsulated 9853 is a solid-state proximity switch immune to fields such as those generated by the 20,000-A secondary winding of transformers used in resistance welding guns.

With a mild-steel target measuring 25 by 25 by 2mm, the unit has a sensing range of 14 mm ±10%. Coupled with its 3.5-by-1.3-by-1.3-in. size, this range suggests the unit for use as a replacement for conventional limit switches in a wide variety of applications.

Input voltage is 115 v +10%, −15% at 50 to 60 Hz; its output rating is 40 VA at 115 v. The switch may be ordered with either a three-wire connector or an integral two-wire cable with an opening to accept ½-in. conduit. Priced at $60 singly, it is available from stock.

Industrial Solid-State Controls Inc., 435 W. Philadelphia St., P. O. Box 934, York, Pa. 17405. Phone (717) 848-1151 [355]

10-channel junction has precise silicon reference

As experienced designers have learned, good thermocouple thermometry requires an accurate, highly linear, stable thermometer bonded to a carefully designed thermal shunt. The SL101 is an isothermal 10-channel junction that employs an aged silicon sensor, adjusted and sealed at the factory, to provide junction-temperature data. With compensation coefficients supplied by the manufacturer and any of various data-acquisition modules currently available, a computer can accurately read and compensate for thermocouples of any type or mix.

The reference circuitry's output is 1 mv/°C, accurate to within ±1% and stable to within ±0.1% per year. Its zero point can be set by the user. The unit accepts shielded wires as large as AWG 14 and provides internal isothermal transition to copper conductors. Users may choose either ribbon or solder-eye edge connectors.

The 6.10-by-3.14-by-1.12-in. junction is priced at $195 each in quantities of three.

San Diego Instrument Laboratory, 7969 Engineer Rd., San Diego, Calif. 92111. Phone (714) 292-0646 [354]

When your ICs flunk the thumb test...

Coolly select one of our 7 efficient low cost IC heat dissipation for complete specs, thermal dissipating curves, and other helpful information, send for bulletin.

IERC
INTERLATIONAL ELECTRONICS RESEARCH CORPORATION
A SUBSIDIARY OF DYNAMICS CORPORATION OF AMERICA
155 W. MAGNOLIA BLVD., BURBANK, CA 91502 [213] 849-2481

Circle 144 on reader service card
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**New products**

**Microcomputers & systems**

**Development tool is a computer**

Is it a microprocessor development system with the personality of a small-business computer or a microcomputer with development system capabilities? "It's both," National Semiconductor Corp. says of Starplex, its major new product for the upcoming Wescon/78.

Designed primarily as a development system for an 8080A microprocessor or 8080-based single-board computer, Starplex has other general-purpose features that National's microcomputer systems group hopes will attract a share of the $500 million small-business computer market, too.

Aimed at sharply cutting hardware and software development time, Starplex can be used by novice programmers as well as veterans, according to John Jones, series 80 product line manager. Special-function keys help beginners develop code quickly, but experienced operators can use standard keyboard entry, if they prefer. Prompts and error messages are in plain English to further reduce frustrations for first-time users.

Editing, which Jones claims is usually the most time-consuming development task, got special attention from the Starplex design team. "Depressing the edit key initiates the Starplex editor, displaying a menu into which the programmer enters the file name and other editor control," Jones explains. All editing functions are carried out using a single keystroke, and the system manages the mass-storage file.

The system is built from three board-level computer products, each containing an INS8080A microprocessor. The central processing unit is based on the BLC 80/20, the cathode-ray-tube-keyboard controller on the BLC 8229, and the floppy-disk controller on the BLC 8221. The three microprocessor-based boards and the 64-kilobyte random-access-memory board all are attached to the central BLC system bus.

One immediate advantage of this triple-microprocessor scheme is that it lessens the overhead task load on the CPU. Another is that it provides direct-memory-access capabilities for both the CRT and the disk controllers. The 80-character-by-24-line CRT and the 94-key keyboard are linked by ports to the 8229. The dual floppy-disk drive, with its 512-kilobyte capacity, is similarly linked to the 8221.

The BLC 80/20 CPU has an RS-232-C serial communications port and also interfaces with a 50-character-per-second thermal printer. The entire system is housed within a console that measures 25 by 16 by 26 inches, but the CRT, printer, and disk drives may be removed and placed alongside the keyboard and card cage module.

Starplex, as described, will sell to original-equipment manufacturers in October for $13,800 singly or $8,200 in 100-and-up quantities. A programmable read-only-memory programmer, in-circuit-emulator, and additional floppy-disk drives are available, as are assemblers for Pace and 8060 microprocessors. Jones says that an assembler for the Z80 microprocessor will be offered sometime later.

National will market all Starplex systems through original-equipment manufacturers and will not undertake end-user sales or servicing. The reason, according to Jones, is that the potential market includes service organizations, manufacturing plants, hospitals, retail stores, and the like, which National does not have the resources to service.

National Semiconductor Corp., 2900 Semiconductor Dr., Santa Clara, Calif. 95051 [381]

**Converter board brings microprocessor to reality**

The M6800 Exorciser microcomputer system can be made to control the real world for only $560—the price of the model ST-6800DA4A. The product is a four-channel digital-to-analog conversion board that slips directly into the microcomputer's card slot and is completely compatible with its bus.

The board offers 12-bit binary resolution with a maximum nonlinearity of ±1/2 least significant bit. For a 20-V step output, settling time...
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New products

Our quick start program can have your company off-and-running the day it moves to Atlanta.

Atlanta, a city without limits.

When your company decides to relocate or expand to Atlanta, tell us the kind of employees you need, and we’ll recruit and train them before you get here.

And it doesn’t cost you a thing. That’s Georgia’s quick start training program. We can give your employees hired here, advance job training in the skills you specify before they start working. And it’s free. So is the audio cassette you get by clipping and mailing this coupon.

To within $\frac{1}{2}$ LSB is 4 $\mu$s; full-scale output-voltage ranges of 0 to 5 V, 0 to 10 V, $-5$ to 5 V, and $-10$ to 10 V can be provided. Output impedance is 50 m$\Omega$, and the board is capable of delivering a 5-mA output.

The ST-6800DA4A draws 1.2 A from the microcomputer’s power bus. Its on-board dc-to-dc converter provides the linear circuits with $ \pm 15$ V. Delivery is from stock.

Datel Systems, Inc., 1020 Turnpike St., Canton, Mass. 02021. Phone Ron Petrelli at (617) 828-8000 [385]

"Have computer, will travel"

For the programmer who doesn’t get around enough, there is now a computer that comes packed in a 22-by-14-by-7-in. suitcase. Called the Micral V, the 40-lb unit consists of an 8080-type central processing unit, 32-K random-access memory expandable to 64-K, 1-K erasable programmable read-only memory, a 480-character alphanumeric display, a keyboard, a minifloppy drive, a 32-character-per-line printer and interface, and a power supply.

Standard software includes an advanced business-oriented Basic language, BAL; an ANSI Fortran IV compiler is available as an option. Also optional is a double-density minifloppy drive. In quantities of 50, Micral V is priced at $6,250, and delivery time is 90 days.

R2E of America, 3406 University Ave., S.E., Minneapolis, Minn. 55414. Phone Ron Larsen at (216) 562-9908 [387]
The dramatic decline of the dollar-to-yen ratio has caused cancellation of the exclusive buy-resell agreement under which Semiconductor Circuits Inc., Haverhill, Mass., was to have been the sole U.S. distributor of certain models in the TOPS series of power supplies made by Tohritsu Tsushin Kogyu Co. of Japan [Electronics, July 6, p. 153 and July 20, p. 170]. Commenting on the situation, C. Kimball Martin, SCI vice president for sales and marketing, said, “Since neither SCI nor Tohritsu controls international currency valuations, we are deeply frustrated, but angry at no one.”

Unlike similar systems, which are intended for use by engineers, Signetics’ Instructor 50 microcomputer learning aid is aimed at students and first-time users. Included in the $350 price are a user's manual and an introductory course in microcomputers and programming. Built around a 2650 microprocessor, the Instructor 50 contains 512 bytes of random-access memory and a monitor program stored in 2 kilobytes of read-only memory. A built-in cassette interface provides a convenient port for program loading to the RAM. Although primarily designed for educational purposes, according to Joseph E. Doll, product marketing manager, the unit can serve as the kernel of a larger system. It will be available from stock next month from the Sunnyvale, Calif., corporation.

Valvo GmbH, Philips’ West German components-manufacturing subsidiary, will slash the price for the Philips BPX47A solar battery for the second time this year, reducing it an additional 25% to about $350 for the 11-w unit. The Hamburg-based firm says that this makes solar-power generation economically viable for such consumer applications as isolated cottages, sailing yachts, and other sites located far from conventional sources of electricity.

Relational Memory Systems Inc., San Jose, Calif., the firm that offers users of the Intel MDS 800 a Z80 development capability [Electronics, April 27, p. 183], now offers users of the Intellec series II a support package that includes Z80 SPICE (Super ICE)—an in-circuit-emulation adjunct for the high-speed Z80A microprocessor. The hardware/software package, which sells for $2,950, also has a relocatable macro-assembler that operates with the ISIS II operating system.

Unlike most dc-to-ac inverters, which have square-wave outputs, a new inverter power supply from Hewlett-Packard has an output with the same crest factor as a sine wave—1.4. Designed to power the 1700 family of oscilloscopes, the new inverter achieves this ratio of peak value to rms value by letting its output go high for 25% of a cycle, go to zero for 25%, go low for 25%, and return to zero for the remaining 25%. Because it makes no sudden swings from the high value to the low one, it puts less stress on the CRT elements than do inverters with square-wave outputs. The model 1112A sells for $900.
Electron Display Design


Positions are open for designers and project leaders who will conceive and/or implement CRT designs which are new technically or in their manufacturing methods.

Your responsibilities will range from initial design to manufacturing prototyping and will interface closely with our instrument designers.

Designers:

Background might include experience in electron display research and development, a physics background and computational skills which are applicable to electronic optics.

Project Engineers:

You will have experience in vacuum electron devices design and development and knowledge of fabrication methods and materials used. Experience in engineering project management is desired.

Tektronix, Inc. develops, manufactures and markets internationally recognized precision electronic measurement instruments, computer peripherals and related electronic instrumentation.

Salary is open. Benefits include educational support, insurance and profit sharing programs.

Send detailed resume and salary history to Roy Epperson, TEKTRONIX, Inc., P.O. Box 1733, Beaverton, Oregon 97077 or call 1-800-547-1184.

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/H

Manufacturers of Communications and Avionics Test Equipment

Our continued success, rapid growth and expansion have created numerous career opportunities for engineering professionals.

Electronic Design and Project Engineers

BSEE and Experience Required

Requires a creative individual who will assume project leadership in new project development from detailed concepts through design, fabrication, lab and field tests to customer use. Help make major decisions with a company that still permits individuality. A career that offers challenges—responsibilities—growth opportunities—recognition—advancement—security—as well as rewards.

Let us discuss your technical qualifications and career opportunities. Competitive salary, excellent benefits, and a great place to live and rear a family.

Discover Wichita for the good life! Warm, friendly people...4-seasons climate...culturally oriented community...variety of recreational activities including water sports, and the finest of educational systems—elementary thru university offering advanced engineering degrees.

Submit resume plus salary history to: Virgil Ewry, Vice President, Engineering 4053 Navajo Lane Wichita, Kansas 67210 316/685-9271 or 800-835-2350 (toll free)

All inquiries confidential

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

STANLEY

SENIOR PRODUCT ENGINEER-ELECTRONIC

Stanley Magic Door, a division of The Stanley Works, headquartered in Farmington, Conn., is seeking an Electronics Engineer. The successful applicant will be responsible for evaluation of field requirements and problems, for product design and development programs, for coordination with production on new design. Should be degreed, with a minimum of three years' experience in electronics: solid state devices, and logic circuits. Knowledge of microwave technology, infra-red devices, and power control of fractional H.P. motors desirable.

Submit your resume, including salary history, to:
THE STANLEY WORKS
Corporate Employment, Dept. 817E
P.O. Box 1800, New Britain, Conn. 06050
An Equal Opportunity Affirmative Action Employer
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**Research Associates**

The Houston Advanced Memory Design & Development Group of Texas Instruments has a limited number of positions for recent PhD's in the physical sciences. These positions require innovative individuals with strong experimental backgrounds capable of contributing to a fast paced interdisciplinary program in the forefront of MOS process technology. The ability to communicate both verbally and with the written word is of great importance in these highly visible positions. Specific knowledge of MOS processing is not a prerequisite.

If you fit this description and are interested in tangible work with a challenging future, send your resume in confidence to: Staffing Manager/P. O. Box 1443, M.S. 605/Houston, TX 77001.

**Texas Instruments Incorporated**
An equal opportunity employer M/F

---

**Job-seekers...**
**be the first to know with McGraw-Hill's Advance Job Listings**

By having our weekly ADVANCE JOB LISTINGS sent to your home every Monday you can be the first to know about openings both in and out of your field. AJL will enable you to contact anxious recruitment managers BEFORE their ads appear in upcoming issues of 21 McGraw-Hill publications. To receive a free sample copy, plus information about our low subscription rates, fill out and return the coupon below.

**ADVANCE JOB LISTINGS / P.O. BOX 900 / NY 10020**

**PLEASE SEND A SAMPLE COPY OF ADVANCE JOB LISTINGS TO**

**NAME**

**ADDRESS**

**CITY**

**STATE ZIP**

---

**ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS**

Challenging career assignments at Bendix, Kansas City

**Product Engineers**

- Hi-rel semiconductor and/or passive electrical devices including RF transistors, circuits, FET's, resistors, capacitors, filters, and connectors. Must be familiar with latest device designs, processing techniques, and quality control. Experience in circuit analysis desired.

- Miniature radar development RF or digital using integrated circuit.

- Digital circuitry—direct design experience with knowledge of hybrid micro-circuit technology.

- RF Cables—design, specifying, fabrication, and testing of RF cables.

**Minicomputer Specialist**—Minicomputer applications programming utilizing FORTRAN, BASIC, or ASSEMBLER languages. Working knowledge of DEC or HP equipment desirable.

**Equipment Engineer**—Knowledge of industrial control systems, N/C technology, system modification, design, trouble-shooting and training techniques. Familiarity with minicomputer and microprocessor hardware is desired.

**Quality Engineer**—Develops and maintains inspection processes and procedures for purchased electrical components. Develops concepts and approves designs of special design testers and gauges. Technical knowledge of statistics, inspection, material cost and quality control techniques beneficial.

If your background is suitable to any of the above, and you are interested in a long term professional growth with a company that offers relocation allowances and excellent benefit package, send complete resume with salary history to:

**Peggy Sullivan**
Professional Placement Representative
The Bendix Corporation
P.O. Box 303-EG
Kansas City, Missouri 64141

---

_A Equal Opportunity Employer, M/F_
Computer Design Engineers
San Francisco Peninsula

Expansion of our Systems Development staff has created opportunities for:

Manager
Digital Communications Hardware

BSEE/MSEE with 10 years experience and demonstrated management skills required.

Engineers/ Sr. Engineers

Opennings at all levels in the areas of:

- Central Processor Design
- Peripherals Controllers
- Memory Systems Design
- I/O Systems Design

These positions require BSEE/CS or MSEE/CS plus 2-5 years design experience. Familiarity with 1 or more of the following:
MOS/LSI, Bit Slice devices; telecommunications, minicomputer I/O systems, and Assembly language.

Four-Phase Systems offers excellent compensation in a stable growth environment where INDIVIDUAL ACHIEVEMENT IS RECOGNIZED. Contact C. Horn, 800/538-9560, or 408/255-0900, or send resume to Professional Employment, FOUR-PHASE SYSTEMS, 10700 N. De Anza Blvd., Cupertino, CA 95014. Equal employment opportunity is our pledge & practice.

Four-Phase Systems
Advanced Technology for Distributed Processing

---

PROJECT ENGINEER

Continued, rapid growth of north suburban Chicago manufacturer of telecommunications equipment creates an opportunity for a results-oriented individual with a minimum of 3 years experience in analog and digital design. Any exposure to 8080 or 280 microprocessors is a definite plus. Projects will involve telecommunication circuit designs from conception to completion. Required B.S.E.E. or equivalent in addition to above experience.

We offer an attractive salary and excellent benefits including paid health, life and dental insurance, profit sharing and tuition reimbursement. For consideration, please submit resume of work and salary history, to:

EXTEL CORPORATION

Equal Opportunity Employer m/f

---

ELECTRONIC FIELD SERVICE ENGINEERS

If you know where you’re going, you’ve got a good start...

but that’s all you’ve got.

The Woodward Governor Company, manufacturer of prime mover controls exclusively since 1870 has immediate need for Electronic Field Service Engineers.

Position requires an EE Degree with analog and digital background. Prefer exposure to microprocessors. You must be willing to travel over 50% of the time, primarily in the U.S. with occasional trips abroad.

Become a member of our well established, stable organization which offers an outstanding profit sharing plan, benefit program and excellent working conditions. Please send your resume to: Personnel Department, Woodward Governor Company, P.O. Box 1519, Fort Collins, Colorado 80522. We are an equal opportunity employer m/f.

WOODBARD
MIDWEST ELECTRIC UTILITY SEEKING ENGINEERS

Challenging opportunities in the midwest. Seeking experienced personnel to assist in start-up and operation of a 1,150 MW PWR NUCLEAR STATION.

Instrument and Control Engineers: BS in engineering with experience on in-plant equipment checkout, start-up and operations.

Computer Engineer: BS/EE or BS/ME with 1 to 3 years computer experience. Responsibilities include trouble shooting, testing and writing programs for computer hardware and software.

Construction Electrical Engineers: BS/EE with 2 to 4 years field construction experience. Responsibilities include assisting in engineering studies, design reviews, research investigations, and technical analysis in support of the design and on-site construction of the nuclear station.

Submit resume including salary requirements and availability to Kansas Gas and Electric Company, P.O. Box 208, Wichita, Kansas 67201.

HOUSTON, TEXAS ELECTRONIC DESIGN AND PROJECT ENGINEERS

The automatic control systems segment of our industry is expanding and is currently in need of individuals with analog/digital design capability. Microprocessor experience a major plus in both R & D and product design. Competitive salaries and benefits.

For further information, contact Russell Gallantone or John O'Dell at (713) 621-9050

AMI has a number of other openings for MOS Professionals including PRODUCT ENGINEERS, TEST ENGINEERS, DEVICE ENGINEERS.

Join the family

Besides rare challenge, AMI offers you excellent salaries and a full spectrum of benefits for you and your family. Please send your resume or contact C. McTyer, Professional Employment, AMI, 3800 Homestead Road, Santa Clara, Ca. 95051. (408) 246-0330. We are an equal opportunity employer M/F/H.

AMI
AMERICAN MICROSYSTEMS, INC.
**Plastic Semiconductor Encapsulation Research Engineer**

Allied Chemical's Specialty Chemicals Division has a career opportunity in their Toledo, Ohio Technical Department.

As a technology leader in Epoxy B encapsulants, a continuing rapid product and market growth has been experienced. Allied Chemical offers competitive salaries, an excellent benefits package and many challenging career growth opportunities. This Northwest Ohio location is conveniently located near excellent recreational, cultural and educational facilities.

Applicant should be knowledgeable with semiconductor device assembling, packaging and reliability testing technology. Experience with integrated circuit and discrete devices is desired. Successful candidate will be responsible for detailed planning, conducting and interpreting of plastic encapsulation material performance programs. Specific activities will include the molding of test devices and performing environmental stressing and electronic performance tests.

Send resume and salary history in confidence to: Mr. R.L. Lodge, ALLIED CHEMICAL CORPORATION, SPECIALTY CHEMICALS DIVISION, 2829 Glendale Avenue, Toledo, Ohio 43614.
ENGINEERS BSEE/ENG’G
PAN AM’S BIG ROLE IN AEROSPACE
OFFERS BIG OPPORTUNITIES

Since 1953, Pan Am’s Aerospace Services Division has supported the U.S. Eastern Test Range. So Pan Am engineers work on a variety of complex electronic/electrical instruments and systems requiring a high degree of problem solving ability. It’s tough but stimulating work.

Due to our rapid, continuous growth, we need qualified engineers with the following backgrounds:

RADAR SYSTEMS ENGINEER
Involves land or ship radars used for tracking and signature data and ranges from design and fabrication of solid-state receivers and digital range machines, to preparation of technical specifications for new radars. Requires BS Engineering and at least 2 years experience including subsystem design, system test, and evaluation. Experience at the systems engineering level highly desirable.

COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM ENGINEERS
Involves the design and installation of subsystem equipment and preparation of specifications for new systems and equipment including design, test, and evaluation of digital data transmission subsystems. ETR Communications Systems include microwave, land-based cable, undersea cable, HF radio, and satellite transmission and interface with common carrier facilities for global communications. Requires BS Engineering with a minimum of 2 years experience in communications transmission systems.

SERVO ENGINEERS
Perform servo analysis, design and evaluation. Requires BSEE with 2 years experience in servo and control systems related to automatic tracking antenna systems. Experience in control logic desirable.

Full range of benefits include reduced rate air travel, paid vacations, hospitalization, sick leave and life insurance (paid or at low cost). Contact D.K. Mosby at (305) 494-7322. If you prefer, send resume/salary history to Mr. Mosby. Ref. 78-59, Pan American World Airways, Inc., Aerospace Services Division, Bldg. 423, Box 4608, Patrick Air Force Base, Florida 32925.

AEROSPACE SERVICES DIVISION
Pan American World Airways, Inc
Equal Opportunity Employer

Aerojet ElectroSystems

is looking for professionals . . . the type of engineers considered the best in the industry to participate in the growth of this expanding technology with specialities or related experience in . . .

SATELLITES
AIRBORNE
SUBSYSTEMS

GROUND EQUIPMENT
UNDERWATER DEVICES

ELECTRONIC DESIGN
• Analog and digital circuits
• Signal processing systems
• Solid state sub-systems
• Digital test equipment

OPTICS DESIGN
• Infrared, laser and visible optics systems
• Advanced optics systems
• Laser countermeasures

MECHANICAL DESIGN
• Structural mechanics
• Engineering mechanics

PROJECT ENGINEERING
• Test engineering
• E/O systems

SCIENTIFIC PROGRAMMERS
• E/O simulation
• E/O data reduction

BS/MS/PhD levels
Submit resume to:
Mary Ehrlich, Employment Manager

Aerojet
ElectroSystems

P.O. Box 296-E . . . Azusa, Calif. 91702
an affirmative action employer
If you currently earn between $15,000 - $36,000 we've got a better job for you ... NOW!

Several new contract awards have created numerous, immediate, long-term career opportunities for degreed, technical professionals. We are only interested in top caliber, creative individuals with proven records of success in engineering, management & consulting.

Opportunities include technical/management consulting, project management, R&D, test and systems evaluation. Major contract areas include Communications, Satellites, Weapons, Intelligence, Computer, Energy and Aerospace systems. All positions require U.S. CITIZENSHIP, MINIMUM OF A BS degree (MS/Ph.D. preferred), and a minimum of one year's experience in one or more of the specific areas listed below.

- Minicomputers
- Microprocessors
- Software development
- Signal processing
- Digital systems
- Command & Control

If you want to join one of the fastest growing firms in the country, call Robert Beach, Vice President, collect at (301) 762-1100 or, if you prefer, send your detailed resume, in confidence. We'll make you an offer you can't refuse.

WALLACH ... Your career connection
Equal Opportunity Employer Agency

1010 Rockville Pike
P.O. Box 2148
Rockville, Maryland 20852
(301) 762-1100

This week's ad is the same as last week's ad. We ALWAYS need good people.

Send your resume to the good people company. Signetics, MS 300, 811 East Arques Avenue, Sunnyvale, CA 94086. We are an equal opportunity employer m/f.

The Good People Company.
Signetics
a subsidiary of U.S. Philips Corporation
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SUBSCRIBE NOW!

FILL OUT APPLICATION. GET YOUR OWN COPY OF ELECTRONICS - 26 ISSUES A YEAR.

Electronics Magazine Book Series.

1. Microprocessors What you must know about available microprocessor technology, devices, equipment, information, 4th printing. $8.95
2. Applying Microprocessors 3rd and 3rd generation technology. 26 detailed applications from data networks to video games. $9.95
3. Large Scale Integration Covers the basic technology, new LSI devices, LSI testing procedures, plus system design and applications. $9.95
4. Basics of Data Communications Includes 47 articles from Data Communications magazine covering more than 11 key areas. $12.95

I must be fully satisfied or you will refund full payment if the book is returned after ten-day trial examination.

Charge to my credit card: □ American Express □ Diners Club
□ BankAmericard/Visa □ Master Charge

Acc’t No. □ □ □ Date exp. □ □ □

On Master Charge only, first numbers above name.

Name □ Title □
Company □
Street □
City □ State □ Zip □

Signature □
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If the cards below have already been used, you may obtain the needed information by writing directly to the manufacturer, or by sending your name and address, plus the Reader Service number and issue date, to Electronics Reader Service Department, P.O. Box No. 2530, Clinton, Iowa 52734.
TRW thin film resistors optimize parameters like real estate, accuracy, speed, reliability, and resistance range.

In discrete devices, sets, or networks.
For instance, our ultra-precision MAR series does all of the above with absolute TC’s and tolerances to ±5 ppm/°C, ±.01%. Our smallest discrete uses <.016 in² of PCB space. Complex sets and networks include 16 Bit Binary Ladders, input attenuators and others up to 28 pins.

In straightforward precision, we have a range of standards in R2R Ladder, MIL-R-83401 flat pack, and RNC resistors with a verified MTBF of 280 x 10⁴ unit hours.

Contact TRW/IRC Resistors, 4222 South Staples, Corpus Christi, Texas 78411. (512) 854-4872, Dept. M. For standards in all types of resistors, call your local TRW distributor.
And slash your total on-board costs!

Only Bourns delivers both DIP and SIP trimmers for high volume, auto-insertion applications. Machine insertion reduces your production costs and increases productivity. Production costs are slashed from as high as 10 cents to as low as 0.3 cents per insertion! Trimmers can be auto-inserted at least 30 times faster than by hand!

Use Your Standard IC Insertion Equipment — If you already have equipment for auto-insertion of DIP — IC's, you can use the same equipment to insert DIP trimmers. Bourns Model 3099 DIP trimmers have identical height and lead spacing as standard IC's. Or, if you need to purchase insertion equipment, the payback can begin at 3,000,000 insertions!

Meet the New SIP Space Saver — Bourns recently introduced the world's first SIP trimmer — the Model 20. Auto- or hand insertable, the Model 20 cermet trimmer saves precious board space with no sacrifice in performance. Featuring .100-inch spacing and a low board profile of .185-inches, it occupies only 50% of the space used by conventional ¼-inch rectangular trimmers.

Both DIP's and SIP's feature stable, infinite resolution cermet elements with a low temperature coefficient of 100 ppm/°C. They are sealed to withstand industrial cleaning processes and are available in 18 standard resistance values ranging from 10 ohms to 5 megohms.

Backed by the Bourns reputation for leadership, performance and quality at cost-effective prices, Bourns DIP and SIP trimmers can slash total on-board costs and increase productivity. Call or write today for information on the Bourns family of auto-insertable trimmers.

TRIMPOT PRODUCTS DIVISION, BOURNS, INC., 1200 Columbia Avenue, Riverside, CA 92507. Phone: 714 781-5050. TWX: 910 332-1252.